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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The work performed on this Environmental Monitors Line-Loss Study has been
performed under Contract Numbers MLW-SVV-073750 and MFH-SVV-207554. Work on
the task was initiated mid-December 1991, and this report documents and summarizes the
work performed through January 18, 1993.

The sections included in this report summarize the work performed on the
Environmental Monitors Line-Loss Study. The sections included in this report are arranged
to reflect individual sub-tasks and include:

• descriptions of measurement systems and procedures used to obtain cascade
impactor samples and laser spectrometer measurements from.multiple stacks
and locations;

• information on data acquisition, analyses, assessment, and software;

• discussion of the analyses and measurement results from the cascade impactor
and laser spectrometer systems and software used;

• discussion on the development of general test methods and procedures for line-
loss determinations;

• an overall summary and specific conclusions that can be made with regard to
efforts performed on this task during FY 1992 and FY 1993 (October 1, 1992
through January 18, 1993).

Supporting information for these sections is included in this report as appendices.

1.1 Justification

Deficiencies in air monitoring and sampling systems at WHC are identified in WHC
Compliance Plan CP89-16. These deficiencies include line loss quantification, potential
proportional sampling errors, quantification of sampling/measurement system bias, and
overall system calibrations. These requirements are set forth in the Environmental
Compliance Manual, %q-IC-CM-7-5, Part D. "Tiger Team" assessment number AIBMPF-3
also identifies line losses as a potential for large sampling errors. This has been a
continuation of work started in FY 1991.

1.2 Background.

During FY 1991, work was performed on the Air Monitor Calibration and Line-Loss
Study under Contract Number MLW-SVV-518974. The task was initiated in mid-February,
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1991 and was completed September 30, 1991. The objectives of this work were to obtain
information on current industry sampling methods, line-loss studies, and calibration
technology. Assessment of present WHC systems was documented against both the
regulations and currendy available technology. There were five objectives associated with
this task as stated in the original work plan. These were:

1) conduct a technical review of current industry-wide gaseous effluent sampling
and monitoring methods, line-loss studies, equipment and procedures,

2) assess the present WHC system designs, collection data and calibration
methods for systems sampling and monitoring stack effluents,

3) outline and develop the methods for determining the accuracy of the WHC
sampling and monitoring systems,

4) document test methods and procedures, including the technical bases, system
accuracy, specific sources of error and test results,

5) initiate a line-loss study, if required, to determine system accuracy and
equipment using existing contaminants and/or tracers on one WHC stack
sampling and monitoring system as directed by the WHC Task Manager and
within the budget limitations.

Efforts on these subtasks were summarized in a report titled "Final Reporton FY
1991 Activities for the Air Monitor Calibration and Line-Loss Study" submitted to WHC on
September 30, 1991 by SAIC personnel.

1.3 Objectives

The scope of this task was to obtain information on line losses for monitoring systems
by empirical measurements. Assessment of both impactor sample results and laser
measurements have been documented to providemethods for determining potential line losses
in Hartford stack monitoring systems. The completed work is consistent with the Action
Plans contained in Compliance Plan CP89-16.

There were six objectives associated with this task as stated in the original work plan.
These were:

1) complete cascade impactor tests on PUREX PR Stack and determine projected
line losses,

2) determine particle size distribution in selected stack(s)'by la_er spectrometry,

1-2
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3) complete cascade impactor tests on a second stack system and document
results,

4) prepare test methodsand procedures for line loss determinations,

5) plan, initiate, and complete a third impactor study, if required, using existing
contaminants and/or tracerson one WHC stack,

i

6) preparea final report.

• +
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2.0 WORK PERFORMED DURING FY 1992 AND FIRST QUARTER OF FY 1993

Details of the work performed during FY 1992 and the beginning of FY 1993 are
described in this section. Included are descriptions of the measurement systems constructed
and/or modified and procedures written and implemented to obtain data to be used to
quantify particle line losses in effluent sampling lines. Bases for decisions made during the
work period are stated where appropriate. Cascade-impactor and laser-spectrometer systems
were used to obtain particle size-distribution and line-loss data. Data was obtained on the PR j
Stack; measurements were obtained directly from the stack and also downstream of the
effluent sampling line used by an alpha CAM. Plans to acquire data from the PUREX Main
Stack and from the AP Tank Farm Stack were developed but they were not implemented
during the work period; these plans are also presented in this report.

Details of data acquisition, analyses, and assessment are discussed and compared. A
software program developed by Anand and McFarland (Anand and McFarland 1991) is also
described.

Specific results of testing using the cascade impactor and the laser spectrometer are
presented and discussed as well as results obtained using the "Deposition" software. The
empirical results are compared to the software results. Finally, general test methods and
procedures for the determination of particle line loss based on the data obtained during the
year and the assessment of that data are discussed in detail.

2.1 Description of Sampling and Measurement Systems and Procedures

The effluent sampling and measurement systems used or planned to be used in this
study are described in this section. Also included here are descriptions of procedures used to
operate the instrumentation.

2.1.1 Cascade Impactor

The c_e impactors used in this task were manufactured by Andersen Instruments,
Incorporated. They were the Non-Viable Ambient Particle Sizing Samplers and were
operated at 1 actual cubic foot per minute (acfm). They are multi-stage (8), multi-orifice
cascade impactors using filter paper as the collection substrates. These units are described in
detail in Appendix A-1. The sampling systems in which these impactors were designed to be
used during this task were for the PR Stack (296-A-1), the PUREX Main Stack (291-A-1),
and the AP Tank Farm Stack (296-A-40).

2.1.1.1 ,PR Stack

Cascade impactor samples were obtained directly from the PR Stack (from a PUREX
roof location) and downstream from an alpha CAM sampling line location in the PR-Stack

2-1
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Instrument Building (Building 292-AA). Schematics of these two locations are shown in
Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

PUREX
ROOF

Sampling Line
,f _ Heating Sleeve

Sampling e.f",_
/j

L°CatI_1L'_"_ / Vacuum,

Impador

Equipment
•. • • . • _/'

/ Rallorm
r' Flow-

meier

Z96-A-1
Stack

vacuum Pump

f

Figure 2-1. PR-StackC,ascadeImpactorRoofLo_l_o-SamplingSystem

S - Splitter;, VG - Vacuum gauge; FM - Row meter: FR - Row regulator;
V - Valve; VP - Vacuum pump; C| - Cascade impactor

Figure2-2. PR-StackCascadeImpactorCAMSamplingSystem

The cascade impactor system designed for sampling directly from the PR stack was
positioned on a 3/4-in.-thick plywood base that is 2 ft x 2 ft in surface dimensions. On that
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platform was placed the cascade impactor, flowmeter, vacuum gauge, two small vacuum
pumps, a temperature controller, and a power outlet bar. The vacuum pumps and the
temperature controUer operated on 110 volts AC, 60 Hz power. After all of the pans of the
system had been transported to the roof from the ground, they were secured to the platform.
The sampling line (1/2 in. outer diameter, 0.065 in. wall thickness; stainless steel) was
inserted through the 1/2-in.-diameter hole in the side of the PR Stack and connected to the
second part of the sampling line with a compression fitting. The inlet nozzle had an inner
diameterof318in.withanapproximatetaperof15"attheentrancetoanouterdiameterof
I/2in.A diagramoftheinletnozzleisshowninFigure2-3.The otherpartofthe
SamplinglineranparalleltothePUREX Buildingroofuntila gentlebendinitcurved
upward(witha radiusofcurvatureofapproximately5 in.)andthenitcurvedtoavertical
tubethatwasconnectedtothetopofthecascadeimpactorwithanothercompressionfitting.
The samplinglinewaswrappedwithheatingtapeanda plasticenclosurewassecuredover
thecascadeimpactorandtherestofthesystemtoprotecttheentiresystemfromtheweather.
Sampleswereobtainedduringthewintermonthswhenambienttemperatureswereinthe30s.
A lowtemperatureofnearfreezingwasobserved.Thetemperatureofthesamplinglinewas
keptatapproximately80*Fthroughoutthesamplingperiod.Ninedifferentsampling
locationswereusedfortheinletnozzleduringthesamplinginterval;thesewerebasedonthe
locationsusedby WHC VentandBalancepersonnelwhenthevelocitytraversemeasurements
areobtainedtocharacterizethevelocityprofileinthestack.Thesemeasurementsaremade
onceperquarterandarebasedonWHC Procedure7-GN-56,Rev.i,"AirflowCapacityand
DistributionTests."Theselocationsrepresentpositionsrecommendedby theEPA in40
CFR 60,AppendixA, Methodi (U'.S.EPA 1990).InProcedure7-GN-56,I0measurement
locationsaresuggested;however,becauseoftheshapeoftheinletnozzleandthe
corresponding"width"oftheinletnozzlecausedbytheradiusofcurvature,thesample
locationnormallyusedforthefirstmeasurementlocationcouldnotbeusedforthese
samples-itwasnotphysicallypossible.Therefore,thefirsttwosamplelocationswere
combinedanda samplingperiodoftwotimestheperiodfora singlelocationwasusedata
distanceof2 I/4in.insidethestack.

The sampling system in the PR Stack Instrument Building (292-AA) required a simple
"modification" before the cascade impactor sampling system could be installed. An elbow
and valve needed to be removed from the "spare" sampling line that is downstream from the
air flow sputter. The other sampling line from the splitter goes to the alpha CAM. A
diagram of this system may be found in Figure 1 in the Work Plan attached to this report as
Appendix B-2. The cascade impactor was connected directly to the vertical portion of the
san,piing line downstream of the splitter with a compression fitting. As shown in Figure 2-2,
a flowmeter and vacuum gauge are located downstream of the cascade impactor. Two
facih'ty vacuum pumps were used to meet the flowrate needs for the CAM and the cascade
impactor. The normal flowrate for the alpha CAM is approximately 2 standard cubic feet
per minute (scfm). This meets the flowrate required for isokinetic sampling through the
sample rake in the PR Stack. When the CAM and cascade impactor are operated at the same
time, the total flowrate must equal the flowrate previously determined for isokinetic flow
conditions. The cascade impactor is designed to operate at 1 acfm. The flowrate through
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Rgure 2-3. Cross-Sectionof SamplingInletNozzlefor the PRStack

the CAM must be reduced accordingly and, therefore, the alarm set-point on the CAM must
also be reduced propordonaUy to reflect ffLischange. The flowmeter used with the cascade
i_r is operated under a vacuum; therefore, the reading must be adjusted to compensate
for this condition. Table I in the Work Plan (i.e., Appendix B-2) lists correction factors for
this purpose. Table H in the same Work Plan lists calibration information for the flowmeter
used. The temperature in the PR Instrument Building is controlled at approximately 75°F;
no heatingtapeisrequiredon thesamplinglineinsidethebuilding.Thissampleisobtained
duringapproximatelythesame timeintervalthatthecorrespondingcascadeimpactoris
operatedon thePUREX Buildingroof.

2.1.1.2 PUREX Main Stack

PlanningfortheacquisitionofcascadeimpactorsamplesfromthePUREX Main
Stack(291-A-I)was initiatedinFY 1992. Figure2-4illustratesoneofthecurrenteffluent

samplingand monitoringsystemson thisstack.The linechosentobe used(after
modifications)samplesfrom the60-footlevelofthestack.The linecurrentlycanbe usedto
monitorNO x levelsinthestackby usingNOx monitorslocatedinthe292-AB Building.

Figure 2-5 illustrates where the cascade impactor system would be located to obtain a
sample directly from the stack. Scaffolding will need to be erected near the Main Stack so
that samples can be obtained from the 60-foot level. The line connected to the sampling rake
inside the stack already has a compression fitting so that the line can be "installed" easily
without cutting the line. The same type of cascade impactor system as used on the PR Stack
will be used here. The system will be positioned on a 2 ft x 2 ft, 3/4-in.-thick plywood
base. The base will accommodate the cascade impactor, flowmeter, vacuum gauge, two
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-4
i,l

,.., PUREX Main Slact
" 291_1

-i
I

I

IN, J.o
" INN/''"'"""

" L- ZtZ,,N)
- Bulldinl
IN

Figure2-4. CurrentPUREXMainS/k Effluent
SamplingProgram

smaUvacuumpumps,a temperaturecontroller,and a poweroutletbar. Thevacuumpumps
andthetemperaturecontrollerwilloperateon Ii0voltsAC,60Hz electricalpowersupplied
fromthe ground.

PURIEX Main Stack
291-A-1

L Row SpilttorA--li_siva' 60-R Level Sampling Line

__ ImpliciilrSl#ltem'_

_._. \ _;eslloidlng i

mm

-- [ 292-AB
-- Eleclde=l Power Building

Figure2-5.PUREX MainStack_ Impactor
SamplingSystem
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Figure 2-6 shows a schematic of the air flow splitter to be used to incorporate the
cascade impactor into the current sampling system. This splitter has already been
constructed and is made of stainless steel with the dimensions shown in the figure. Refer to
Figure 2-5 as to the location of the splitter in the system.

/
0.68" I.D.
0.75" O.D.

\

.,...
, \

' 0.68" I.D\
\
\ 0.75" O.D.

0.25" I.D.

0.32" O.D.

Figure 2-6. Air Flow Splitter to be Used on the PUREX Main Stack

with the Cascade lmpactor System j

Figure 2-7 illustrates the current effluent monitoring system that exists downstream
from the PUREX Main Stack sampling line. This system will be modified so that a cascade
impactor can be used to obtain particle size distribution and line-loss information.

Figure 2-8 shows where a second cascade impactor system would be located
downstream from the PUREX Main Stack sampling line. An air flow splitter is already in
the monitoring line used by the NO_ monitors. Part of the flow goes to the monitors and the
rest of the gas flows through a bypass line. The total flowrate through the main sampling
line is 8 scfm to ensure isokinetic sampling from the stack. The cascade impactor system
will be located downstream from the splitter in the 292-AB Building and will sample
downstream of the air flow splitter at a flowrate of l acfm.

2.1.1.3 AP-Tank Farm Stack

Planning for the acquisition of cascade impactor samples from the AP-Tank Farm
Stack (296-A-40) was initiated in FY 1992. No samples were obtained because of changes in
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------ _ampiing Line to the I:W,JI:.i_ _laln _tack (GIbF1Leve_

NOx Spiller'

Line _ NOx Monito_

gtL_191 ' ZOL_192

Sm=nd Floor

ZgZ..AIBBuilding
.... ,

Figure 2-7. Curt'era: Effluent Monitoring System Downstream

from the PUREX Maia Stack SampLLng Line

•-----Sampling line to the PUFIEXMain Stack[61)-FtI.n_l]
, i l,

_ Cascade NOx klonitom

Nlil;rl.9% _192
;

i
SecondFloor

292-_ Building
, ,,

Figure 2-8. Cascade Impactor System Downstream from the

PUREX Mare SLack Sampling Line

the Fr'z'or],ti.esestablishedfor the Co_Lz_t Engineerand modifications requiz_ to be made
in the current effluent sampling and monitoring system.

The same type of cascade impactor system as used to sample directty from the PR
Stack and planned to sample from the PUREX Main Stack will be used to sample _y
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from this stack. Figure 2-9 illustrates how the system will be supported by scaffolding
already in place by the stack. Figure 2-10 is a diagram showing the location of the cascade
impaetor system parts that are secured to the 2-ft x 2-ft x 3/4-in. wooden platform and how,
as a whole system, they will be moved so that the single inlet probe will sample from
different locationsinsidethestack.

k_don, APTaW Furm
Scaffolding

SamplingUne /

Heallq Sleeve

h,ImlJat;tuaSyvt_.
II_'_

291_111 ......

Figure 2-9. AIDTank Farm Stack Cascade Imp_tor
Sampling Setup

In order to obtain cascade impactor samples downstream of the sampling line,
• modifications will need to be made in the current effluent sampling system.

Figure 2-11 shows a schematic of the current system which is located in the instrument
cabinet near the stack. Currently a Beta-CAM, record sampler, two silver zeolite (AgZ)
cartridges and associated sampling and monitoring equipment are located in the cabinet.
Two sepmate lines sample from the stack. No air-flow splitter is currently used in the
system. Figure 2-12 shows an "intermediate" sampling system which is similar to what now

eunntttyused in me PR-Staek Instrument Building (292-AA). An air-flow splitt_ will be
put into the sampling line for the CAM and would allow for two samples to be obtained
simultaneously. The total air flowrate would ensure isokinetic sampling conditions for the
sampling. This step is considered to be "intermediate" because a tee plus a valve would be
put into the system and the system would be a closed one - where a cascade impaetor or
other sampling device could be "inserted" at any time. The tee and valve would be removed
and be replaced with the cascade impactor. The flowmeter, vacuum gauge, flow regulator,
and vacuum pump would be permanently installed in the system. Figure 2-13 shows the
complete system with the cascade impactor sampling from one line from the air-flow splitter
and the CAM sampling from the other line. Once this system is installed, it will be left in
pl_tceuntil the sample acquisition would be completed. The readings of the flowmeter and
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Figure 2-10. AP Tank Farm Stack Cascade Impactor
Sampling System

vacuum gauge will be observe(:[and documented periodicalty throughoutthe sampling period
(e.g., once per week for 10 weeks).

2.1.2 Laser Spectrometer

The laser spectrometer used in this task was a factory-modified Model A2200
AirborneParticleCountermanufacturedbyMET One,Incorporated.Itcandeterminethe
sizedistributionsofairborneparticulatesinthe0.I-5.0micronsizerange(i.e.,projected-

areadiameters).The unitwas modifiedsuchthatthevacuumpump wasexternaltothe
systemtoassistinanydecontaminationifnecessaryandalsotoallowfortwovelocityprobes
insteadofthestandardsingleprobe.ThisunitisdescribedindetailinAppendixA-2.

2.1.2.1 PR Stack

M(_surem_ts using the laser spectrometerwere made in the same locationswhere
cascade impactorsamples had been obtained: 1) direcdy from the PR Stackat a P EX
roof location; and 2) downsu'eamfrom an alpha CAM sampling line location in the PR-Stack
InsmunentBuilding(292-AA).Figures2-Iand2-2representthelocationsat whichcascade
impactorsampleswereobtained.The impactorswerereplacedbythelaserspectrometerfor
real-timemeasurements.

Measurementswereobtaineddirecdyfromthestackusingthesameinletnozzleas
usedwiththecascadeimpactor.An additionalstainlesssteelextensionwasusedtoconnect
theinletnozzletothelaserspectrometerbecauseoftheheightdifferencebetweenthe
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cascade impactor and the laser spectrometer. No external, flow meter or vacuum gauge was
used; the external vacuum pump normally used with the laser spectrometer was used along
with the unit's internal flow-sensing indicating device.

i

Iv. I L,,v.! Iv, I
S - Splitter" RS - Record sample; AgZ - Silver Zeolite oartridgu;
VG - Vacuum gauge: FM - Row meter; FT - Row totmiizer"
FR - Flow regulator; VP - Vacuum pump

Figure2-12. IntermediateSm_plingSystemDownstream
fromAPTank Farm Stack
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• , • ,,,,, ,
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----- I
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VG.,I_

S - Splitter; RS - Reoord sample; AoZ - Silver Zeolite oertridgee;
VG - Vmouum gauge; FM- Row meter; FT - Flow totolizer;
FR - Flow reQulator; VP - VaGuum pump

Figure 2-13. AP Tank Farm Cascade lmpactor Sampling
System Downstream from the Sampling Line

Measurements from the CAM line were straightforward. The vacuum pump for the
laser spectrometer was used for this location also; however, the facility vacuum pump in the
292-AA Building was used to exhaust the sampled gas downstream of the laser spectrometer
but was not used to assist in the acquisition of the sample from the line. A stainless steel
extension, which was approximately 2 ft in length, was required from the valve/tee to the
laser spectrometer because of physical constraints; the spectrometer was too wide to fit in the
exact location that the cascade impactor had been located.

2.1.2.2 Ambient

Ambient particle size measurements were also made with the laser spectrometer from
the location on the PUREX roof. The unit was positioned in the location near the PR Stack
after the last stack sample had been obtained. The sampling line was disconnected from the
unit and the air just above the unit was sampled. After the spectrometer lines and sensitive
cavity were flushed for an adequate time, measurements were recorded.

2.2 Data

Details on the data obtained during FY 1992 are provided in this section. Information
on the acquisition of data using the cascade impactor and laser spectrometei" systems, the
methods used for the analyses and assessment of the data, and the use of a specific software
program to estimate particle line-loss are discussed.
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2.2.1 Acquisition

General detafls ofthe work plans developed to obtain cascade impactor samples and
laser spectrometer measurements are discussed in this section. Some explanations and bases
fordecisionsarealsoincluded.

2.2.1.1 Cascade Impactor
!

The specific work plan used to obtain a cascade impactor sample directly from the PR
Stack is included as Appendix B-I of this report. This work plan includes a general
description of the work, information on preplanning and coordination, safety considerations,
specific steps to perform prestart checks, steps required to insta£1the cascade impactor
sampling system, specific steps to periodically change the location of the sample probe, and
steps to remove the sampling system. Included as pan of the work plan are diagrams of the
set-up, correction factors required for in-line flowmeter readings due to vacuum, flowmeter
calibration data, and a data sheet to be used during sampling. This work plan was modified
prior to each use of it during the fiscal year; the minor changes were made to improve over
the previous procedures used to obtain the samples. The first cascade impac',orsample
collected directly from the PR Stack was obtained over approximately 7 weeks with the
samplingprobe being moved to a new location inside the stack every 4 to 5 days. Each time
the probe was moved, the flowrate and vacuum gauge readings were observed and
documented. The sampling system's condition and location were also verified as being
adequate at that time. Inspection personnel were required to initial a data sheet and record
the date and time of the inspection each time. The second cascade impactor sample from the
PR Stack was obtained over a period of approximately 10 weeks in order to obtain more
materialon the collection substrates for better counting statistics during analyses of the
samples. After collection of the samples had been completed, the cascade impactor as a
complete unit was transported to the 222-S Laboratory. The samples were subsequently
analyzed by personnel in the laboratory for _9"-_)u and :41Amcontent and total alpha
activity. The activities in the sampling line and the pre-separator were differentiated for this
second set of samples also. Both were rinsed and separate analyses were performed.

The specific work plan used to obtain a cascade impactor sample from the CAM
sampling line for the PR Stack is included as Appendix B=2of this report. The work plan
includes the same general categories that the work plan for sampling directly from the PR
stack includes. In general, sampling from this location is simpler than sampling directly
from the stack; once the cascade impactor is connected, ",hecascade impactor system does
not have to be moved. This system was instaLledon the same day as the system used to
sample directly from the stack and was also removed on the same day that the stack system
was removed. The connections, flowrate and vacuum gauge readings am checked within
approximately 10 minutes after the system on the roof has been moved and the instrument
readings observed and documented. The CAM sampling system's condition was also verified
as being adequate at the time of inspection. Personnel were required to initial a data sheet
and record the date and time of the inspection each time with this system also.
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A work plan was developed to be used to obtain cascade impactor samples from the
PUREX Main Stack (291-A-1) but was not implemented during FY 1992. A copy of this
plan is included as Append.{xB-3 of this report. Acquisitions of samples directly from the
stack at the 60-R level and downstream of the sampling line at a location inside the 292-AB
Building are discussed in the work plan. The same type of cascade impactor systems will be

to obtain thca_samples as was used to obtain samples from the PR Stack. Scaffolding
is required to be erected next to the Main Stack to provide a platform for the cascade
impactor system and for access to that system. An air flow splitter has been constructed for
use in obtaining the sample from the stack where part of the air flow is directed to the
cascade impactor and the remainderof it goes through the established sampling line.
Downstream of the sampling line in the 292-AB Building is a second air flow splitter and
another cascade impactor system will operate downstream of it.

A work plan was developed to be used to obtain cascade impactor samples from the
AP Tank Farm Stack (296--A-40);this plan was not implemented during FY 1992. A copy
of this plan is included as Appendix B-4 of this report. The acquisitions of samples directly
from the stack and downstream of the sampling line arc discussed in this work plan.
Scaffolding is already present next to the AP Tank Farm Stack. The platform on which the
cascade impactor system sets requires minor raodifications to it so that is can be, eyed along
the scaffolding when required. Major modifications, however, arc required inside the
instrumentcabinet which houses the current effluent monitoring equipment. An air flow
splitter located upstream of the Beta CAM inside the cabinet is required. A stainless steel
sampling lint;would extend from -,..he"unused"leg of the splitter (the other leg would go to
the CAM) and be fitted with a valve and tee with a line going to a flowmeter, vacuum
gauge, flow regulator, and vacuum pump. All of these items do not currently exist in the
instrumentcabinet. The valve and tee can be replaced by a cascade impactor when samples
are needed. Sampling will be performed over several weeks to obtain adequate material for
analyses.

2.2.1.2 Laser Spectrometer

The specific work plan used to obtain laser spectrometermeasurements directly from
the PR Stack is included as Appendix B-5 of this report. This work plan was developed
from the work plan used to obtain cascade impactor samples directly from the PR Stack.
The main difference between the two work plans was that real-time measurements were
obtained with the laser spectrometer while the cascade impactorwas required to sample for
several weeks to obtain adequate material for analyses. The same locations inside the stack
were used with both systems. Particle concentrations in the effluent allowed for laser
measurement periods of three minutes in length; that is, by using three minutes to collect
each set of data, no set of data for the total number of particles (> 0.1 micron) exceeded the
upper limit of the counter - 999,999. Four set:;of data were obtained at each location inside
the stack wire one minute between the collections. The laser spectrofi_eteri'an continuously
so that it was assumed that the flow rate remained constant. The last three sets of the four
sets of data obtained were used to calculate means and standarddeviations for each position.
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The first data set was not used in the calculations because the "system" was allowed to
equilibrate (i.e., the stack, flows, spectrometer, etc) after physically disturbing the set up.

The specific work plan used to obtain laser spectrometer measurements from the
CAM sampling line for the PR Stack is included as Appendix B-6 of this report. This work
plan was developed from the work plan used to obtain cascade impactor samples at this
location. Once the spectrometer was connected into the effluent monitoring system, it was
allowed to sample for approximately 10 minutes before data was obtained to characterize the
effluent. Several sets of data were obtained with l-minute intervals between data sets while

the effluent system was operated in a normal mode. After these data were obtained, two sets
of data were obtained while the sampling line was being tapped to make it vibrate. This was
done to investigate the hypothesis that material on the inside of the sampling line was present
and could break or flake off and be transported through the line.

Q

2.2.2 Data Analyses and Assessments

Data were obtained using two different types of systems: cascade impactors, and a
laser spectrometer. Methods for data analysis and types of data assessments employed are
discussedin this section.

2.2.2.1 Cascade Impactor

A description of the Andersen cascade impactor, calibration of the unit, and analysis
and interpretationof data are included in Appendix A-1. The example given in the Appendix
discusses gravimetric data, but radioactive counting data are handled and evaluated in the
same manner. The counting data can be plotted on "logarithmic-probit" graph paper (refer
to Figure A 1-5) and the activity median aerodynamic diameter and associated geometric
standard deviation then determined from the plot for the aerosol distribution. The total
amounts of radioactivity collected by the entire unit upstream and downstream of the
sampling line can be compared as well as the amounts of radioactivity on individual stages.

222-S Laboratory_Dala

After the cascade impactors were operated for the time period of 6-10 weeks to
collect an adequate amount of material for analyses, the units were transported to the 222-S
laboratory for those analyses. Each impactor generated 10 samples for analyses: the pre-
separator wash, 8 collection substrates for different stages within the impactor, and 1 filter
used for a final "backup" filter to collect all particles that had not been collected on the
stages. Sampling lines used between the impactor and the stack can also be rinsed and
analyzed for radioactivity.

Following disassembly of the impactors, the filter papers were place.d in an alpha
proportional counter for determination of total alpha activity. (Note: this analysis was
performed on the last set of samples only.) The filter papers were then dissolved (either by
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thermal ashing or chemical digestion) in order to obtain liquid samples that could be
processed (i.e., separation by ion exchange) and electrodeposited onto counting planchets.
The samples then underwent alpha energy analysis, which was performed on all sets of
electrodeposited samples. The analytical procedures used by 222-S Laboratory personnel
were the following: "Separation of Pu and Am by Ion Exchange" (Catlow 1989),
"Eleetrodeposition of Actinides" (Catlow 1991), "Alpha Energy Analysis Using the Canberra
Jupiter System" (Dowell 1991), and "Total Alpha Counting by Alpha Proportional Counters"
(Jones 1991).

Revised Data

The initial cascade impactor counting data reported from the 222-S laboratory
included the activities (in pCi) for: 1) 239'24°Pu;and 2) _tAm on each cascade impactor
sample for the following measurements:

• CAM Line Measurement #1 (i.e., Sample Set #1)

• CAM Line Measurement #2 (i.e., Sample Set #2)

• Roof Measurement #1 (i.e., Sample Set #3)

• CAM Line Measurement #3 (i.e., Sample Set #4)

• Roof Measurement #2 (i.e., Sample Set #5).

The CAM Line Measurement #2 and the Roof Measurement #1 were performed
concurrently. The CAM Line Measurement #3 and the Roof Measurement #'2 was also
performed concurrently.

Difficulties were encountered during the assessment of the alpha energy analysis data
for the cascade impactor samples because a number of samples (i.e., collection substrates)
contained radioactivity less than the laboratory detection limit for the analyses (i.e., <0.5
pCi/sample). Personnel from the 222-S Laboratory were very helpful in helping in the
evaluation of the counting data and provided the raw data for further evaluation of each
sample. Separate assessment procedures were developed to use with the raw data; these are
discussed below.

To provide the best possible assessment of the cascade impactor data, the raw
counting data and the data reduction report from the computer analysis of the data were
obtained for the roof measurement and second CAM line measurement.

The data reduction reported included information on the counting time (each sample
was counted for 30,000 s), the peak locations, the calculated activity for each identified
radionuclide, and detector calibration information including channel to energy conversion
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equations and counting efficiency. Tile counting efficiency values i_cluded the percent
recovery during the chemical separation process as determined from the sample spikes.

The raw counting data included the number' of counts recorded in each of 512
channels from the alpha energy analysis. Peaks (typically 20 to 40 channels wide)
corresponding to the energies of alpha particles present in the samples were observable in the
data. The energies corresponding to the peaks could be determined from the energy
calibration information provided in the data reduction report. This allowed the identification
of the radionuclides that corresponded to the peaks. The following radionuclides were
identified: _9"-'_Pu, _SPu, "-4tAm, Z_6Pu, and "-'_3Am(the latter two were sample recovery
spikes).

In some eases, information was missing from the data reduction report when it was
not possible for the computer code to perform the necessary calculations. For example,
calculated activities were not calculated if it was not possible to adequately identify a peak.
Because of these limitations and the fact that a small number of counts were recorded in

many peaks due to the low activities, activity estimates were determined manually from the
raw data. These estimates are presented in Table 2-1. To derive these estimates, peak
locations were identified base.d on both the energy calibration information and the pattern of
counts in the channels corresponding to the peaks of interest. The counts in each defined
peak were summed to determine the total peaks. The number of background counts in each

was assumed to be zero based on discussions with laboratory personnel. Therefore, the
number of counts used to perform the activity estimates was equal to the total counts
identified in each peak.

Calculation of radionuclide activities in each sample was performed using the
following equation:

A (pCi) = [C x K] + [E x T] (1)

where C = the number of counts in the peak corresponding to the
radionuclide

K = a conversion factor for disintegrations per minute to pCi
E = the counting efficiency (counts recorded in the peak per
disintegrations in the sample)
T = the counting time (30,000 s).

Detector efficiencies were determined from the data reduction report, if reported. In
eases where efficiencies could not be determined from the information in the data reduction

report, default values were used based on evaluation of data reduction reports that did
provide the necessary, information. The average default values used were: 2_9'24°pu, 0.20
cpm/dpm; _SPu 0.15 cpm/dpm; 241Am, 0.16 cpm/dpm.
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The most useful information from this analysis was the estimated :29"-4°puactivities;
the other radionuclides present in the gaseous effluent (i.e., "-2SPuand "-4tAm)were not
present in the samples in sufficient quantities to permit detailed evaluations of particle size
distributions. The '29':4° Pu activity estimates calculated in this manner were, in general,
comparable to the activities reported by the 222-S laboratory. However, the calculations
provided two important improvements to the data: 1) correction of typographical errors
contained in the laboratory reports, and 2) estimates of activities initially reported as less
than the minimum detectable activity (MDA) of the analysis process. The latter point is
especially important because of the very low activities present in many of the samples. We
were able to provide activity estimates for some of the samples originally reported to be less
than the MDA for the following reasons:

• The computer algorithm used by the 222-S laboratory is set to identify only
well defined peaks, which typically did not occur for the cascade impaetor
samples because of the low activities.

• We were searching for only a few specific alpha particle energies, which
allowed a moredetailed evaluation of the counting data than is possible with
the computer algorithm.

• In some eases when measured activities are less than the laboratory calculated
MDA, the measured activities do reliably (i.e., at a lower confidence level)
indicate the presence of radioactivity (i.e., measured values less than the MDA
do not necessarily mean that radioactivity was not identified at a high
confidence level) (Brodsky 1992).

Despite these improvements, it was still not possible to determine reliable activity
estimates for some of the samples, even though it appeared from the counting data that
239'z'_u was present on the samples. A complete discussion of the data is presented in
Section 2.3 of this report.

1.1.2.2 Laser Spectrometer

The laser spectrometer used on this task is described in detail in Appendix A-2 of this
report. The unit samples at a flowrate of 1 cubic foot per minute (elm) and counts the
number of particles in different size ranges (i.e., by projected-area diameter). A hard copy
of the data is printed shortly after the desired sampling period has ended. The size ranges
for the model used are 0 to 0.I0, 0.11 to 0.20, 0.21 to 0.30, 0.31 to 0.50, 0.51 to 1.00,
1.01 to 5.00 and greater than 5.00 microns in diameter. Data can also be acquired
cumulatively; that is, number of particles > 0.1, >0.2, >0.3, >0.5, > 1.0, and >5.0
microns in diameter.

Data was analyzed and compared in several ways. The total number of counts
upstream and downstream of the sampling line were compared in all size ranges. The
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particle size distributions of all measurements were determined from plotting the counting
data on logarithmic-probit graph paper using the same methods as were used with the cascade
impactor data. Refer to Appendix A-I for details. Mass median diameters were calculated
using estimates of the count median diameters and geometric standard deviations. Another
reference (Ropp 1985) was useful in the interpretation of the particle size distributions.

2.2.3 Software

A software program titled "DEPOSITION" has been developed by N. K. Anand and
A. R. McFarland of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Texas A&M University.
This program calculates particle penetration through aerosol transport lines and is described
thoroughly in NUREG/GR-0006 (Anand and McFarland 1991). The version of the software
used for calculations under this task was Version 1.02 published in October, 1991. The
purpose of using this software was to compare the results with the empirical numbers
obtained with the cascade impactors and laser spectrometer.

Aerosol transport lines should be designed to minimize particle losses in those lines.
A typical transport line consists of an inlet, bends, and straight tubes and the orientation of
the straight tubes can be horizontal, vertical, or inclined. Particles can be deposited on the
internal walls of any of these components. The primary mechanisms for particle deposition
in transport lines are gravitational settling, turbulent diffusion, inertial impaction, and
Brownish diffusion. For larger particles (> 1 micron in aerodynamic diameter), the
gravitational settling plays a very important role. It is more important in horizontal tubes
than in vertical tubes. For smaller particles (< 0.1 micron), Brownian diffusion is the
dominant mechanism for deposition of particles. The influence of turbulent diffusion on
particle deposition increases with the particle Velocity and size.

Guidance in NUREG/GR-0006 and in the program was followed to incorporate the
dimensions, flowrates, and other physical variables associated with the PR Stack sampling
line into the calculation of aerosol penetration using the software program. Aerosol
penetration is defined as the ratio of aerosol concentration at the exit of a transport line to the
aerosol concentration at the inlet of the transport line.

2.3 Results

Results from the cascade impactor samples obtained and the laser spectrometer
measurements made during FY 1992 are included in this section. Data is listed in tables and
observations and conclusions are made on that data. Comparisons of the cascade impactor
results, the laser spectrometer results, and the results obtained with the "DEPOSITION"
software are made in Section 2.3.4.
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2.3.1 Cascade Impactor

Listed in Table 2-l are the data for three cascade impactor sets of collection
substrates. Listed in Table 2-2 are the data for two additional cascade impactor sets of
collection substrates. Sample Set #1 is from the cascade impactor used to sample from the
CAM line during the time period of 9/12/91 through 11/15/91 (i.e., 50 days). Sample Set
#2 represents data obtained by sampling from the same CAM line as for Sample Set #1,
using the same impaetor but during the time frame of 2/12/92 through 3/30/92 (i.e., 47
days). Sample Set #3 is from a second cascade impactor used during the same time period
as the impaetor for Sample Set #2 and represents data from sampling the effluent directly
from the PR Stack. Each collection substrate was analyzed for 239'24°Puand 24tAm.
Effective-cutoff diameters (ECDs) for each stage (and pre-separator) are also listed in Tables
2-1 and 2-2. Some of the samples were analyzed by 222-S Laboratory personnel at being
below the minimum detectable limits for the specific counting system_t used'for those
samples. Sample Set #4 and Sample Set #5 were obtained during the time frame of 8/13/92
through 10127192 (i.e., 75 days). Sample Set #4 was obtained using a cascade impactor
positioned at the same location used to obtain Sample Sets #1 and #2 (i.e., in the CAM line).
Sample Set #5 was obtained using a cascade impactor positioned at the same location used to
obtain Sample Set #3 (i.e., directly from the PR Stack). The following are comments on the
interpretation and assessment of this data.

Sample Set #1 vs. Sample Set #20"able 2.1_

Eat

• Sample Set #1 was obtained 9/12/91 through 11/15/91 (50 days).

• Sample Set #2 was obtained 2/12//92 through 3/30/92 (47 days).

• Both sample sets were from the CAM line.

• The cascade impactor used for each of these sample sets was operated at
approximately the same flow rate.

• Collection surfaces in Sample Set #1 were all fiber glass; collection surfaces in
Sample Set #2 were Whatman paper #41 except for the final collection filter
which was fiber glass.

• The "WASH" included the amount of activity collected in the pre-separator for
each of the sample sets.
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Table 2-1. Cascade lmpactor Data from the PR Stack (Sample Sets II, 2, and 3)

- CAM Line Roof'

_,2_Opa 24tAm _'_lPa _'Am

•Sample ECUP i_H_mp!e pCi/Sample i_i/Sample pC_ple

ID (Microns) Sample Set #1 Sample Set fP Sample Set #1 Sample Set _ Sample Set _3u Sample Set _J'

Wash > 10 76.2 77.2 (72.9) d 33.8 22.5 33. I (29.2) 8.43
m

I 9 14.6 1.55 (0.13) 6.38 <0.53 G <5.0: (0.08) <0.57 _

2 5.8 2.32 1.78 (0.51) <0.69 _ <0.72 c 2. I I (I. 10) <0.6 jr
......,.,

3 4.7 2.52 < 0.47 _ (w) 2.03 <0.72 c 0.62 (0.51) 4.68

4 3.3 i.70 0.59 (0.64) <0.86c 0.58 0.58 (0.42) <0-5 b_ s-"

J
rJ 5 2. I 1.26 < 0.47': (---) 1.44 < 0.7_ 0.54 (0.44) < 0.62'; c-_rrl

t_ 3.5 (0.31) <0.58': "g
c> 6 I. I 1.36 < 0.56 c(0.30) 1.05 < 0.57 c O

O_

7 0.7 <0.56 ,_ <0.5 G(0.20) <7.80': <0.86c <0.47 c (--) <0.58 '_ m0

8 0.4 <0.53 c <0.52 c (0.28) <0.69c <0.61 c <0.47 c (0.08) <0.81 c

Filter 0 1.56 0.64 (0.44) < 10: < 1.32': <0.75 c (0.60) 1.02

• ECD - Effective-Cutoff Diame/er.
b Sample Sets F2 and M3 were obtained during the same time interval.
c. < - values m'e helow the detection limits for the counting systems used for the specific samples.

d The numbers in parentheses have bccn recalculatexl using I_rocedurcs discussed in Section 2.2.2. I.



Tldde 2-2. _ impacl_ Dm_ from tke 1_ Stuck (,_mple ,%Is #4 mid JG)

I in_ > 10 --'-* 10.07 _ 2.79 _ 11.4

Pre-Se_ > I0 h 9.84 6.54 7.19 7.3.0 10.3

1 9 1.25 1.48 0.48 O.18I 4.42 5.31 _

2 5.8 0.74 0.96 0.37 0.39 s 1.45 1.39i

3 4.7 0.26 0.59 f 0.45 1.83,, 1.45

4 3.3 1.53 1.36 f f 2.65 3.29 _:

5 2.1 0.55 0.34 0.62 f 2.15 3.22 _l

"-" 6 I. I 1.01 0.54 1.90 1.77 o'

7 0.7 0.47 0.48 I. 15 r 0.82 0.70 mo

8 0.4 0.17s 0.21 0.24 r 1.01 0.70

Filter 0 f 0.33 f r 3.22 2.34

• ECD = Effective-Cutoff Dian___er.
b Activities have been calculmed from raw data using procedures discussed in Section 7.2.2.1.

_ ,S_e S_ Jr4.
d Sample _ _.

"_" = not applicable m CAM symem_
rNo discerniblepeak.

sData is h/ghly _.
h Data is spurious; no peaks are discem/ble and _ does not represent the _ dala.
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Observations

* The _9"-'4°Puactivity "WASH" for each sample set is approximately the same
and represents a large percentage of the total activity collected (i.e., about
75 % and 95 % for Sample Sets #1 and #2, respectively).

• The 24tAmactivity collected in the "WASH" in Sample Set #2 is about 30%
less than for Sample Set #1 but each contributes a majorpercentage of the
total activity for each sample set.

• When the "WASH" and collection stage #1 activitiesare added for each of the
sample sets, greater than 90% of the total activity collected for each set is
represented. This means that greater than 90% of the activity is associated
with particles larger than 9 microns in ae.x_ynamic diameter.

Sanmle Set #2 vs. Samole Set #3 frables 2.1 and 2.2)

• Both Sample Sets were obtained 2/12/92 through 3/30/92 (47 days).

• The cascade impactors used for these sample sets were operatedat
approximately the same flow rate.

• Sample Set #2 was from the CAM line.

• Sample Set #3 was from the stack.

• The "WASH" for Sample Set #2 was for the pre-separator;for Sample Set #3,
it represented the pre-separatorand the sampling line from the impactor to the
stack.

Observations

• * Thetotalactivity(PuandAm) collectedfromthe stackisapproximately50%
ofthatcollectedfromtheCAM line.

• More of the Z(tAm sample counts are at "less than detectable"levels for
Sample Sets #2 and #3 compared to Sample Set #1.

• ComparisonofcoLlectionstages#2 through#6 (Pu-activities)forthetwo
sample sets can be interpreted as showing a particle loss (based on activity)of

• approximately 25 % in the CAM sample line for particles that are between 1
and 6 microns in aerodynamic diameter.
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SampleSet#4 v),Sam)[oSet#5(Table2.2)

• Both Sample Sets were obtained8/13/92 through 10/27/92 (75 days).

• Sample Set #4 was from the CAM line.

• Sample Set#5 wasfromthe stack.

• The flowrate of the cascade impactor used to obtain Sample Set #4 was
approximately 90% of the fiowrate of the cascade impactor used to obtain
Sample Set #_. The dam listed have not been adjusted for _is difference in
flowrate.

• The samplinglineand thepre-separatorusedinSampleSet#5 (rooflocation)
wereanalyzedseparately.

• An analysis for total alpha activity was performed on each sample as well as
the analyses for _9';ePu and 241Am.

Observations

* The most reliable dam from these datasets are for the total alp_ activities
because of problems that arose with the isotopic analyses for _9_u and
241Am.

• The dam tbr the analyses of _9"-_:'u and 241Amare weak due to the analyses
techniques and have, in general, large uncertaintiesassociated with them.

• Largeparticlesareindicatedby bothdatasets.

• ARer adjustmentfor flowrate differences, the total amount of activity collected
downstream of the sample line is approximately 10% greater than that
coUected directly from the stack.

• Some par_cle line loss is observed when comparing stage to stage, but the
vatiabilky in the dataand the "generation"of material makes it very difficult
to estimate the level accuramly.
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General Interpretationsand Cenclusions from the Data

* The variability in the lower detection limits for the different counters used
makes it very difficult to interpret the data if the current 222-S Laboratory
proceduresare followed.

s Larger particles were present in all of the cascade impactor samples whether
the samples were from the CAM line or the stack. It would be anticipated that
particles passing through the stack HEPA filters would be primarily in the
smaller size fractions ( < 10 microns). If the particles were associated with
inert airborne particles, it would be anticipated that a large proportion of the
activity would be associated with the smaller size fraction since agglomeration
is a surface area function and the smaller size fractions have a larger surface-
to-volume ratio. We could speculate that the presence of the ,major portion of
the activity appearing in the larger size fraction may indicate that the activity
has accumulated somewhere downstream of the HEPA filters over a long
period of time and that the material is now flaking/breaking away due to
deterioration of the surface. The long-term accumulation of the activity may
be corroborated by the presence of substantial amounts of _.,_lAmas a daughter
product of 24tPu, an impurity associated with _gPu.

s The higher level of activity that was seen in samples from the CAM sampling
line compared to samples from the stack could mean that material is both
insidethesamplinglineandthestackandis availableto flake/breakoff of the
interiorsurfaceof thetwo transportingsystems.Dilutionflow is greaterin
the stack;thismayaccountfor theactivitydifference.

s It is very difficult to accurately determine the activity median aerodynamic
diameter and associated geometric standard deviation of a size distribution
when a large percentage of the radioactivity is deposited in the pre-separator.

* Most of the 24_Amsamples analyzed were below the reported laboratory
detection limits for the counting systems (i.e., 41 of the 51 samples) and this
hampers the data interpretation within each .sampleset and also comparison
among samples.

. Conclusions made regarding particle sizes and possible line losses involved
based on the total activity data are difficult to make and may not be as reliable
as other conclusions. This is due to the fact that the size distributions of the
americium and the plutonium aerosols may be different.

s More tiseful information could be obtained if detectors With lower levels of
detection were used, if the counting intervals were extended to increase the
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sensitivity of the counting systems, and/or if more sensitive data assessment
procedures are used.

* Using the "revised" data, one can show a decrease in the mass median
aerodynamic diameter from the roof sample to the CAM sample from 4
microns to 2 microns for the smaller fraction of particles (i.e., particles not

collectedby the pre-separator).

. It may be possible to interpret line-loss data by comparing specific stages of
the cascade impactors that have sampled upstream and downstream of the line
under evaluations.

2.3.2 Laser Spectrometer
t

On lune 17, 1992, particle-size measurements were made on the PR Stack (296-A-1)
using a laser spectrometer. The instrument employed was a factory-modified Model A2200
manufactured by Met One, Inc. Real-time measurements were obtained directly from the PR
Stack (from a roof access location) and also from a location downstream from the sampling
line used by an alpha Continuous Air Monitor (CAM). The location of the "CAM" samples
was in the PR-Stack Instrument Building (292-AA). The work plans followed during these
measurements were WP-P-92-030 and WP-P-92-029, respectively for these locations; these
work plans are included in this report as Appendices B-5 and B-6. These two locations had
been used in the past from which cascade impactor samples were obtained.

It should be noted that it is difficult to directly compare the laser spectrometer data to
the cascade imp,actor data. The laser spectrometer measures a "projected-area" diameter and
the cascade impactor measures an aerodynamic diameter. These may be compared by using
the equation

Dpr X (p)l/2 = D,,

where Dp, : Projected-Area Diameter
D a = Aerodynamic Diameter
,o = particle density

if the density of the particle is known and if they are homogeneous particles. However, the
mal_-up of the particles is not known so that the density of the particles can not be estimated
and the probability is low that the particles are homogeneous, thus comparison are
speculative.

The measurements made directly from the stack were obtained from_9 different
positions across the inside area of the stack. Three sets of data were averaged for each
lecation and the data is summarized in Table 2-3. Represented in this table are particle
counts for different particle-size intervals (i.e., >0.1, >0.2, >0.3, >0.5, > 1.0, and >5.0
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Table 2-3. LamerParticle Sample Data for Pit Stack

>O.l_m > 0.2pro >0.3_m > 0.S/am > I.O0,m > S.0_t
Position !X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD X Sl)

i , i t

1 477851 15172 254629 1323 49119 1150 5139 476 1496 182 297 13

2 536024 16554 268243 9005 47855 794 4736 146 1240 84 227 53

3 524987 24604 255046 3065 44001 788 4228 594 1111 341 180 74

4 602730 64511 3t6021 50126 56870 12499 5302. 1384 956 95 154 23

5 623356 139294 337396 75130 59067 14949 5151 1495 841 32 82 9

6 607149 109599 329444 72210 51058 9632 4133 456 765 59 88 20

7 901711 163471 556043 113692 i 16520 27198 13249 4914 1161 292 132 44
alC

8 461618 15059 246203 3929 40197 765 3633 104 72-6 77 64 15 :Z:
,,

t_ 9 488133 16720 244846 2171 40191 1414 3813 176 814 45 88 20 JI"rl
C_ ..... "ID

I

ldcan 580395 311986 56097 -- 5487 --- 1012 -- 146 --- o"-" --- 0'_

Co

CAM 1 385039 25750 210008 2833 43192 331 6600 109 1457 19 123 2 <:)

CAM 2 447131 22805 243273 4299 85755 14524 43276 13645 28221 10240 9803 2502
i

Ambient 21264 12 -- 1888140 _ 794415 w 104226 -- 23046 -- 4839 --

Notcs. .

' All data non_lized to 3 fl) volumc.
b Mean = mcan of thc numbcrs for th©9 positions.
"CAM I = sample from CAM sample line undernormal OlX:ratingconditions.
d CAM 2 - sample from CAM ample line during linc vibration.
• Ambient -- sample takenon the PUREX roof from the cnvirmuncnt.
t X =Mcan of the nmnbcrof counts observed in the counting interval.
J SD -- StandardDeviation of the counts obscrved.
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microns in diameter). The means of the particle counts for the 9 positions are also listed
Table 2-3. Other sets of data Listedin Table 2-3 are for "CAM l," "CAM 2," and
=Ambient". The "CAM i" dam refers to measurements obtained from the CAM sampling
line under normal=operatingconditions. The "CAM 2" data refers to measurements obtained
from the CAM sampling line duringa time that the line was being tapped to make it vibrate.
The =Ambient= data represent data that was obtained on the roof of the PUREX Building
afterthe sampling line fx_omthe PR Stack had been disconnected and a suitable volume
pulled through the insmm_entto obtaina sample from the environment. Particle counts in
different size ranges for the PR-Stack measurements are Listedin Table 2-4. The size ranges
of interest are the following: 0.11-0.20, 0.21-0.30, 0.31-0.50, 0.51-1.0, 1.01-5.0, and
> 5.0 microns. The number of particles/3 _ are listed for the four different sets of PR-
Stack measurements obtained. Table 2-5 describesthe location of the sample probe inside
the PR Stack for the 9 sets of measurements. The data are also shown graphicaUy. Figure
2-14 represents the data Listedin Table 2-4 and shows the particle-size frequency
_utions for the four sample sets. Figure 2-15 shows the particle-size distribution data
for the PR-Stack measurements from which count median diameters .(CMDs) and geometric
mmdarddeviations (GSDs) can be estimated. The curves represent an estimate of the best fit
for the data for each sample set from 10-99% less than stated diameters.

Observafiops

The_ifity intheparticlecountsindifferentsizeintervalsforthe9 sampfing
locations in the PR Stack can be determined. The relative standard deviation (i.e.,
[(StandardDeviation)/(Mean)] x 100) for the six particle size intervals ranges from 15% to
65%. The two most stable particle size ranges are for particles that are 0.11-0.2 and 1.1-5.0
microns. The least sta,_le is the size range of 0.51-1.0 micron.

Comparisons can be made between the mean stack sample.particle counts (for the 9
sample locations) and the mean particlecounts for the "CAM 1" sample. If one looks at
differentparticle size ranges, an interestingobservation can be made. For the particle size
ranges of 0.11-0.2, 0.21-0.30, 0.31-0.5, 0.51-1.0, 1.01-5.0, and > 5.0 microns, the change
in particle counts (from the "Stack"sample to the "CAM I" sample are -35%, -35%, -28%,
+ 15%, +54 %, and -16%, rmpectively. This suggests that two mechanisms may be
occtming at the mute time. One could be a loss of particles through deposition in the
rumplingline (i.e., for 0.11 through0.50 microns, and for > 5.0 microns) and the other
mer,hanism could be a "generation"of particles (i.e., for 0.50 through 5.0 microns).

The ambientsample can be compared to the stack sample to determine the
effectiveness of the overull filtrationsystemandlookat the particle size distributions. If one
looksatthetotalnumberofparticlesineachofthesesamples,quiteadifference is seen. In
termsofthenumberofparticles> O.Imicron,overthreetimesmoreparticleswereseenin
theambientsamplethaninthestacksample.The greatestdifferentialwhenlookingatthe
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Table 2-4. Particle Counts in Different Size Ranges for
PR-Stack Measurements

Partidm/3fP
Shmnaat_0_)

Stark CAM 1 CAM 2 Ambient

>5.0 146 123 9803 4839
I II I

1.01 - 5.0 866 1334 18418 18207
ii

0.$I- 1.0 4475 5143 15055 81180
III II

0.31 - 0.5 506 I0 36592 42479 690189
r i iii i i ii

0.21 - 0.3 255889 166816 157518 1093725

0.11 - 0.2 268409 175034 203858 238272

Table 2-5. PR-Sta_ Sample Locations

Sample Number Location Inside
Stack

I

1 2 1/4"
2 3 1/2"
3 5 1/2"
4 8 I/4"
5 15 3/4"
6 18 1/2"
7 20 1/2"
8 22"
9 23 3/8"

data withrespectto specificsize intervalsis for particleslargerthan 5.0 micronsin
diameter;,therewereover 30 times moreparticlesof this size in the ambientsamplethan in
the stacksample. This was to be expected.

The damfrom"CAM 1"and "CAM 2" canalso be compared.The only operational
parameter that was different between these two samples was that during the "CAM 2" sample
the line was being tapped periodically. The difference in the resultswas astounding.
Appmxima_y 80 times more particles larger than 5 microns in diameter were seen when the
line was tapped. Significant increases were also seen in the 0.51 through 1.0 and I. I

through 5.0 micron ranges. This supports the hypothesis that material that has been
deposited in the sampLing Line can be made to break or flake off and will be collected
downstream on an air sample.
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Figure 2-15 shows the particle size distributions of the tour sets of samples obtained
from the PR Stack. Count median diameters, geometric standard deviations, and mass
median diameters for the particle distributions are listed in Table 2-6. The count median
diameters for the stack, "CAM 1", and "CAM 2" particle distributions are approximately the
same; however, the geometric standarddeviations for these distributionsare different, and
this mak_ the calculated mass median diameters significantly different, In all of the samples
talmn (even the ambient sample), a certain fraction of the population was of a larger diameter
than would be expected for the population to be identified as a log=normaldistribution. All
size distributionsappear to be at least bimodal. The CMDs and the GSDs were estimated
from the smaller-sized fraction of the particle distribution so that the observations and
conclusions would be conservative.

Conclusions

• The determination of particle line loss is not a straightforward or simple one,
especially when multiple mechanisms are occurring simultaneously.

• Particlesinallsizerangesmeasuredbythelaserparticlesize spectrometerare
morethanlikelybeingdepositedinthesamplinglineduringthetransportfrom
thePR StacktothealphaCAM. A particlelinelossofapproximately30-35%
was measuredincertainsizeintervals.

• Thereateparticlesbeing"generated"duringthesampling.The larger
numbersofparticlesseeninspecificsizeintervalsofthe"CAM i"sample
compared to the correspondingsizeintervalsof the "Stack" sample could mean
that material is inside the sampling line and is available to flake/break off of
the interior surface of the transporting system. This hypothesis is certainly
"substantiatedwhen comparing "CAM 2" data to "CAM I" data.

• Tappingthe samplinglineduringsamplingdoesappeartosignificantly
increasethenumberconcentrationofparticles,especiallythosethatare0.5
micron and larger. This is not likely due to an inleakage of ambient aerosol
during the sampling because the measurements show a higher concentration of
larger particles in the "CAM 2" sample when compared to the ambient
sample.

• The length of the section tapped is only a small segment of the total transport
line and is located at the end of the line. It is likely that deposition of material
has occm'red throughout the line with the largest amount of deposition being
nearer the stack. Any vibration over time, shaking, or rapping of'the transport
line could result in erroneous measurement of radionuclide release if the
radionuclide deposits in the transport line and is subsequently reintroduced into
the stack sample through this line.
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Table2-6. ParticleSizeDistributions

Sample CMD (tan) (GSD) I_ID ban)*
I I

Stack 0.20 (1.40) 0.28

CAM I 0.21 (1.43) 0.31
t i t i H i

CAM 2 0.22 (1.70) 0.52
lllJ ,.ill

Ambient 0.29 (1.38) 0.40
Ill II

t U_n8 MMD -, CMD exp [3 Lu2 GSD].
Note: CMD - Countmediandiameter.

GSD = Geometricstandarddeviation.
MMD ,= Massmediandiameter.

• The measurement of the particle size distribution is affected by the location at
which the sample is obtained. An increase in the mass median diameter of the
particle can be seen downstream of the stack due to a significant number of
larger particles being present in the sample.

• From the results of the laser spectrometer measurements and the previously
obtained cascade impactor measurements, an effort to obtain more information
on the chemica/and isotopic composition of the material on the inside of the
sampling line may be justified. A filter sample could be obtained during
extended vibration or tapping of the Lineand the sample then analyzed by
222-S Laboratory personnel. The results could provide information on what
mater_ and isotopes have been depositedin the line.

2.3.3 Software

Resultsofusingthe"DEPOSITION" softwareprogramarepresentedinthissection

ofthereport.The softwareprogramtakesintoaccounta number ofdifferentvariablesthat
affect particle transport through a sampling line. These include the flow rate; tube diameter,
length, and physical orientation; presence of bends in the tube; orientation of the inlet nozzle
to the gas flow; and particle size distribution characteristics such as distribution type, size,
density, and geometric standard deviation. Values of a number of different variables must be
entered into the program to describe the physical dimensions and geometry of the sampling
line, gas flow characteristics, and characteristics of the aerosol and the associated size
distribution. The end result of the calculations is the percent penetration through the

transport line (i.e., the percent of particles that are transported through the entire line).
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2.3.4 Comparisons and Assessmeats

Comparison of the cascade impactor data to the laser spectrometer measurements and
the theoretical numbers generated with the "DEPOSITION" software program creates some
very interesting observations and assessments of the particle sampling situation that may very
well be present in a number of stacks at Hartford.

Table 2-7 lists the results for a five-component sampling line that stimulates the actual
sampling line. The line described included an inlet (sampling aligned with the flow stream),
a 90°-elbow, and three other elements - each five meters in length - one length horizontal,
one length at a 45 ° angle compared to horizontal, and one length vertical. The sampling
tube had an inside diameter of 9.4 mm (i.e., 1/2" OD - (2)(0.065" wall thickness)). The
sampling rate used was 60 l/m. The free-stream velocity used was 6.62 m/s (i.e., (1 cfm)/
((f)(3/8"/2/12"/ft) 2) converted to the required units; I cfm was the sample 'flow rate, 3/8"
was the inside diameter of the sampling line (3/8"/2 was the radius in inches). A lognormal
distribution and a geometric standard deviation of 1.4 were assumed for the particle
population. Listed in Table 2-7 are the percent penetrations for particles of different sizes
(i.e., 10.0, 5.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 micron) and different densities (i.e., 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, and 5.0 gm/cm3).

A six-component sampling line was also used to "estimate" the sampling system. The
system included the inlet and four straight sections that were each 3.75 meters in length.
The sections were at 0 °, 30 °, 60 °, and 90 ° to horizontal. Essentially the equivalent percent
penetrations were calculated when compared to the five-comtJonent system.

Table 2-7 summarizes the results of calculations performed changing the variables of
particle size and density. The results show the importance of particle size and its effect on
the percent penetration through different sections of the sampling line. Of course, larger
particles deposit faster than smaller particles due to gravitational settling and a larger effect is
seen in a horizontal orientation. If the particles are smaller than I micron in diameter, the
effects of the variables discussed are minimal; however, with larger particles, the deposition
is affected greatly by density and tube orientation. Comparison of cascade impactor and
laser spectrometer data to these theoretical numbers is difficult. In the model used by Anand
and McFarland (1991), there was no "generation" of material during sampling - only loss of
material due to deposition. Some of the empirical data shows an estimated 20-30% particle
loss in certain size ranges. The data in Table 2-7 would suggest that in order to see a
fractional loss of this level, the aerosol would need to be in the size range of 1 to 2 microns
in diameter with a density of approximately 4 gm/cc for the 1-micron particles and 1 gm/cc
for the 2-micron particles.

The results of the laser spectrometer measurements support the hypothesis developed
from the cascade impactor data. In all cascade impactor samples analyzed, radioactivity was
collected in the pro-separator; this means that particles larger than 10 microns in
aerodynamic diameter were present. These were present in the stack and downstream from
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Table 2-7. Theoretical Percent Penetration or"Partkle_ for the

PR Stack Sampling Line

..... IIII I I I

Mean p 5 Penetration
Part_ (sm/ec) .............

Slam(ran) Inlet 90" FJbow _ent 3 Elanent4 Elanent5 Total
illilllii i illil II II

10 1.0 82,,q3 18.47 3.84 31,64 42.36 0.08
1.5 77.91 10.37 I. 11 17.08 24.43 0.00
2.0 74.43 6.28 0.28 5.10 8.28 0.00
5.0 63.57 0.68 0.00 0.09 100.00 0.00

i i i i i i, i ,ill i i,i i

5 1.0 93.75 57.29 39.13 63.33 71.06 9.46
1.5 91.30 45.48 24.21 54.70 64.29 3.$4
2.0 89.14 36.82 15.75 48.36 59.04 1.48
5.0 80.04 13.27 1.97 _--3.40 32.54 0.02

i I __ I|1 i i IIIIIII

3 1.0 97.49 79.93 77.08 83.65 86.39 43.41
1.5 96.36 72,14 63.70 76.28 80.79 27.29
2.0 95.30 65.44 52.42 70.35 76.30 1%$5
5.0 89.97 39.30 18.08 50.10 60.42 1.94

ii ,i llllli i i, ii IH i ii

2 1.0 98,84 89.99 92.82 93.84 94.47 73,19
1.5 98.29 85.87 86.74 89.58 91.01 59.48
2.0 97.76 81.47 80.25 8:3.50 87.81 47.98
5.0 94.84 62.10 47.35 67.52 74.12 13.96

iiiii i I I II I IIII I II

1 1.0 99.70 97.17 99.23 99.24 99._--q 94.68
1.5 99.56 95.80 98.55 98.59 98.63 91.40
2.0 99.41 94.46 97.66 97.78 97.88 87.77
5.0 98.$6 86,99 89.39 91.30 92.37 64.64

II II ill

0..5 1.0 99.93 99.19 99.72 99.72 99.72 98.28
1.5 99.89 98.79 99.66 99.66 99.66 97.68
2.0 99.85 98.39 99.58 99.59 99,59 97.03
5.0 99.64 96.06 98.74 98.77 98.79 92.20

pll i.| .i iu,, i

0.2 1.0 99.99 99 82 99.50 99.50 99.50 98.33
1.$ 99.98 99.79 99.49 99.50 99.50 98.22
2.0 99.98 99.65 99.49 99.49 99.49 98.10
5.0 99.94 99,13 99.43 99.43 99.43 97.39

lil I I lie

0.1 1.0 100.00 99.94 98.97 98.97 98.97 96.87
1.5 100.00 99.90 98.96 98.97 98.97 96.83
2.0 99.99 99.87 98.96 98.96 98.96 96.79
5.0 99.99 99.68 98.94 98.94 98.94 96.$4

ii iii i ,,

Hotel: E1emem3 " 5 m in length, horizontal
Elentent 4 - 5 m in length, 45" to horizontal
Elmnaz 5 - 5 m in lealph, vertical.
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the CA2visampling line; however; they were in greater presence downs_eam oi the sampling
line than in the stack. This "generation" of material was substantiated by the laser
spectrometer measurements especially when the sampling line was vibrated. The hypothesis
that material is present inside the sampling line (and perhaps inside the PR Stack) and is
available to break free or flake off the u'anspon surface is supportedby both sets of dam.
Radioactive matmial is apparentlyattached to these larger particles.

2.4 Development of'General Test Methods and Procedures for Line-Loss
Determinations

The purpose of this section is to discuss steps that can be followed to obtain particle
line=loss determinations for aerosol transport lines. These steps were developed from work
plans that were written and used during the year to obtain cascade impactor samples and real-
time laser spectrometer measurementsand "lessons learned" during the year. Other samplers
and monitors (e.g., filters, condensation nuclei counters, mass concentration monitors) could
also be used to obtain dam. Preliminary actions required, sample acquisition needs, sample
analyses, measurements, assessment needs, and methods to develop conclusions are
discussed.

2.4.1 Preliminary Actions

Prior to the acquisition of any empirical data that can be used to determine loss of
panicles duringU-ansportthrough sampling lines, there are some basic decisions that need to
be made and actions that need to be performed. These are related to the determinationof the
design of the stack and the effluent path, the design of the currenteffluent sampling system,
any modifications in the sampling system that will be required, and locations of the line-loss
evaluation equipment.

The design and characteristics of the effluent system (e.g., stack) need to be evaluated
in terms of location, accessibility, physical dimensions, and documented flow rate (by WHC
Vent and Balance personnel). The average linear velocity through the stack is calculated by
dividing the average flow rate (cfm) by the cross=sectionalarea (_) of the inside of the
stack, This linear velocity (flmin) is used to design the sampling probe to be used with the
cascade impactor or laser spectrometer. Two access points are required to determine the line
losses in a sampling line. One sampling point should be at a location that samples directly
from the stack or somewhere else upstream of the sampling line and the second needs to be
downstream of the sampling line. Data from both locations are compared to ev_uate the line
losses in terms of total material transported, particle size distribution effects, or both. If the
system used to obtain a sample directly from the stack needs to be moved periodically, it
needstobeaccessiblebypersonnel-tomoveitandtocheckon airflow ratesandvacuum
gaugereadings.Theunitoperatingdownstreamfromthesamplinglinemustalsobe
accessible for periodicperformancechecking.
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The design of the current effluent monitonng system ne._dsto be evaluat_i to
determine the modifications that need to be r,lade, if any, before sampling with a cascade
impactor or laser spectrometer can be performed. These "modifications" may be as simple
as replacement of a CAM or record sampler with the other sampling equipment. Physical
constraints, accessibility, and flow rates of the corresponding equipment need to be
considered. Support stands, air flow split.n, and special fittings are examples of items
may need to be consu'ucmd, modified, or procured before the "new" sampling system can be
completed. It may be necessary for a "major" modification such as the need for an air flow
splimsr, sampling line, vacuum pump, flow meter, vacuum gauge, and flow regulator to be
installed with the sampling equipment. Scaffolding may need to be erected before sampling
can be initiated.

Work plans need to be developed that describe the work to be performed and to
identify the personnel who are responsible for each step in the work plans. Safety
precautions and equipment needs are to be identified in the plans. Copies of the actual work
plans used this year are included in this report as Appendix B. The plans shouid be
developed by the Cognizant Engineer for the facility and the person responsible for the
samplingandmonitoringsystemstobeused.Inputfromnuclearsafety,operations,health
physics,environmentalprotection,industrialhygiene,andqualityassurancepersonnelis
necessary.Signaturesshowingconcurrencefromrepresentativesfromeachofthese
organizationsisrequiredon theworkplanbeforeitcanbeactivated.Correspondingwork
packagesmustalsobepreparedandgivenaprioritytostartthework.The workneedstobe
put on the work schedule and interfaced into the overall scheme of work beingperformed at
the facih'ty.

Once the work is scheduled to be performed, it is necessary to make sure all
equipment that is needed is available and working properly. Table 2-8 is a checklist that was
used on one of the cascade impactor installations; it helped insure that everything was ready
prior to initiation of the work plan. Within one or two days prior to initiation of the work
plan, all of the equipment should be located and, if possible, the sampling system should be
completely puttogether andthe performancechecked.Allfittingsandtubingthatwillbe
needed should be accounted for prior to the initiation of the work plan. It is a good idea to
have extra parts for the pans of the system that may easily break or be lost during transport.
Eachcascadeimpactorrequiresapproximately15-20minutesto"load"withfiltersandtobe
prelm,ed forolm'ation.Iftheunitcanbestoredandtransportedinaverticalpositionprior
toinstallation,itcanbeloadedoneortwodaysbeforetheworkplanisstarted.Ifan
app_ area(e.g.,controlledifrequire)isavailable,theimpactorcanbe loadedjust
priortoinstallation.Iftheimpactoristiltedorplacedina horizontalposition,thesupport
traysforthefiltersinsidetheimpactorcanslipandbeoff-center.The unitwouldhavetobe
reopenedtocorrectthesituation.

As partofthepreliminar/actions,immediatelybefore_e workisstarted,a pre..job
safetymeetingisrequiredtobeheld.Attendeestothismeetingwillbeallofthepeople
involvedwiththeworkincludingengineers,consultants,craftspersonnel(e.g.,pipefitters,
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Table2-8. Checklistof ItemsNeededfor PR-StnckC_qc.adeImpactorSamples
i i i i i i : - .... ii i ml

PR STACK
i]l [IIJI1MI ii ii i iiiii ii

I Cuc_ Impsctor(Loa_) -
(wooda0

3talalmsSteel Sampliq UM - 2 pare (1 curved,1 withinJetnozzle) ........_ _ _

cold (100 Pt)
Powerbin'
Pludo cover _._..__.
4-1/4" bolts to holddownpludc cover _ _
6-l/4" bolts andnutsto holdplutio covertosether "- .......
(3rmmtzpe ........... __
Cord
View,tinpule with flttmp (crou with ml_Im) +,, ++ _
flowmoterwith fittings
Shmldo
Hmm

• _ _cmr to flowmeter
• FLomvmmmrm vs_wm8su8o
• V_wmml_lo m pumps(2) ........ +

touusportequipmemto roof
Tmnpmsmrecontroller& hmdng
Euckm

, ,,,, ......... , .... ,, ,,,, ,

............... llnnl --

CAM BUILDING
iii i i llil ii ii --- +

I Cam,/,, lmpscmr(z.osded)
lack with crank

u _ i i -

Vacuum8aupwithcompressionfitting
Plowmeter
Hoses H i _

• CascadeImpamtorto flowmeter
• FI_ to vacuumgauge

Greta tape

....... i i ii i ii i

MISCELLANEOUS
II llllll l Ill l lllll l l _Ill Ill

Dim dmmms ---------
Calculamr , _
WorkPlans(Official)
Peal
Notebook
Hat
S,-,slasses
Watch

"" ....... ii ill
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insulators,millwrights),healthphysicstechnicians,operators,etc.Devilsoftheworkwill
bediscussedandwillincludeareaswheresa£ewissuesareimportanttoconsider.Areasof
responsibilityfordifferentgroupswillbeidentified.Signaturesofattendeeswillbe
documented.

:2.4,2 Sample Acquisition

Severalmpectsof rumpleacquisitionneedto beevalua_t anddecisionsmadeon
specificprocedunmandeq_pmentto usein order to obtainmeaningfulanduset_Jldata. The
rumpleobtaineddirectlyfrom the stack(or upstreamof the sampUngline) and the sample
obtained downsu'eamof the sampling line need m be evaluated separately and together. It is
suggested that the samplL_gLinesused for the tests and routine sampling, if possible, be
washed before and after each rest to determine the presence of radioactivity.

Ifa sampleistobeobtaineddirectlyfromthestack,thereshouldtobe aholeinthe
stack or some other access point identified (e.g., it is possible to have the sampling line enter
the top of the stack). The flow ram of the cascade impacmris I acfm; other flow rams can
be used but other calibrationdata from the manufactureris needed. The flow ram of the
laser specuometer is smmd to be 1 scfm. In order to establish is)kinetic sampling
conditions, the linear flow ram at the inlet nozzle must equal the average linear flow rate of
the stack. Using a flow ram of 1 acfm or I scfm will demrmine the diameter required for
the inlet nozzleof the sampling probe. The sampLingprobeandline shouldbe madeof
sminlms steel. Measurement of the physical layout to be used prior to construction of the
sampling system is imperative. Values for the diameter of the stack, stack wall thickness,
distance of the stackfrom the roof, presence and location of safety mils on the roof, height
of the access hole above the roof need to be known. The length of the sampling line should
be min/mized and"rounded" bends should be used. The best "representative"sample should
be obtained. In the case of the PR-Stacksample obtained directly from the stack, a traverse
of the stack was performedover the length of the sampling period. Locations from which
the inlet nozzle sampled correspondedas well as possible to the locations where WHC Vent
& Balancepersonnelobtainedvelocitydam. Anothertypeofprobethatcouldbeusedwould
bea shroudedprobeasdiscussedbyMcFarland,et.al(1988).The systemshouldbechecked
periodicallytoinsurethatitisworkingproperly(i.e.,withinspecifictolerances).These
checkscancorrespondtotherimeswhenthesystemistobemovedifthatisthecase.The
lengthoftimebetweenperformancechecksshouldnotexceedoneweek. Ifthesysmmis
locatedintheoutsideenvironment,itmustbeprotectedfromtheweather.Ifcold
temim-atumisexpected, a temperaturecontroller with heating tape can be used to eliminate
the productionof condensation inside the sampling line.

If a samplecannot easily be obtained directly from the stack, another possibility is m
insert a flow splitter into the sampling line at a location just outside the stack. This is the
procedureplannedforthePUREX MainStack.Scaffoldingisrequiredm supportthe
systemsnearthisflow splitter.
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Some of the same constraints Hat we put on _he "ups_eam" sampling system need to
be put on the "downstream" sampling system. The length of the sampling line needs to be
minimized with as few bends as possible and if bends are needed, they need to be rounded.
Periodic checks on the downstream system are required; the easiest method is to check the
instrument readings near the same time as for the upstream system. The system should be
protected from tamlmring if at all possible (e.g., access to the room where the equipment can
be ¢_mtrolled).

Q

The time required to sample with the cascade impactor systems is determined by the
mount of radioactivitybeing released through the stack, the chemical extraction efficiency
and the minimumdetectableactivity of the analysis laboratory. The collection efficiency of
the _ impactor is assumed to be 100%. ALlof the particles not collected on the size
fractionating stages are collected on the final filter. Sampling for a period of six weeks
provided some useful data; however, one or two stages still had "less than detectable" levels.
The last set of samples for FY 1992 were obtained over a lO-week period. Two major
a.mumptionshave to be made when operating the sampling systems for a period as long as
this: I) the stability in the air flow patternsremains constant over the period, and 2)
operating conditions are stable. It should be rememberedthat both the "upstream"and
"downstream" sampling systems are being operated concurrently.

The laser _meter makes real-time measurements. Long samplingperiods are
not involved; for the PR Stack, 3-minute measurements were obtained. A one-minute period
was establi_ed between measurements to assist in the acquisition of "independent"
measurements. It is important to consider coincidence counting errors with these units if the
particie concentrationis too high. Van_ility within sample sets u measured during the
traverse across the stack can be determined. It is considered importantto obtain
measurements upstreamand downstreamof the sampling line on the same day if at all
possible; this minimizes the effects of several different variables during comparison of the
data sets.

2.4.3 Sample Analyses and Measurements

Methods by which the samples and data are to be analyzed should be known before
the samples or measurements are collected. Decisions have to be made with respect to the
period of sampling, the type of collection media to use, the radionuclides for which analyses
are to be performed, etc., because a number of variablesaffect the sensitivity and accuracy
of the analyses and measurements. This is correct for the cascade impactor samples and the
laser spectrometermeasurements.

2.4.3.1 Cascade Impactor

Thecascadeimpactorsamplesaretakentothe222-S Laboratoryforanalysis.The
firstsetofsamplestakeninFY 1992werefiberglassfilters.Thistypeoffilterisvery
difficulttodissolveand/orash.Forthesecondandthirdsetsofdata,allcollectionfilters
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were Whatman Type 41 paper filters except for the final filter iJ_the impactor which was
kept as fiberglass because of its higher collection efficiency. The Whatman filters dissolve
more easily than the fiberglass. Laboratory personnel have stated that a better filter would
be Millipore type AW03, AW06, or AWl9 which are reinforced membrane filters that
readily dissolve. These are being considered for future use.

The first two sets of cascade impactor filters were analyzed for 239'24°pu and 2diAm.
The third set of filters were analyzed for 2"39'_4°Pu,24tAm, and 23Spu;gross alpha counts
were also obtained. Using the standard procedures for the analyses of the counting data from
the 222-S Laboratory, a minimum detectable level for the radionuclides is approximately 0.5
pCi/sample; however, by looking at the raw counting data, it appears to be possible to
estimate an activity as low as about 0.1 pCi/sample. These values are important to consider
when the length of the sampling interval is established. One can use the released levels
published in the annual environmental report (i.e., Westinghouse HanfordCompany Effluent
Discharge and Solid Waste Management Report for Caleodar year 1989:200/600 Ar¢as,
WHC-EP-0141-2, May 1990) and estimate the amount of material to be released during a
specific time interval and the amount of material that can be collected by the sampler. It
must be remembered, however, that the total activity collected will be spread over 10
samples per impaetor: the pre-separator, 8 collection stages, and the final filter.

2.4.3.2 Laser Spectrometer

As measurements are obtained with the laser spectrometer, the total number of counts
to be obtainedin the counting interval needs to be estimated. The maximum numberthat can
be displayed is 999,999; if this numberis exceeded, the readout will "roll-over" and it may
be difficult to keep track of the actual numbers. Variability will be seen in the data,
especially as one traverses a stack with the sampling probe, and it may be difficult to
estimate the total number of counts that will be seen in the "highest" sample. The laser
spectrometer can be operated in two modes: cumulative and differential. In the cumulative
mode, the numbers collected by the unit are "greater than" numbers; for each size range, the
numbers observed are number of particles greater than that specific size. In the differential
mode, the numbers within a specific size range are displayed.

When data is being obtained in a remote location and the computer interface is not
being used, it is important to make sure that the printer is activated before the measurements
are initiated. The printout is the best documentation of the data as it is being accumulated;
all of the important variables are recorded directly onto the printout. The staff obtaining the
data can focus on operation of the equipment, and notes can be written directly onto the
printout to identify specific chaalges in the data acquisition without having to worry about
recording the counting data separately.

i
II
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2.4.4 Data Assessment

ARer thesampleshavebeenanalyzedorthemeasurementstaken,severaldifferent
assessmentscanbe made to determine the particleline lossesinw_nsport lines in terms of
Imrticlecountdifferentials,totalmaterialchanges,sizedistributionchanges,etc.Complete
dam setscanbecomparedandsingledam points(e.g.,specificsizeranges)withindatase_s
canbecomlmredbetweentwoormoredatasets.

2.4.4.1 Cascade Impactor

Once the counting data is obtained for each sample, the data for each cascade
impactor can be analyzed. The total amount collected by the samplers upstream and
downstreamof the sampling Lineduring the same collection period should be evaluated and
compared. Within the data set for each impactor, the activities of the 10 samples can be
looked at cumulatively with respect to the stages and a size-distribution can be determined
with the use of logazithmic-probit graph paper. Activity medi_ aerodynamic diameteasand
geomeuic standarddeviations can be calculated. If the two cascade impactors have been
opemled at the same flow rate, corresponding stages of the two impactors can be compared.

2.4.4.2 Laser Spectrometer

A.messment of the data obtained with the laser spectrometer is similar to the methods
used with the dam from the cascade impactor. The total number of counts (i.e., numberof
particleslargerthanO.Imicron)canbecomparedupstreamanddownstreamofthe sampling
line. The average number of particles in a specific counting interval from the stack is
actuatly an average ofmany differentdatasetsobtainedatpre-determined locationsacross
theslack.Ifninepositionsareused,thena totslof27 three-minutecountsareobtained;this
iswithaone-minute"hold"betweeneachthree-minutecount..Thedatasetobtained

downstreamofthesamplinglineshouldbeadequatetoshowthatthereadingsarestable.
Logazithmic-probitgraphpapercanbeusedtodeterminethecountmediandiameterand
geometricstandarddeviationoftheparticlesizedistribution.Informationcanalsobe
derivedfromthefrequencydistributionofthedata.

2.4.4.3 Comparison of Cascade Impactor and Laser Spectrometer Data

It is not easy to compare the data obtained with a cascade impactor to dataobtained
with a laser spectrometer. A cascade impactor measures aerodynamicpropertiesof the
aerosol and the laser _meter measures a physical property (i.e., projected-area
diameter). Some assumptions can be made to estimate the relationship of the two measured
size distributions of the aerosol with the two different instruments, though. When the data
fromthelaserspectrometerisgraphedusinglogarithmic-probitpaper,thecountmedian
diameterandthegeometricstandarddeviationofthedistributioncanbeestimated.The mass
mediandiameteroftheaerosolcanbecalculatedfromthesevaluesusingtheequation
MMD - (CMD) exp[3In'-GSD] whereMMD equalsthemassmediandiameter,CMD
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equals the count median diameter, and GSD equais the geomemc standard deviation. The
activity median aerodynamic diameter can be estimated from the equation AMAD -- MMD x
(p)I/2 where AMAD equals the activity median aerodynamic diameter, p equals the density of
the material, and MM oquals the mass median diameter. This assumes that the
radioactivity is homogeneous throughout the material. Of course, size distributions for
cascade impactor samples based on activity are always AMAD, For the activity in process
building exhau,_ where the probabilityis high that the activities are present are to some
extent a.mocia_ with inert particles, the activity must attach in some exact functionof
activity vs. mass for the correlationto be accurate.

One simple but very importantdifference between the dataobtained with the cascade
impactor and its analyses and the measurements obtained with the laser spectrometer is that
the analyses of the cascade impactordata provides an estimate of the size and amount of
radioactive aerosol. The laser spectrometerdam describes the propertiesof the combination
of all radioactive and non-radioactiveaerosols; it can not differentiate between the two types
of materials.

2.4.5 Development of Conclusions

The development of conclusions is based on the results of the data obtained with the
cascade "tmpactorsand laser spectrometers. Conclusions can be based on data from a single
set of data (e.g., from the comparisonof two cascade impactors operated simultaneously;one
obtained upstreamof the sampling line and the other downstreamof the line) or from
multiple sets of dataobtained from the same locations. Multiple sets of data can be used to
substantiatea conclusion and to develop trends.

Cascade impactorresults can lead to conclusions on the presence of radioactive
material in the effluent. Results from the laser spectrometer can lead to conclusions on the
combination of radioactive and non-radioactive materials in the effluent.

The cascade impactor samples have been obtained over a relatively long period of
time (i.e., 6 to 10 weeks); therefore, the data from these runs can be used to develop
conclusions on average concentrationsand particle size distributions of the aerosol over time.
Any day-to-day variability will be "absorbed"by the averaged data.

The laser spectrometer measurementsprovide rea/-time descriptions of the particle
concentrationsand distributions in the airborne effluent. The measurementsare taken in

relatively short intervals; 1- to 3-minute measurements should be adequate. Multiple
measurementsstrengthen the dam. Conclusions on the variabilityover a time interval of
minutes to hours can be made with this instrumentation. Averaging data from multiple
sampling locations during a traverse of a stack should provide a representativesample of the
effluent being released through the stack. Any suddenchange in the particle concentration
can be measured with this real-time instrument.
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Comparison of cascade impactor data to laser spectrometer dam is difficult; however,
it is possible for the data from each to identify trends and to substantiate each other. An
example is the large particles observed in the cascade impactor samples and the increase in
the large l_rticle count observed with the laser spectrometer when the CAM sampling line
was vibrated.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The followinggeneralconclusionscanbe madebasedontheworkperformedduring
FY 1992 and the first quarterof FY 1993 under this task:

• Fanpitical measurementswere obtained during the year on the PR Stack CAM
sampling line with the use of cascade impactorsand a laser spectrometer.

• The methods developed under this task can be used to obtain samples and
make measurements to determine particle line losses in aerosol Wanspon lines
from other stacks also.

• Cascade impactor samples and laser spectrometer measurements show that
material may very well be deposited on the inside of the walls of the sampling
line and perhaps the stack that is available to break loose or flake off and be
transportedout of the stack or down the samplingline.

• Furtheracquisition of dam from the PR Stack could be justified to determine
the chemical nature of the material deposited on the inside of the sampling
line.

• Thequalityoftheanalysesofthesamplesisakeyfactortotheabilityto
interpretthedata.

• Itmay beworthwhiletoconsiderusinga "shrouded"probeasdevelopedby
McFarland,etal.,toobtainstacksamples.Theneedforperiodicmovement
ofthesamplingsystemwouldbeeliminated.

• Work plans have been developed for the acquisition of line-loss data for the
PUREX Main Stack and the AP Tank Farm Stack; these were not
implemented in FY 1992.

• Perr,ent penetrationnumbers generated with the DEPOSITION soRwam
program appear to be very reasonable; however, it assumes that particles are
only deposited inthe transport line and that there is no materialavailable to be
"remzspended".

• _limams of particle line loss inthe 25-35 %range in specific size intervals
can be made-even with the "generation" of additional materialoccurring at the
same time•
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APP_NI) LX A-I

FROCURF_ME_NTSPECIFICATIONS FOR A MULTI-STAGE CASCADE IMPACTOR
(1 CFM NO_AL FLOW RATE)

_uimm_ts:

Multi-stage cascade impector to determine the panicle size distributionof ambient-
type and effluent aerosols from facility stacks. The unit will be operated at a nominal flow
ram of 1 cfm.

so .mcarion,:
i

1. A minimumof8 particlesizefractionsi0to 0.7micronswitha finalR1ter
withcollectionefficiency> 99.9%formostpenetratingsizeisrequired.

2. A pre-sepamtorisneededtocollectparticles> I0microns.

3. A nominalflowrateofIcfmisrequired.

4. Constructionmaterial(impactor):aluminum.

5. Stainlesssteelcollectionplatesrequired.

6. The unit must have the flexibility to use different types of collection subs_-atm
with it (e.g., glass fiber filters, glass, stainless steel, aluminumand cellulose
foils).

7. A backupfilter holder that is an integral part of the impactor must be
included,

8. A vacuum pump that operateson 115 VAC with a flow rate (under load) of up
to1.5cfm isrequired.

9. A carryingcasefortheimpactor,pre-separator,andstagesisrequired.

10. A minimumof200filterpapercollectionsubstratesshouldbeincludedinthe
bid.
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AND__N CASCADE _I.PACTOR LN'STRL_IE.N'TATION DESC_ON

INTRODUCTION

The Andersen I ACFM Non-Viable Ambient Particle Sizing Sampler is a multi-stage,
multi..odflce cascade imp_tor which normally is used in the environmental working art_ to
m_ the dze distribution and total concentration levels of all liquid and solid particulate
martin.

The Andersen Non-Viable Ambient Sampler wu calibrated at the factory with unit
dtasity (! g/cm3) spherical particles so that all particles coUected, regardless of their physical
size, shape, or density, are sized aerodynamicallyequivalent to the reference particles.

A brief description of the operation of the sampling equipment follows:

1. Ambientgasesenterthe inlet coneandcascadethroughthesucceedingorifice
stageswith successivelyhigherorificevelocitiesfrom Stage0 to Stage7.
Successivelysmallerparticlesare inertiallyimpactedontothecollectionplates.
Thesubmicrometerparticlesthatare notcollectedby the last collectionplate
are caught in the backup filter, which is an integral part of the imtmctor
immediately downstream from Stage 7. Stage 0 is an ofiflcer stage only.
Stage 8 is a collection stage only.

2. The clean gases are carried through the vacuum tube and through the pump
and exhausted.

3. A constant air sample flow of 1 ACFM is provided by a continuous duty,
carbon-vane vacuum pump. Flow rate through the impactor is controlled by
anadjustablebleedvalveon the pumpwhich requiresperiodiccalibration.

4. Aftersamplingiscompleted,thesampletimeisrecorded andcollection
substratesandbackupfilterareremovedforanalyses.

5. Radioactivitylevelsaredeterminedandthesizedistributionisplotted.

IMPACTOR

Description

The AndersenI ACFM AmbientSampleriscomprisedof8 aluminumstagesthatare
heldtogetherby threespringclampsandgasketedwithO-ringseals(FigureAI-I).
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FIN AI-3. Schematicof Impactor Stage

Followingarejet dimensionsfor eachstage:
: i ii1|1 iiii ii ill ....... , ,,,n,,, n n.i nn,

MAgK II
.... iiiii i lib i

ORIFICE DIAMETER _ER OF
STAGE (INCHES) ORIHCES

iiii iiiii ii i i u ii i ii, i l , i i ii i ]

0 0.1004 96
1 0.0743 96
2 0.0350 400
3 0.0280 400
4 0.0210 400
5 0.0135 400
6 0.0100 400
7 0.0100 201
F O.ItO0 FilterHolder

m= ,i i .... iiii i ii i

_ly

The orifice stages, preseparator,and collection plata mustbe cleanbeforeSampler
assembly. A milddetergentand warm waterare sufficientforcleaning. The soap can be
removedby holding the stagesand plates underhot running water. Completesoap removal
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for the stages is more quickly done by immersing them in an ultrasonic cleaner containing
clean water. After the soap is removed, the stages and plates may be rinsed with acetone
which removes the water and which quickly evaporates, or they can be spread out on paper
towels and blotted dry. Either operation may leave slight traces of film which are easily
removedwitha lint-freewipingpaper.The stagesandplatesshouldbehandledbytheedges
to preventgettingskin oil on the orificeandcollectionsurfaces.Eachstageshouldbe
examinedfo_'anymaterial in the holes. If holesare plugged,or partially plugged,a jet blast
of dry a/r is effectivein cleaningthe holes.

The completeimpactorassemblyconsists ofaninletcone,9 stages,8 collection
plates,andabackupFilter.An impactorpreseparatorisoptional.Thestagesarenumbered
0,I,2,3,4,5,6,7,andF. Stage0 isanorificestageonly.StageF containsthe
collectionplateforStage7 andthebackupfilter.EachstagecontainsanO-ring(neoprene-
standard,Teflon-optional)forsealing.Inaddition,thereisa large-diameterO-ringinside
Stage F which holds the backup filter in place. The optional preseparator simply replaces the

cone and requires no modification.

Th_ ImpactorassemblybeginsbyplacingStageF onthebaseplatestage.A glass
fiber backu, filter is inserted into Stage F and the large-diameter O-ring placed into position
around the periphery of the filter. Next, place collection plate 7 onto Stage F so that the
plate rmm on the three raised, notched metal seats to prevent plate movement. There is no
diHerenlistion between top and bottom for the glass plates. The stainless steel plates should
be placed with the curved lip down so that a raised, smooth surface is exposed for particle
impingement. This is followed by Stage 7, collection plate 6, Stage 6, and so on until the

cone or prmeparator is positioned last. The stainless steel collection plains that fit onto
the raisednotchedseatson topof Stages2 and 1 shouldhavea 7/8" holein the centerof the
platm.

It should be noted that there are three metal pins extending from the base of each
orifice stage. These pins hold the collection plates in place so that the sampler can be used
in anysamplingorientation.

In addition, most people use special collection substrates other than the glass and
smhdemsteelplatesbecauseof lighter tareweightand/or specificanalyticalrequirements.
Thesecollectionmaterialsconsistof glassfiber, cellulose,aluminumfoil, vinyl metrical, and
other materialswhichmust be placedinto the invertedstainlesssteelcollectionplate. The
collectionsubstratefor plates 1 and2 haveopencenters(7/8" hole)while the remaining6
collectiondiscsandbackupfilter aresolid.

The substratesurfacemustbelevelwiththetopofthecurvedstainlesssteellipto
maintainjet-to-collection-surfacespacing.When usingcollectionsubstrates,theSampler
shouldbeusedinan uprightpositionatalltimes.
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After the Sampler has been assembled, connec: :he oucle: nipple on the base stage to
thepump intakeportwiththerubbertubingsuppliedwiththesampler.Ifalongerpieceof
tubingisrequiredinordertopositiontheSamplerremotelyfromthevacuumsource,referto
PagesAI-IIandAl-13forre-calibrationprocedures.

$ampll_

When ready to sample, the vacuum pump is turned on and a sample streamof 1
A_ will flow through the sampler. Figure A1-3 shows how impacdon occurs at the
orifice collector interfaces.

Normally, there is no variation in flow rate throughout the sampling period since a
constant pressure drop is maint_ned (no filtr'adon occurs except at the backup fl/ter, resulting
in minimal pressure changes).

Theparticlesize rangecollectedat eachof the 8 stagesdependson theorifice
velocityof the specificstage,thedistancebetweentheorificesand the collectionsurface,and
thecollectioncharacteristicsof the precedingstage.The combinationof a constantflow rate
andsuccessivelysmallerdiameterorifices increasesthevelocity of sampleair asit cascades
throughthe Sampler,resultingin the impactionof progressivelysmatterp_cles in
succeedingst:_ges.At 1 ACFIVI theparticlefractionarionrangesfrom 10.0 to 0.4
micrometersin diameter(TableA1-I).

Part:ides too small to be impacted on the lastcollection plate are collected in the
backup filter which is an optional, integral part of the sampler. Sampling periods vary,
dependingupon thecontaminationlevelsand the sensitivityof the analyticalprocedure.Ten
milligramsof paniculatematteron any onestagerepresentsan approximateupperlimit
becauseof re-entrainmentproblems. OverloadingtheSamplercanbe detectedeasilyby
visualinspectionandis rarelyencounteredin industrialhygieneapplications.Whenever
over-samplingoccurs,ratherthan havingwell-defined,discretepilesof particulates,trails of
particlescanbe seenleadingfrom the sampledepositstowardthe peripheryof theplate.
This typeof sampleshouldbe discarded.

the samplinghasbeencompleted,theSampleris disassembled.The collection
platesandbackupfilter are removedandreplacedwith fresh,preconditioned,preweighod
cogectionmedia if gravimetricor chemicalanalysesareto be performed. After
conditioning,the collectionmediacanbe weighedfor netparticulateaccumulations,or the
particulatemattercanbe analyzedchemicallyfor thevariouscomponentsof interest.

Since airborneparticulates may have hygroscopic characteristics, a11collection media
used in the imp'actor should be preconditioned prior to weighing - both before and after a
sampling cycle - in a desiccator. Filter weighing should be made to an accuracy of + 0.02
mg and a precision of __.0.01 rag.
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Itshouldbekeptinmindthatwhenevera samplehasbeencollected,theparticle
sizing has already been completed. To determine the nature of the size distribution, simply
perform the required gmvimetric and/or other analyses.

Analysis

The analytical requirements determine the type of collection surface used. Normally,
the stainless steel and glass plates are not used as the collection surfaces for gravimetric
determinationsbecause of the high tare-weight-to-sample-weight ratio. Glass fiber discs are
normallyused for these analyses because of their light weight and non-hygroscopic
properties. However, other types of collection media are requiredfor most chemical
detezminafionsbecause of the high and variable trace metal background levels in the glass
fiber. The type of filter media is also important when radioactive materials are being
analyzed. Glass fiber filters should not normally be used for alpha particle counting unless
the filter is going to be dissolved before analysis. Stainless steel plates are used in many
applications where the collected sample is washed off for subsequent chemical analyses.
Glass plates are used rarely and only when there is need to look at the collected particles
optically. It is impossible to correlate aerodynamic dimensions with physical size because of
the unknown panicle density and shape characteristics. In addition, the particles might have

on impaction, which will not affect the aerodynamic sizing but would affect any
optical sizing significantly.

DataInterpretation Example (Gravimetric)

(a) Determine the change in weight for each stage in the impactor including the
backup filter.

Co) Add up the weight changes to obtain the total particulate weight collected.

(c) Divide the amount collected on each stage by the total amount collected to
determine the percentage of the total collected in each fraction (Table AI-I). =

(d) The particle density should be considered as 1.0 g/cm3 so that the particle
sizes can be reported as equivalent aerodynamic diameters.

* The preseparator does not give an additional size cut, but prevents particle
bouncing and re-entrainment so that the impactor stages perform properly.

(e) Using Table Al-l, select the lower size (smallest number) for each size range.
This number represents the effective cutoff diameter 0ECD) for each stage.
This ECD can also be obtained from Figure AI-4.
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Table AI-I. l)st8 Presenlalion

Cumulative 5G

% in Size Less tlum Size Size Range ECD

S!_e Tare Le)* Final (g) Net (rag) Range Range Micrometers Micrometers

Pre- 0 0.00009 0.09 0.7 99.3 I0.0 & above I0.0

separator

0 1.000 1.00009 0.09 0.6 98.7 9.0- I0.0 9.0, , ,

I 1.000 1.00017 O. 17 1.2 97.5 5.8 - 9.0 5.8

2 1.000 1.00082 0.82 5.7 91.8 4.7 - 5.8 4.7 I

3 i.000 !.00194 1.94 13.6 78.2 3.3 - 4.7 3.3

4 i .000 i .00472 4.72 33. I 45. I 2. I - 3.3 2. I

5 1.000 1.00431 4.31 30.2 14.9 !. ! - 2.1 I. I ,I'rl

3_ 0.7 '
'T" 6 1.000 1.00100 i .00 7.0 7.9 0.7 - 1.1 ¢D

',O CO

7 i.000 1.00082 0.82 5.7 2.2 0.4 - 0.7 0.4 o

Backup 1.000 1.0003 ! 0.31 2.2 0 0 - 0.4 0
Filter

14.27

* Note: Collection substrates will seldom weigh exactly the same.
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(f) Graph the results on log-probability paper with the ECD as the ordinat_ and
the cumulative percent less than the size range by weight as the abscissa
(Figure A1-5).

(g) Assumingalog-normalparticlesizedistribution,theparticlesizegeometric

standarddeviationo"sisgivenby:

84.13% diameter 50% diameter= (1)
o# = 50% diameter 15.87% diameter

Whenever these two standard deviations are not equal (such as represented in a
bimodal distribution), then the size distribution is not represented by a straight
line (not really log-normal). A better method of presenting the standard
deviation is:

8#,.13%diameter_lrz (2)o, = 15.87%diameter)

Generally,the particlesize informationshouldbe presentedin graphicalform
rather than merely reporting the mass mean diameter and the standard
geometric deviation. By plotting the ECD and cumulative percent on log=
probability paper, the particle concentration for _ size range can be
determined.

(h) From TableA I-IandFigureA I-5,itcanbe seenthatapproximately97% of
thishypotheticalsampleisrespirable(below7/zm),thatthemassmean
diameter is 2.0/_m, and that the standard geometric deviation is 1.9/_m.

Calibration
1

Since the size fraction for each stage is determined by the orifice velocities, it is
important that the samplerbe operatedat 1 ACFM. For this reason,the unit shouldbe
periodicallyrecalibratedandwhenevernon-standardtemperaturesandpressuresare
encountered,calibrationshouldbe performedat the samplingconditions.Do notuserubber
tubingofsmallerdiameterorlengthdifferentthanthatsuppliedwiththeimpactorunlessthe
flow ram is readjusted,

Each Andersen pump is equipped with an adjustable valve. Always tighten the lock
nut on the adjustment valve after the flow rate has been set. To adjust the flow, turn the

in to increase flow and out to decrease flow.
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Figure A1-5. P:xrticle Size Di_rneter Graph
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Each Andersen pump-impactor assembly is calibrated before shipment to deliver 1
ACFM at ambient temperature and pressure levels in Atlanta, GA. In order to recaLibrate at
your sampling environment, the following procedure is recommended:

Place a calibrated dry gas meter uostream from the Sampler. Attach a short
1" I.D. hose with approximately 1/4" waU to the inlet cone of the impactor
and the other end to the outlet of the dry gas meter. Adjust the pump valve
until,you arc drawing 1 ACFlViover a three-minute test period as determined
with an accurate stop watch. After maintaining 1 ACFM for three minutes,
tighten the lock:nut on the adjustment valve.

_use of the 1.4 ACFM free flow rating of the motor and pump, up to 50 ft of
tubing can be used between the Sampler and pump while still maintaining I ACFM through
the Sampler.
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APP_NDLX A-2

PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE LASER SPECTROMETER

A laserspectrometeris requiredfor usein thedeterminationof particieloss in
aizbomeeffluentsamlRingandmonitoringlines. _ equipmentwill be usedto measurethe
ptrtie,/esizedistributionof particlesenteringandexitingsamplingandmonitoringlines.

equipmentmustbe reasonablyportableandin oneunit. The followingare
_:mcifications that the unit must meet.

Sample Flow Rate: Adjustable up to 1 cfm

Particle Size Ranges: Minimum of four size categories:
0.3-0.5 micron,
0.5-1.0 micron,
1.0-5.0microns,and
5.0micronsandgreater

Ifpossible,add0.I-2.0micronsand0.2-0.3micronalso.

Outputs: Printer(withuni0and RS-232port

Maximum Size: 15" wide x 15" deep x 8" high

Maximum Weight: 40 pounds

Power: 115 VAC, 60 I-Iz

Sample Time: Adjustable from 1 second to 24 hours

Automatic and manualmodes

Coincidence E,'ron: less than 5 % at 100,000 particles/ft 2.

A2=I
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APPENDLX A-2
M_T ONE LASER PARTICLE SAMPLER LNSTRU,"3I_NTATIONDESCRIFrlON

INTRODUCTION

The MET One Model A2200 _orne Particle Counter and ass:ociatedprobes (A2200
System) is used to determine the sire distributions of airborne particulates in the 0.1 to 3.0
micronrange.Thespecificparticlesizerangesassociatedwiththismodelare0.I-.0.2,
0.2-0.3,0.3-0.5,0.5-i,I-5,and > 5 microns.

The A2200Systemisextremelysensitiveatlowparticulateconcentrationsandis
routinelyusedtoverifytheintegrityofairfiltrationsystemsforcleanrooms.Itmay,
however,beusedatconcentrationsof830,000particles/fPwithonlya fivepercemt
coincidenceloss.ParticulateconcentrationsdownstreamfromHEPA fdtradonsystems,e.g.,
thePUREX stack,areexpectedtobelowandcoincidencelossshouldbesmaU.

Due to the extreme sensitivity of the instrument, it is able to measure panicle size
distributionswithgoodcountingstatisticswithsamplingtimesofonlyseveralminutes.
Othermasscollectingsamplers,suchasthecascadeimpactorsizingsystems,requireweeks
and monfl_sof collecting time to collect measurable amounts of airborne particles with no
demrmina_on of dependency of particleconcenu'ation on environmental or process changes.
Conversely, no information about materialcharacmrisdcs including radionuclide content may
begainedduringA2200 measurements.The A2200Systemandmass-coLlectingsystems,
therefore,worktogethertoprovidea morecomprehensivecharacterizationofairborne
particulates.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

The standardA2200Systemconsistsofa laserparticlecounterandassociated
electronics, air sampling probes, humidity, temperature, and air velocity probes. The unit
weighs approximately 40.4 lbs. Modifications of several of these components at the factory
prior to shipment were performed to optimize the use of this instrument for stack sampling.
Descriptions of A2200 components and modifications are given below:

1. A2200 Laser Particle Counter. This system contains the HeNe infrared laser,
photodiod_sensor, light-scatteringchamber,inletandoutletportsfor sample
probesandvacuumsource,flow meter,terminalsandjacks for attachmentof
air flow, relative humidity and temperaturesensors, printer,display panel and
electronicsassociatedwithdisplay,sensor,andlogfunctions.(SeeFigure
A2-1). The life of the laser is estimated to be 35,000 hours.

The A2200 Laser Particle Counter's logic and display electronics allow for
flexibility in the sampler's use. Any of the significant environmental or

A2-1
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FigureA2-L A2200LaserParticleCounter

sampling para_meterJ,including temperature, air velocity, humidity, sampling
times and cycles, and alarm limits may be displayed by simplo touch panel
inputs. Particle size and corresponding counts may be displayed during
sampling. Alan_ conditions, indicating one or morn sampling environmental
parametersoutside of the desired range, produce both an audible alarm and
asterisks on the printed output by the specific parameter(s).

t

The standard A2200 Particle Counter contains a 1 CFM internal vacuum
pump. The systemusedforPUREX stacksamplinghaditspump removed
fromtheParticlecounterchassisandmountedexternallyona separate

platformwithpump relaywiresandvacuumlineattachedtospecialconnectors
on thePanicleCounterchassis.Thisfactorymodificationallowedfor
alternatevacuumpump setupsandflexibilityduringPUREX stacksampling.

2. |sokineticProbe.Thisremoteprobecapturesairborneparticlesfortransport
totheParticleCounter.The probeconsistsofa I"diameterby 4"longright
cylinderwitha I/8"concentrichole.The upstreamendoftheprobeconsist,_
ofapolishedmetallicnozzlewhichistaperedtopermitisokineticsamplingat
thenominali CFM flowrate(seeFigureA2-2).The downstreamend
attachestotheLaserParticleCounterwitha plastichose.Theprobecontains
a retractabletripodstandandIockableuniversaljoint.Thisprobewasnot
usedforsamplingfromtheeffluentstream,butcouldbeusedforambient
measurements.
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FlilureA2-2. IsokineticProbe

i
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Figure A2-3. Air Velodq, Probe

3. Air Velocity Probes. The A2200 System normally comes with one velocity
probe calibratedfor a nominal80 to 120 ft/min air flow rate designed for
laminar flow hood environments. This A2200 System was factory modified to
allow for attachment of a second velocity probe calibrated between 1000 and
1500 ft/min air velocity, typical of the PUREX PR Stack velodty. Both
probes consist of an electrically heated wire and thermocouple on the end of a
I/4=-diameter, 2-ft-long cylindrical rod (see Figure A2-3). Cooling of the
wire due to air flow is measured by the thermocouple and corresponding air
velocity is calculated and displayed in the particle counter. The nominal
accuracy of the standard probe is .6 2 % at standard flow rates. The elcx,-'trieal
cable of each probe attaches to the back of the particle counter with a multi-
pin connector. The particle counter was modified to allow for display and
printing of the additional probe.

4. Relative Humidity/Temnerature Sensor. The A2200 System allows for
attachment of a relative humidity and temperature sensor. This sensor is a
metal cylinder approximately 1 ft long and 1/2" in diameter (see Figure A2-4).

A2-3
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A2-4. RelativeHumidity/tmnperaturesensor

The electrical cable for the probe attaches to the back of the particle counter
with a multi-pin connector. The sensor has a ± 3 % accuracy for temperature
with 0 and 100°F and humidity within 10% and 100%.
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WORK PLAN

INSTALLANDREMOVECASCADEIMPACTORIN EP STACK

I. GENERALDESCRIPTION

This work planprovidesinstructionsfor installing,operating,and
removinga cascadeImpactorsamplingsystemfor the PR Stackon the roof
of the PUREXBuilding. The Impactorwill be installedon the roof and
will be locatedon a movableplatformnear the PR Stack. The cascade
Impactorsystemwill be movedperiodicallyto obtaina representative
samplefromthe stack. Analysisof the impactor"filters"will provide
informationaboutthe sizesof radioactiveparticlesin the EP stream.

Both the installationand removalof thiscascadeimpactorneed to
coincideas closelyas possible(i.e.,sameday, near the sametime)
with the respectiveinstallationand removalof the cascadeimpactor
discussedin Work PlanWP-P-g2-042(WorkPackage2A-g2-o0833).

II. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizationalresponsibilitiesare as follows:

CognizantEffluentEngineer Functionas the work planmanager,in
associationwith SAIC personnel,with
overallresponsibilityfor coordinating
the activities;technicalpointof contact
for questions.

SAIC Personnel Providecognizanteffluentengineerwith
technicalassistanceand guidancefor the

" durationof this plan. Also providethe
cascadeimpactorsystem,fittirigs,
samplingline,platform,and shelter.

PUREXHealthand Safety ProvideHPT coverageduringthe .
installation,moving,and removalof the
impactorsystem. Providemechanismto
transfercascadeimpactorto the
Laboratoryfor analysis.

PUREXMaintenance Supportinstallation/removalof cascade
impactorsystemper approvedwork package
2A-g2-O0831.

This work plancan be red-linedin the fieldwith the appropriateapprovals
for the changeper WHC-IP-0240,Section4.
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Ill. SAFETY

A. HP personnelmust be presentduringperformanceof the
installationand removaltasks.

B. Appropriatesafetymeasuresmust be performedwhen relocatingthe
equipmentfromthe groundlocationto the roof and from the roof
to the groundlocation. Personnelclimbingup anddown the ladder
near the PR Stackmust be awareof the propermethodsto perform
this safelyper guidancefromWHC IndustrialSafetyand
WHC-CM-4-3,standardsCM-2 and G-7. In particular:
I. Do not carryany equipmentby hand up the ladders.
2. Whileon the canyonroof,remainwithinthe areaprotected

by the handrails.

C. A pre-jobsafetymeetingmust be held.

D. All requirementsof RadiationProtectionManual,WHC-CM-4-10,and
RadiationWork Requirementsand PermitsManual,WHC-CM-4-15,Vol.
2 shallbe followed. RWP A-045appliesto allwork performed
underthis procedure.

IV. PLAN

A. PERFORMPRESTARTCHECKS

I, Hold a pre-jobsafetymeeting.

Pre-jobSafetyMeetingHeld
(signature) (date)

2. Ensurethat the cascadeimpactorhas beenproperlyprepared
and assembledas directedby SAIC.

3. Ensurethat all supportingpartsand connectionsare
availableas directedby SAIC.

4. Ensurethat the vacuumpump is operationaland that I acfm
is obtainable.(SAIC/WHC)

PRESTARTCHECKSCOMPLETED:DATE: COGNIZANTENGINEER:|l ii

B. INSTALLCASCADEIMPACTORSAMPLINGSYSTEM

NOTE:The installationof this cascadeimpactorneedsto coincideas
closelyas possible(i.e.,sameday, near the sametime)with the
installationdiscussed,in Work PlanWP-P-g2-042(WorkPackage
2A-g2-oo833).CognizantEngineeror SAIC personnelmust be
presentbeforeproceeding.
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NOTE: Follow the requirementsof WHC-CM-4-3,Standard M-2. Do not hand-
carry anything on the ladders.

WARNING

DO NOT APPROACH THE EDGE OF THE ROOF AWAY FROM A HAND RAIL
i iiii

I. Relocate equipment from ground level to canyon roof. (WHC)

a. Ensure that the followingpieces of equipment/supplies
are properly protected before relocating items to the
roof:

(I) Impactor
(2) Flowmeter
(3) Vacuum Gauge
(4) Vacuum Pump
(5) Tubing
(6) Connectors
(7) Heating Tape/Sheathwith Controller
(8) Platform
(g) Shelter
(I0) Extension Cords
(11) Power Bar.

b. Transport equipment to the roof of 202A near the PR
stack.

2. Set up sampling system per SAIC guidance/ instructions.

a. Place appropriateequipmenton the platform and make
connections from the cascade impactorto the
flowmeter, from the flowmeterto the vacuum gauge, and
from the vacuum gauge to the vacuum pump per Figure I.

b. Field check equipmentperformance.

c. Locate equipment in proper location on the platform.
Refer to Figure I.

d. Prepare set-up for operation by securing all equipment
to the platform and verify that all connectionsmade
to this point are secure.

3. Penetratethe PR stack with the sampling probe using the
I/2"-holelocated approximately10" above the roof level.
(WHC/SAIC)

4. Connect the sampling probe to the cascade impactorper
Figure I. (WHC)
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5. Initiatethe cascadeimpactorsample.(SAIC)

a. Determinethe appropriatecorrectionfactorfor the
in-lineflowmeterusingTableI.

b. Set the properflow rate usingTableII.

c. Record the day of the week under WEEKDAYSTARTEDon
DATASHEET.

d. Recordthe date and time the samplewas initiated,and
initialDATASHEET.

6. Positionand securethe shelterover the samplingsystem.
(WHC)

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE: COGNIZANTENGINEER:

C. PERIODICALLYCHANGELOCATIONOF THE SAMPLEPROBEIN THE PR STACK
ACCORDINGTO THE SCHEDULEAND DESCRIPTIONIN TABLEIll. (SAIC/WHC)

NOTE:A continuoussamplewill be obtainedusingnine different
locationsin the PR Stack. The probeshallbe movedto the
specificlocationsinsidethe stackin the orderlistedin
this procedure.This way, the probewill be inserted
fartherintothe stackuntilthe last positionhas been
used. The probewill not be removeduntilall 9 samples
havebeen obtained. Samplenumberscorrespondingto the
samplelocationshave beenpre-markedon the sampleprobe.

I. Afterthe numberof days specifiedon theDATA SHEET,move
the probeto the next positionlistedon DATASHEET.

2. Recordon the DATA SHEETthe date and timethe probewas
moved.

3. Initialthe DATA SHEET.

SAMPLINGCOMPLETED:DATE/TIME:..... COGNIZANTENGINEER:

D. REMOVECASCADEIMPACTORSYSTEM

NOTE:The removalof thiscascadeimpactorneedsto coincideas closely
as possible(i.e.,sameday, near the sametime)with the removal
discussedin Work PlanWP-P-g2-042(WorkPackage2A-g2-O0833).

NOTE:This operationwill occur10 weeksafterthe installationand will
be directedby SAIC.
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I. Removethe shelterfrom the samplingsystem.(WHC)

2. Stop the cascadeimpactorsample.(SAIC)

3. Disconnectthe samplingprobefrom the cascadeimpactor.
(WHC)

** HP Hold Point **

4. Removethe sample probe from the PR stack. Wipe the probe
as it is removedfrom the stack.

Sampleprobe wiped downan smearable contamination is
< detectable(Initial/Date)....

S. Bag or wrap the probein plastic.(WHC/SAIC)

6. Removethe cascade impactor from the sampling system and bag
it. (WHC)

7. Dismantlesamplingsystem.(SAIC/WHC)

a. Surveyequipmenton the platform.(WHC)

b. Removeequipmentfromthe platform.(WHC/SAIC)

c. Bag or packageselectedpiecesof equipmentas
necessaryper HPT direction.(WHC)

NOTE:Followall Hoistingand Riggingrequirementsper WHC-CM-6-4and
WHC-CM-4-3,StandardM-Z. Do not hand-carryanythingon the
Iadders.

WARNING

DO NOT APPROACHTHE EDGEOF THE ROOFAWAY FROMA HAND RAIL.

I

8. Relocateequipmentfrom roofto groundlevel.(WHC)

NOTE:The followingtwo stepsmay be performed •
in any order

9. Storeequipmentas required. (WHC)
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.** HP Hold Point**

I0. RequestHPT to surveyimpactorand samplingprobe(as
packaged),preparethem for transport,and transportthem to
the Laboratory.(WHC)

Impactor and SampleProbe surveyed and < detectable
(initial/date) ....

SYSTEMREMOVALCOMPLETED:DATE: ......SAIC REPRESENTATIVE: .....
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Figure I. Cascade Impactor Set-Up for the PR Stack (Roof Sample)
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TableIT. BrooksFlowmeter(ModelR-BIS-B,Carboloy,SphericalBat1)
CalibrationData

H Ui|iUIL| .ill ..ll .. i . ... I ",' "' "_'"'

Tube Flow Tube
Rndt ng Rate Tube F1ow Tube F1ow Readtng F1ow

Rate
i'? (c_,) h,dtng R,t, Re,dtng R,te [=)I .... III | II

150.0 Z.160 !110.0 1.493 70.0 0.886 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 ' 1.477 69.0 0.872 29.0 0.335
148.0 2.123 108.0 1.461 68.0 0.857 28.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1.446 67.0 0.843 27.0 0.310
146.0 Z.086 106.0 1.430 66.0 0.829 26.0 0.298
145.0 2.068 105.0 1.416 55.0 0.815 25.0 0.286
144.0 2.049 104.0 1.401 54.0 0.801 24.0 0.273
143.0 2.031 103.0 1.387 53.0 0.787 23.0 0.261
142.0 2.013 102.0 1.373 52.0 0.772 22.0 0.249
141.0 1.995 101.0 1.359 51.0 0.758 21.0 0.237
140.0 1.977 100.0 1.345 60.0 0.744 20.0 0.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1.331 59.0 0.730 19.0 0.213
138.0 1.942 98.0 1.317 58.0 0.716 18.0 0.201
137.0 1.925 97.0 1.303 57.0 0.702 17.0 0.189
136.0 1.908 96.0 1.289 56.0 0.689 16.0 0.177
135.0 1.891 95.0 1.274 55.0 0.675 15.0 0.166
134.0 1.875 94.0 1.260 54.0 0.661 14.0 0.154
133.0 1.860 93.0 1.245 53.0 0.647 13.0 0.143
132.0 1.844 92.0 1.230 52.0 0.634 12.0 0.131
131.0 1.829 91.0 1.215 51.0 0.620 11.0 0.120
130.0 1.813 90.0 1.199 50.0 0.606 10.0 0.109
129.0 1.798 89.0 1.183 49.0 0.593 9.0 0.097
128.0 1.783 88.0 1.167 48.0 0.579 8.0 0.086
127.0 1.767 87.0 1.151 47.0 0.566 7.0 0.075
126.0 1.752 86.0 1.134 46.0 0.553 6.0 0.063
125.0 1.738 85.0 1.118 45.0 0.539 5.0 0.052
124.0 1.721 84.0 1.102 44.0 0.526
123.0 1.705 83.0 1.085 43.0 0.513
122.0 1.689 82.0 1.069 42.0 0.500
121.0 1.673 81.0 1.053 41.0 0.487
120.0 1.656 80.0 1.036 40.0 0.475
119.0 1.640 79.0 1.020 39.0 0.462
118.0 1.624 78.0 1.005 38.0 0.449
117.0 1.607 77.0 0,989 37.0 0.436
116.0 1.591 76.0 0.974 36.0 0.423
115.0 1.574 75.0 0.959 35.0 0.411
114.0 1.558 74.0 0.944 34.0 0.398
113.0 1.541 73.0 0.929 33.0 0.385
112.0 1.525 72.0 0.915 32.0 0.373
111.0 1.509 71.0 0.900 31.0 0.360
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DATA SHEET

IIIHJH' , --_ ' I IIII ' IIIIII II'II

Week Day Started: Initialand RecordDate and
. Ttme as Each Samplet s

Started
__ IllIIN I ,i,,,

Staple Location Sampltng Period
Number Inside Stack (days) Intttals Date/Time

I II I I I / III1| IIIIIIII1 Hill IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I II III/I II I

1 z 1/4" 14ll.ll _. ii iiii , , i

z 3 ;/z, 7 , _
,,,3 ,, 5 1/2 _.......... 7 ..................

4 8 1/4" 7i imll i ii i i iiiii

s ,is _/4" 7i ii i

6 18 1/2" 7, .|H ii i1|1 ii i i

7 ZO 1/2' 7illll i ill i i i i i ii i i i i

8 22" 7
, i i iiii iBi iiiii iiiiiii i| ii ii i IIIBB

9 z3 3IS" 7
I I I I ,,,, ,,,,,,, i ,,,, I IIIIII
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WORK PLAN

INSTALL ANDREMOVECASCADEIMPACTORFOR EP CAMSAMPLER

I. GENERALDESCRIPTION

This work plan provides instructionsfor installing and removing a
cascade impactor sampling system in parallel to the PR Stack CAM
sampler. The impactorwill be installedin the 2g2-AA building on one
leg of the CAM flow splitter and will use existing vacuum to provide
flow through the unit. Operation of the CAM and record samplerwill
continue while the cascade impactor is in use. Analysisof the data
will provide particlesize distributioninformationon effluent
particulates.

Both the installationand removal of this cascade impactorneed to
coincide as closely as possible (i.e., same day, near the same time)
with Work Plan WP-P-92-041 (Work Package 2A-92-0831)

II. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizationalresponsibilitiesare as follows:

Cognizant EffluentEngineer - Function as the work plan manager,
in associationwith SAIC personnel,
with overall responsibilityfor
coordinatingthe activities;
technicalpoint of contact for
questions.

SAIC Personnel - Providecognizanteffluent engineer
with technical assistanceand
guidance for the durationof this
plan. Also providethe cascade
impactor system and fittings.

PUREX Health and Safety - ProvideHPT coverageduring the
installationand removalof the

cascade impactor system. Also
providemechanism to transfer
impactorto the laboratoryfor
analysis.

PUREX Maintenance - Support installation/removalof
cascade impactor per approvedwork
package #2A-92-00833.

This work plan can be red-linedin the field with the appropriateapprovals
for the change per WHC-IP-0240,Section 4.
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llI. SAFETY

A. Limiting_.onditionfor Operation (LCO) 12.6.3 requires operability
of the sampling and monitoring systems on the 296-A-I stack.
Ensure the record sample loop operationis not interruptedand CAM
monitor downtime is minimized. An HPT must be presentduring
performanceof the installation/removaltasks.

B. All requirementsof Radiation ProtectionManual,WHC-CM-4-10, and
RadiationWork Requirementsand Permits Manual, WHC-CM-4-15,Vol.
2 shall be followed. RWP A-045 applies to all work performed
under this procedure.

IV. PLAN

A. PERFORM PRESTARTCHECKS

I. Hold a Pre-JobSafety Meeting.

(signature} (date)

2. Ensure that the cascade impactorhas been properly prepared
and assembled.(SAIC)

3. Ensure that all supporting parts and connectionsare
available.

4. Ensure that the stack alpha monitor RAN-V29A-1-1is
operatingproperly.

5. Notify PUREX Health and Safety Supervisorand the Operating
Shift Supervisorthat RAN-V2gA-I-Iwill be taken out of
serviceduring the cascade impactor installation,and that
the flow rate will be reducedfor the next ten weeks.

6. Ensure pump P-V28A-1 is running.

NOTE - Step 7 will be performed with the assistanceof the
cognizant engineer,based on the stack flow rate and the
design of the sample probe.

7. Determine flow required to maintain isokinesisthrough
sample probe.

Stack flow - cfm
Total flow - stack flow X 0.000519 - scfm

Flow for cascade impactor- ac--c_m
• Flow for cascade impactor= --"scfm

Flow for RAN-V29A-1-I = _scfm
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8. Calculate new monitor alarm set point using new monitor flow
determined in step 7 above.

InitialAlarm Setpoint- cpm
New Alarm Setpoint - cpm

9. Install tag stating setpoint and monitor flow.

10. Notify the cognizantengineer,Operations Supervisor,and
Health and Safety Supervisorthat the monitor flow rate has
been reducedand will remain at the new levels for
approximatelyten weeks.

PRESTART CHECKS COMPLETED: DATE COGNIZANT ENGINEER

B. INSTALLCASCADE IMPACTOR

NOTE - This plan involvesthe both,the installationand removal of
the cascade impactor. The time between the two operations
will be approximatelyten weeks. Both the installationand
the removal of this cascade impactor need to coincide as
closely as possible (i.e., same day, near the same time)
with the respective installationand removal in Work Plan
WP-P-92-041 (Work Package 2A-92-0831). The cognizant
engineer and SAIC personnelmust be present before
proceeding.

** HP Hold Point **

i. _otify PUREX dispatcher that there will be a low flow alarm
on FA-V29A-3-1.

Dispatcher Notified (Initial/Date) •

2. OPEN regulator FCV-V29A-I-1and obtain flow rate determined
in task A.7. Maintain flow for I0 minutes.

3. CLOSE valve MV-V2BA-5-3.

NOTE: As of July I, MV-V28A-5-15did not have an attached
metal tag. It did have an adhesive plastic label,
which stated MV/V29A/5/15.

4. Remove valve MV-V28A-5-15and its associatedtee per
Figure 2.
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** HP Hold Point **

5. Survey MV-VZBA-5-15for smearablecontamination.

Valve Surveyed (Initial/Date)

Survey Results

6. Place MV-V28A-5-15plastic bag.

NOTE - Tubing supportsmay be loosened to provide free movement and
space for connections.

l. Installimpactor supports for impactor system.

8. Connectcascade impactor system in place of tee.

NOTE - Experiencehas shown that two pumps are needed to obtain
sufficientvacuum.

g. Activate Pump P-V2gA-!:

a. Energize Pump P-V29-A-Iusing MS-V29A-4-4.

b. Adjust valves in the following sequence:

Mv-2gA-5-I OPEN

MV-29A-5-2 OPEN

** HP Hold Point **

10. OPEN valve MV-V28A-5-3 and adjust regulatorsFCV-V2gA-2-1
and FCV-V29A-1-1to obtain the flow values determined in
Task A, step 6.

RegulatorsAdjusted (Initial/Date)

Flow for cascade impactor:

Flow for RAN-V2gA-I-I:

** HP Hold Point **

11. Adjust alpha monitor alarm to value determined in Task A,
step 8.

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANT ENGINEER
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C. REMOVE CASCADE IMPACTOR

NOTE - As noted in Task B above, this operationwill occur
approximatelyten weeks after the installation.

** HP Hold Point **

I. Notify PUREX dispatcher that there will be a low flow alarm
on FA-V29A-3-i.

DispatcherNotified (Initial/Date)"

2. If it is running, turn off pump P-V29A-I:

a. Adjust valves in the following sequence:

MV-29A-5-2 CLOSE

MV-ggA-5-1 CLOSE

b. De-energize Pump P-V29-A-1using MS-V29A-4-4.

3. CLOSE valve MV-V28A-5-3.

4. Remove cascade impactor system.

IMPACTOR SYSTEM REMOVED: DATE ..... TIME..... INITIAL

5. Replace valve MV-V28A-5-15and its associatedtee removed in
task B, step 4.

NOTE - Tighten tubing supports loosened in task B.

6. CLOSE regulator FCV-V29A-I-I.

7. OPEN valve MV-V28A-5-3.

*_ HP Hold Point

8. Adjust regulator FCV-V29A-2-1to maintain isokinetic flow
through RAN-V29A-I-I.

Flow Rate" (Initial/Date)

** HP Hold Point **

9. Readjustmonitor alarm set point to the original setpoint
recorded in Task A, step 8.

(Initial/Date) ....
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** HP Hold Point **

10. Survey the work area and cascade impactor.

Survey Results:

(Initial/Date)

11. Prepare the cascade impactor for transport, and transport it
to the laboratoryfor analysis.

12. Clean up work area.

IMPACTORDELIVEREDTO LABORATORY:DATE
SAIC Representative
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Figure I. Cascade Impactor System Used to Sample from the CAM Sampling Line
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Figure 2. Current Effluent Sampling and Monitoring Systems for the PR Stack
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Table I. CorrectionFactors Required for In-Line
Flo_eter Readings due to Vacuum

I II ir i,,ii,l roll

Vacu'm Flater Correction Vacu_l. FIommter Correction Vacuum Flowmter Correction
(" Hg) Factor (" I_) Factor (" Hg) Factor

li i I II

O.1 1. OOZ 6.0 1.118 12.0 I. 292
O.Z 1.003 6.1 1.121 1Z. 1 1.296
0.3 1.005 6. Z 1.123 12.2 1.299
0.4 1.007 6.3 1.125 12.3 1.303
O.5 1.008 6.4 1.128 12.4 1.307
0.6 1.010 6.5 1.130 12.5 1.311
O.7 i. 012 B.6 1.133 12.6 1.314
O.8 I.014 6.7 i.135 12.7 i.318
0.9 1.015 6.8 1.138 12.8 1.322
1.0 I.017 6.9 i.140 12.9 1.326
1.1 I.019 7,0 i.143 13.0 1.330
1.2 1. 021 7. i 1.145 13.1 1.334
1.3 1.022 7.2 1.148 13.2 1.338
1.4 1.024 7.3 1.150 13.3 1.342
1.5 1.026 7.4 1.153 13.4 1.346
1.6 1.028 7.5 I. 155 13.5 I. 350
1.7 1. 030 7.6 I. 158 13.6 1.354
1.8 1.032 7.7 1.160 13.7 1.358
1.9 1.033 7.8 1.163 13.8 1.362
2.0 1.035 7.9 I. 16b 13.9 1.367
Z. 1 1.037 8.0 1.168 14.0 1.371
Z. Z 1.039 8. I 1.171 14. I 1.375
Z. 3 1.041 8.2 1.174 14.2 1.380
2.4 1.043 8.3 1.175 14.3 1.384
2.5 1. 045 8.4 1.179 14.4 1.388
Z. B 1. 047 8.5 1.182 14.5 1.393
2.7 1.0¢8 8.6 1.185 14.6 1.397
2.8 1. 050 8.7 1.187 14.7 I. 402
2.9 1. 052 8.8 1.190 14.8 1. 407
3.0 1.054 8.9 1.193 14.9 1.411
3.1 1.056 9.0 1.196 15.0 1.416
3.2 1.058 9. I I. 199 15. I 1.421
3.3 I. 060 9. Z 1. 202 15.2 1.426
3.4 i. 062 9.3 1. 205 15.3 1.431
3.5 1. 064 9,4 1. 208 15.4 i. 435
3.6 1. 066 9.5 1. 210 15.5 1.440
3.7 i.068 9.6 i.213 15.6 I.445
3.8 1. 070 9.7 1. 216 15.7 1. 451
3.9 I. 072 9.8 i. 219 15.8 1. 456
4.0 i. 074 9.9 i. 222 15.9 1.461
4.1 1. 076 10.0 1. 226 16.0 1.466
4.2 1.079 10. i i .229 16.1 1.471
4.3 1. 081 10.2 1. 232 16. Z 1.477
4.4 1.083 10.3 1.235 16.3 1.482
4.5 1.085 10.4 1.238 16.4 1.488
4.8 1. 087 10.5 1. 241 16.5 1. 493
4.7 I. 089 10.8 1. 244 16.8 1. 499
4.8 1. 091 10.7 1. 248 16.7 1. 504
4.9 1. 094 10.8 1. 251 16.8 1.510
5.0 1. 096 10.9 1. 254 15.9 1.516
5. I I.098 11.0 I.258 17.0 I.522
5.2 I. 100 11. I 1.261 17. I 1.528
5.3 1.102 11.2 1.264 17.2 1.534
5.4 1.105 11,3 1. 268 17.3 1. 540
5.5 1.107 11.4 1. 271 17.4 1.546
5.6 i. 109 11.5 1.274 17.5 1.552
5.7 1.111 11.6 1.278 17.6 1.558
5.8 1.114 11.7 1.281 17.7 1.565
5.9 I.116 11.8 I.285 17.8 I.571

11.9 1.289 17.9 1.578
ill i
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Table II. Brooks Flowmeter(Model R-615-B, Carboloy, SphericalBall)
CalibrationData

,i,,i , , i .. i l ill i
!

Tube Rm_ltng Flow Rate [ Tube Rm_dtng
(Im) (cfm) Tube Readtnq I Flow Rate Tube Reading F-lowRate (mm) Flow Rate

Ill llll II II I I I

150.0 Z.160 110.0 1.493 70.0 0.886 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 1.477 59.0 0.872 Z9.0 0.335
148.0 Z.lZ3 108.0 1.461 68.0 0.857 Z8.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1.446 67.0 0.843 Z7.0 0,310
146.0 2.086 106.0 1.430 66.0 0.829 26.0 0.298
145.0 2.068 105.0 1.416 65.0 0.815 Z5.O 0.286
144.0 _.049 104.0 1.401 64.0 0.801 Z4.0 0.273
143.0 2.031 103.0 1.387 63.0 0.787 Z3.0 0.261
142.0 2.013 102.0 1.373 62.0 0.772 2Z.O 0.249
141.0 1.995 101.0 1.359 61.0 0.758 21.0 0.237
140.0 1.977 100.0 L.345 60.0 0.744 20.0 0.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1.331 59.0 0.730 19.0 0.Z13
138.0 1.94Z 98.0 1.317 58.0 0.716 18.0 0.201
137.0 1.925 97.0 1.303 57.0 0.702 17.0 0.189
136.0 1.908 96.0 1.289 56.0 0.689 16.0 0.177
135.0 1.891 95.0 1.274 55.0 0.675 tS.O 0.166
134.0 1.875 94.0 L.ZfiO 54.0 0.661 14.0 0.154
133.0 1.860 93.0 1.245 53.0 0.647 13.0 0.143
13Z.0 1.844 9Z.0 L.Z30 52.0 0.634 1Z.0 0.131
131.0 1.829 91.0 1.215 51.0 O.6ZO ll.O O.1ZO
130.0 1.813 90.0 1.199 50.0 0.606 10.0 0.109
129.0 1.798 89.0 1.183 49.0 0.593 9.0 0.097
128.0 1.783 88.0 1.167 48.0 0.579 8.0 0.086
127.0 1.767 87.0 1.151 47.0 0.566 7.0 0.075
126.0 1.752 86.0 1.134 46.0 0.553 6.0 0.063
125.0 1.736 85.0 1.118 45.0 0.539 5.0 0.052
124.0 1.721 84.0 1.LO2 44.0 0.526
123.0 1.705 83.0 L.085 43.0 0.513
12Z.O 1.689 82.0 1.069 42.0 0.500
121.0 1.673 81.0 1.053 41.0 0.487
120.0 1.656 80.0 1.036 40.0 0.475
119.0 1.640 79.0 1.OZO 39.0 0.46Z
118.0 1.6Z4 78.0 1.005 38.0 0.449
117.0 1.607 77.0 0.989 37.0 0.436
116.0 1.591 76.0 0.974 36.0 0.423
115.0 1.574 75.0 0.959 35.0 0.411
114.0 _.558 74.0 0.944 34.0 0.398
113,0 1.541 73.0 0.929 33,0 0.385
112.0 1.525 72.0 0.915 32.0 0.373
111.0 1.509 71.0 0.900 31.0 0.360
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WORK PIAN

INSTALLCASCADEIMPACTOR5ONTHE PUREXMA'NSTACK(291-A-1)

I. GENERALDESCRIPTION

This work planprovidesinstructionsfor installingand removingtwo
cascadeimpactorsamplingsystemson the PUREXmain stack. One of the
impactorsystemswill be installedin the zgZ-ABBuildingand will
samplefromthe 60-footlevelof the main stackusingfacilitysystem
vacuumto provideflow throughthe impactor.Operationof the record
samplerwill continueduringthe impactortest and will not be affected.
This work plan alsoprovidesinstructionsfor installingand removinga
secondcascadeimpactorsamplingsystemfor the acquisitionof an
effluentsampledirectlyfrom the main stackupstreamfrom the external
samplingline fromthe stackto the zgZ-ABBuilding. This impactor
systemwill be installedon scaffoldingand will be locatedat the 60-
foot levelon a platformnear the main stackand will use its own vacuum
pumpsfor flow controlthroughthe system. Analysisof the impactor
"filters"for bothof thesesystemswillprovideinformationon particle
size associationand distributionof emittedradionuclidesand a
measurementof any significantparticledepositionin the samplingline•

The installationand removalof bothcascadeimpactorsystemsdiscussed
in thiswork planneed to coincideas closelyas possible(i.e.,each
unitshouldbe activatedand/ordeactivatednear the sametime on the
sameday).

II. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizationalresponsibilitiesare as follows:

CognizantEffluentEngineer - Functionas the work planmanager,
in associationwith SAIC personnel,
withoverallresponsibilityfor
coordinatingthe activities;
technicalpointof contactfor

• questions.

SAIC Personnel - Providecognizanteffluentengineer
with technicalassistanceand
guidancefor the durationof this
plan. Also providethe cascade
impactorsystemsand fittings.

PUREXHealthand Safety - ProvideHPT coverageduringthe
installationand removalof the
impactors.Providemechanismto
transferimpactorsto 222-S
Laboratoryfor analysis.
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PUREX Maintenance - Support installation/removalof
cascade impactorsper approved work
package

Ill. SAFETY

Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 12.6.3 requires operabilityof
the sampling and monitoring systems on the Zg1-A-1 stack. Ensure the
record sample loop operationis not interrupted. An HPT must be present
during performance of the installationand removal tasks.

Appropriatesafety measures must be performedwhen relocatingthe
equipment from the ground location to the scaffoldingand from the
scaffoldingto the ground location. Personnelclimbing up and down the
ladder near/on the stack must be aware of the proper methods to perform
this safely per guidance from WHC Industrial Safety.

A pre-job safety meeting must be held.

All requirementsof Radiation ProtectionManual, WHC-CM-4-10,and
Radiation Work Requirementsand PermitsManual, WHC-CM-4-1S,Vol. 2
shall be followed. RWP KEH-A35 applies to all work performedunder
these procedures.

All work performed under this work plan shall conform to WHC-CM-4-3 and
all requirements for Hoisting and Rigging in WHC-CM-6-4 shall be met.
Personnel shall not hand-carry anything on the ladders.

IV. PLAN

NOTE: This work plan can be red-lined in the field with the appropriate
approvals for the change per WHC-IP-0240,Section 4.

A. CASCADE IMPACTORSYSTEM UPSTREAM OF THE 60-FT LEVEL SAMPLE LINE

I. PERFORM PREMODIFICATION/PRESTARTCHECKS

a. Ensure that scaffoldinghas been installedin the
proper location for access to the 60-Ft level sampling
line per Work Package

b. Ensure that all supportingparts and connectionsare
available.

(I) Flow splitter (3/4" Tubing)
(2) Reducer Union (3/4" to i/2" Tubing)
(3) Flowmeter
(4) I/2" StainlessSteel tubing (If needed)
(5) Portable Vacuum pumps
(6) Vacuum Gauge
(7) Tygon Tubing
(8) Cascade Impactor
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c. Ensure that the cascade impactor has been properly
prepared and assembled.

d. Ensure that the portable vacuum pumps are operating
properly and that I acfm can be drawn through the
impactor.

e. Ensure that no air flow is going through the NOx
sampling Iine.

e. Notify PUREX Health and Safety that work is about to
be initiatedon the modificationof the system and
installationof the cascade impactor system.

PREMOD/PRESTARTCHECKS COMPLETED:DATE
COGNIZANT ENGINEER

2. MODIFY SYSTEM

a. Installsplitter in the NOx sampling line at the 60-Ft
level of the PUREX Main Stack per Figure I.

b. Install a 3/4" to I/2" reducer union in one line from
the splitter.

c. InstallI/2" stainlesssteel tubing for the cascade
impactor (if needed) from one leg of the splitter to
the cascade impactor per Figure I.

MODIFICATIONCOMPLETED: DATE COGNIZANT ENGINEER

3. INSTALLCASCADE IMPACTOR SYSTEM

a. Transportall needed equipment to the scaffoldingfrom
the ground level.

b. Connect the cascade impactordownstream from the
splitteron the I/Z"-tubingleg and secure the system
to the platform.

c. Connectone end of the Tygon t,ubing to the cascade
impactor.

d. Secure the protective cover over the cascade impactor
system on the scaffolding.
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e. Installthe other end of the Tygon tubing, flowmeter,
vacuum gauge, and vacuum pump on the ground level per
Figure I.

f. Activate the vacuum pumps for the sampling line and
ensure that proper flows can be obtained.

(I) Determine the appropriate correction factor for
the in-line flowmeterusing Table I.

(2) Set the proper flowrate using Table II.

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED: DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER

4. PERIODICCHECKING OF THE CASCADE IMPACTOR

a. A continuous sample will be obtained from the PUREX
Main Stack over a length of 4-5 weeks.

b. Periodicchecks (i.e.,at least once per week,
approximatelythe same day of the week) will be made
on the readings of the vacuum gauge and the in-line
flowmeteron the ground level.

c. Meter readings, initialsof responsiblepersonnel,
dates, and times that the observationsare made shall
be recorded in Table Ill.

SAMPLING COMPLETED: DATE/TIME" COGNIZANTENGINEER:........

5. REMOVE CASCADE IMPACTOR SYSTEM-

NOTE: This operationwill occur 4-5 weeks after the installationand
will be directed by SAIC.

a. Check the vacuum gauge and flowmeterfor the cascade
impactor system and record the readings.

b. Deactivate the pumps for the cascade impactor.

c. Remove the protectivecover from the cascade impactor
system on the scaffolding.
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d. Disconnectthe Tygon tubing from the cascade impactor
and tape the end of the tubing and the hose nipple on
the impactor.

e. Disconnect the cascade impactor from the I/2"-tubing
leg from the splitter, put tape over the inlet, and
bag the unit.

f. Close off (plug) the I/2"-tubingend of the splitter.

g. Transfer the cascade impactor to the ground level.

h. Dismantlethe rest of the sampling system.

(I) Survey any other equipment on the scaffolding
and any area of the scaffoldingthat may have
become contaminated.

(2) Remove this equipment from the scaffoldingand
transfer it to the ground level.

(3) Bag or package selected pieces of equipment as
necessary.

NOTE- The followingtwo steps may be performed
in any order.

i. Store equipment as required. (WHC)

j. Request HPT to survey the cascade impactorand prepare
it for transport, and transport them to the 222-S
Laboratory (WHC)

REMOVALCOMPLETED- DATE COGNIZANT ENGINEER

B. CASCADE IMPACTOR SYSTEM DOWNSTREAM OF THE 60-FT LEVEL SAMPLING LINE

I. PERFORM PREMODIFICATION/PRESTARTCHECKS

a. Notify PUREX Health and Safety Supervisorand the
Operating Shift Supervisor that the NOx monitors will
remain out of service during the systemmodification
and operation of the cascade impactor system.

b. Ensure that the cascade impactor has been properly
prepared and assembled as directed by SAIC.

c. Ensure that all supportingparts and connectionsare
available.
(I) Cascade Impactor
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(2) Flowmeter
(3) Vacuum Gauge
(4) Tygon Tubing
(5) Connectors
(6) Platform

d. Ensure that the vacuum system is operationaland that
I acfm is obtainable.

NOTE - Step e will be performedwith the assistanceof the
cognizantengineer, based on the stack flow rate and the
design of the sample probe.

e. Determineflow required to maintain isokinesisthrough
the sample probe.

Total flow = scfm

Flow for impactor (Upstreamof Sampling Line) = I acfm
Flow for impactor (Downstreamof Sampling Line) = 1 acfm
Flow for System Bypass = scfm

PREMOD/PRESTARTCHECKS COMPLETED:DATE:
COGNIZANT ENGINEER:

2. MODIFY NOx MONITORING SYSTEM

a. Disconnectthe NOx monitoring lines from the
appropriateside of the splitterdownstreamof the
sampling line at the 60-Ft level per Figure Z.

MODIFICATION COMPLETED: DATE:..... COGNIZANT ENGINEER:

3. INSTALLCASCADE IMPACTOR

NOTE - This plan involves the both the installationand removal of
the cascade impactor. The time between the two operations
will be approximately4-5 weeks. CognizantEngineerand
SAIC personnelmust be present before proceeding.

a. Install impactor supports beneath impactorsystem if
needed.
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b. Installthe cascade impactor in place of the NOx
monitoring lines for units NMV191 and NMV192 per
Figure 3.

c. Connect the Tygon tubing to the hose nipple of the
cascade impactor and the other end to the flowmeter,
vacuum gauge, and vacuum system to be used.

d. Secure the flowmeterand the vacuum gauge near the
connection to the vacuum system.

e. OPEN the appropriatevalves and adjust regulators for
the NOx system bypass and the cascade impactorsystem
to obtain the flow values determined in Task B.l.e.

(I) Determine the appropriatecorrection factor for
the in-lineflowmeter using Table I.

(2) Set the proper flowrate using Table II.

I

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER i

4. PERIODIC CHECKING OF THE CASCADE IMPACTOR

a. A continuoussample will be obtained from the PUREX
Main Stack over a length of 4-5 weeks.

b. Periodic checks (i.e., at least once per week,
approximatelythe same day of the week) will be made
on the readingsof the vacuum gauge and the in-line
flowmeter in the 292-AB Building.

c. Meter readings,initials of responsiblepersonnel,
dates, and times that the observationsare made shall
be recorded in Table IV.

SAMPLING COMPLETED: DATE/TIME'_____ COGNIZANTENGINEER"

5. REMOVE CASCADE IMPACTORSYSTEM

NOTE - This operationwill occur approximately4-5 weeks after the
installationof the cascade impactor system.
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a. Check the vacuum gauge and flowmeter for the cascade
impactorsystem and record the readings.

b. CLOSE the appropriatevalves to reduce the flowrate
through the system to zero and deactivate the vacuum
system.

c. Disconnect the cascade impactor from downstream of the
flow splitter and bag it.

d. Reconnectthe NOx monitor lines that were disconnected
in Step B.2 per Figure 2.

e. Dismantlethe rest of the cascade impactor system.
(I) Survey equipment as required.
(2) Remove equipment from the area.
(3) Bag and package selected pieces of equipmentas

necessary.

NOTE: The followingtwo steps may be performed
in any order.

f. Store equipment as required. (WHC)

g. RequestHPT to survey the cascade impactorand prepare
it for transport, and transport them to the 222-S
Labora,tory. (WHC)

SYSTEM REMOVAL COMPLETED: DATE COGNIZANT ENGINEER
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PUREXMainS_ck
291_1

L Now Spli#er60-A LevelSamplingUne

Impa(_or

-- _ Scofolding
nil

i

_ FqasUc
Tubing

i

l

-- VG
I

-' 292_0
Building

FM: F1o_Ineter
VG: VacuumGauge
VP: VacuumPump

Figure I. Cascade Impactor System Sampling Directly from the PUREX
Main Stack Upstream of the 60-Ft Level Sampling Line
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....... Sampling Une to the PUREX Main Stack (60-Ft Level)
,,, ...... ,,,

NOx Splitter
Bypass / %.-
Une

NOx Monitors
!

mm_llml mmmmmml

INMVI91 N192

Second Floor
I I i I

292-AB Building
iii

Figure 2. Existing Sampling Line Configurationfor the NOx Monitors
Inside the 292-AB Building
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I

!----Sampling Une to the PUREX Main Stack (60-Ft Level]
ii

NO)( / _'SplitterBypass

Line _'_ Cascade " NO-,<Monitors

b'l_191 NMVI92

i

i

Second Floor
i i

292-AB Buildin9

Figure 3. Cascade Impactor System SamplingDownstream of the 60-Ft
Level Sampling Line
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Taole I. Correc',1on;ac',orsRequlreclfor _n--Ine
_lowmeterReadings ]ue _o Vacuum

Vacuum Flommter Correction Vacu-- Flommtar Correction Vacuum Flommter C_r_ctlon
(" 14g) Factor (" _) Factor (" Hq) Factor

0.1 1.002 5.0 1.118 12.0 1.292
0.2 1.003 6.1 1.121 12. I 1.296
0.3 I. 005 6. Z 1.123 12. Z 1.299
0.4 1.007 8.3 1.125 1Z.3 1.303
O.5 1.008 8.4 I. 128 1Z. 4 1.307
O.6 1.010 8.5 1.130 12.5 1.311
O.7 I. 012 8. S 1.133 1Z. 5 1.314
0.8 1.014 6.7 1.135 12.7 1.318
0.9 1.015 8.8 1.138 12.8 1.32Z
1.0 1. 017 6.9 1. 140 12.9 1. 326
1.1 1.019 7.0 1.143 13.0 1.330

rl" Z I "021 7" 1 1"145 13" 1 1 '334
1"3 1"022 7"Z i" 148 13'Z 1"338
1"4 1'024 7"3 1" 150 13"3 1 '342
1"5 1"026 7"4 1" 153 13"4 1"346
1"6 1"028 7"5 1" 155 13'5 1"350
1. l 1. 030 7.5 1.158 13.6 I. 354
1.8 1.032 7.7 1.180 13.7 1.358
1.9 1.033 7.8 1.163 13.8 1.36Z
Z.O 1.035 7.9 1.186 13.9 1.367
Z. 1 1.037 8. O 1.168 14.0 1.371
Z. Z 1.039 8.1 I. 171 14.1 1.375
Z.3 1.041 8. Z 1.174 14.Z 1.380
Z. 4 1.043 8.3 1.176 14.3 1.384
Z. $ I. 045 8.4 1.179 14.4 1.388
Z. 8 1.047 8.5 1.182 14.5 1.393
_. 7 1. 048 8.8 i. 185 14.8 1.397
Z.8 1.050 8.7 1.187 14.7 1.402
Z.9 1.052 8.8 1.190 14.8 1.407
3.0 1.054 8.9 1.193 14.9 1.411
3. I 1.058 9.0 1.196 15. O I. 416
3.2 1.058 9.1 I. 199 15.1 1.421
3.3 1. 060 9.2 1.20Z 15.2 1. 426
3.4 1.062 9.3 1.Z05 15.3 , 1.431
3.5 1. 064 9.4 1. 208 15.4 i. 435
3.6 1.066 9.5 1.210 15.5 1.440
3.7 1.068 9.5 L.213 15.8 1.445
3.8 1.070 9.7 1. Z16 15.7 1.451
3.9 1.07Z 9.8 1.219 15.8 1.458
4. O I. 074 9.9 1. Z22 15.9 1.481
4.1 1. 076 10.0 1. Z26 16. O 1.488
4. Z 1. 079 10.1 1. 229 18.1 1. 471
4.3 1. 081 10.2 1. Z32 16. Z 1.477
4.4 I. 083 10.3 1. Z35 18.3 1.48Z
4.5 1.085 10.4 1.238 16.4 1.488
4.8 I. 087 10.5 1.241 16.5 1.493
4.7 1. 089 10. B 1. 244 16.6 1. 499
4.8 1. 091 10.7 1. 248 16.7 1. 504
4.9 1. 094 10.8 1. 251 18.8 I. 510
5.0 1. 096 10.9 1. Z54 16.9 1.518
5.1 1.098 11.0 1. Z58 17. O 1.522
5.Z 1.100 11.1 1.Z61 17.1 1. 528
5.3 1.102 11.2 1.264 17.Z 1.534
5.4 1.105 11.3 1.268 17.3 1.540
5.5 I. 107 11.4 1. 271 17.4 1.546
5.6 1.109 11.5 1.Z74 17.5 1.552
5.7 1.111 11.6 1.278 17.6 1.558
5.8 1.114 11.7 1.Z81 17.7 1.565
5.9 1.116 11.8 1.285 17.8 1.571

i1.9 1.289 17.9 1. 578
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Table II. Brooks Flowmeter (Model R-615-B,Carboloy, SphericalBall)
CalibrationData

I -Tube IIRdlrql FI_ k_ Tube RMr_ing
(am) (cfia) Tube goading Fiov Rate Tube Reading Flov Rate (me) Flow Patm

III I

150.0 2.160 110.0 1. 493 70.0 O.886 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 1. 477 69.0 O.872 29.0 0.335
148.0 Z. 123 108.0 1. 461 68.0 0. 857 28.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1. 446 S7.0 O.843 27.0 0.310
146.0 2. 086 106.0 I. 430 6_. 0 0. 829 26.0 0. 298
145.0 Z. 068 105.0 l. 416 65.0 0. 815 25.0 0. 286
144.0 2. 049 104.0 1.4(]1 64.0 0. 801 Z4.0 0.273
143.0 2.031 103.0 1.387 63.0 0. 787 23.0 0.261
142.0 2.013 102.0 1.373 6Z. 0 O.772 22. O 0.249
141.0 I.S95 101.0 1. 359 61.0 O.758 21.0 O.237
140.0 I.977 I00.0 I.345 60. O 0. 744 ZO.O O.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1. 331 59.0 O.730 19.0 0.213
138.0 1.94Z 98.0 1.317 58.0 O.716 18.0 0.201
i.17.0 1.925 97.0 1.303 57.0 O.702 17.0 O. 189
136.0 I. 908 96.0 1. 289 56.0 0. 689 18.0 0.177
135.0 1.891 95.0 1.274 55.0 O.675 1S.O O.166
134.0 1. 875 • 94.0 1. 260 54.0 O.661 14.0 O.154
133.0 1. 860 93.0 l. Z45 53.0 0.647 13. O 0.143
132.0 1. 844 92.0 1. Z30 52.0 O.634 12.0 O.131
131.0 1. 829 91.0 1. 215 51.0 O.620 11.0 O.120
130.0 1. 813 90.0 I. L99 50.0 O.606 I0,0 O.109
129.0 I. 798 89.0 I. 183 49.0 0. 593 9.0 0.097
128.0 1. 783 88.0 1.167 48.0 O. 579 8.0 O.086
127.0 1. 767 87.0 I. 151 47.0 0. 566 7.0 0.075
126.0 1. 752 86.0 1.134 46.0 O. 553 6.0 O.063
125.0 1. 736 85.0 I. 118 45.0 0. 539 5.0 0. 052
124.0 1.721 84.0 I. 102 44.0 0.526
123.0 1. 705 83.0 1. 085 43.0 O.513
122.0 1. 689 8Z. 0 1. 069 42.0 O.500
121.0 1.873 81.0 1. 053 41.0 0.487
L20.0 I. 656 80.0 1. 036 40.0 0. 475
119.0 I. 640 79.0 I. 020 39,0 O.462
118.0 1. 624 78.0 1. 005 38.0 0. 449
117.0 1. 607 77.0 O.989 37.0 O.436
116.0 1. 591 76.0 O.974 36.0 O.423
I15.0 i. 574 75.0 O.959 35.0 O.411
114.0 I. 558 74.0 O,94_ 34.0 O.398
I13.0 I. 541 73.0 O.9Z9 33.0 O,385
112.0 1. 525 72.0 O.91S 32.0 O.373
111.0 1.509 71.0 O.900 31.0 0.360

i
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Table Ill. Upstream Cascade S_le Check Information

J,,

Initial and Record Date and Tim as
Each Sample ts Checked

System Check VacuumGauge In-Line l:'lemmmter
limber immdtng (" Hg) Riding (me) Initials Oate/Ttm

I

l

2

3.

4
i i

S

6

7
ii

8
II

(1: Once an option ts chosen and initiated, that schedule must be con_leted.
(_ C|rcle the option being used.
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TableIV. Building292-_ CascadeSampleCheckInformation

i n

Initial and RecordIlate andTtI u
EachSmmlm IsChacluld

i

Systm Chick VacuumGauge In-Line Flo_matar
_-qII" WiT (" Hg) WiT in) Initials 041re[Tim

1
i i ii i

3

4
i i

5
II II Ill

6
m

7
ii

8

illOncean optlon is :h_smnand initiatN. thatsche_dul• mustbe c_l ete_d.
u,Circlethe optionbeingus_.
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WORK PLAN

INSTALLCASCADE IMPACTORSON 11_EAP TANK FARM STACK (296-A-40)

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This work plan provides instructionsfor installingand removing two
cascade impactor sampling systems on the AP Tank Farm stack. One of the
impactorswill be installedon one leg of the Beta CAM flow splitter and
will use AP Tank Farm system vacuum to provide flow through the
impactor. Appropriateadjustmentswill be made to the Beta CAM alarm
setpointsto maintain Beta CAM function. Operation of the Beta CAM and
record samplerwill continue during the impactortest. This work plan
also provides instructionsfor installing,operating,and removing a
second cascade impactor sampling system for the acquisitionof an
effluent sample near the outlet of the AP Tank Farm stack . This
impactorwill be installedon the scafolding and will be located on a
movable platform near the AP Tank Farm Stack. This cascade impactor
system will be moved periodicallyto obtain a representativesample from
the stack. Analysis of the impactor "filters"will provide particle
size associationand distributionof emitted radionuclides.

II. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizationalresponsibilitiesare as follows:

CognizantEffluent Engineer - Function as the work plan manager,
in associationwith SAIC personnel,
with overallresponsibilityfor
coordinatingthe activities;
technicalpoint of contact for
questions.

SAIC Personnel - Providecognizanteffluent engineer
with technicalassistance and
guidance for the duration of this
plan. Also providethe cascade
impactor systemsand fittings.

Tank Farm Health and Safety - ProvideHPT coverageduring the
installationand removal of the
impactors. Providemechanism to
transfer impactorsto 222-S
Laboratoryfor analysis.

Tank Farm Maintenance - Support installation/removalof
cascade impactorsper approved work
package
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Ill. SAFETY

LimitingConditionfor Operation(LCO)12.6.3requiresoperabilityof
the samplingand monitoringsystemson the 296-A-40stack. Ensurethe
recordsampleloop operationis not interruptedand the BetaCAM
downtimeisminimized.An HPT must be presentduringperformanceof the
installation,periodicmoving,and removaltasks.

A pre-Jobsafetymeetingmust be held.

All requirementsof RadiationProtectionManual,WHC-CM-4-10,and
RadiationWork Requirementsand PermitsManual,WHC-CM-4-15,Vol. 2
shallbe followed. RWP appliesto all work performed
undertheseprocedures.

All work performedunderthiswork planshallconformto WHC-CM-4-3.

IV. PLAN

NOTE:This work plancan be red-linedin the fieldwith the appropriate
approvalsfor the changeper WHC-IP-0240,Section4.

A. MODIFICATIONOF AP TANK FARM EFFLUENTSAMPLINGSYSTEM

I. PERFORMPREMODIFICATIONCHECKS

a. Ensurethat all supportingpartsand connectionsare
available.
(i) Flow splitter
(2) Valve
(3) Tee
(4) I/2"StainlessSteeltubing
(5) Vacuumpump (2 CFM)

. (6) Flowmeter
(7) Flow Regulator

b. Ensurethat stackBetaCAM RE-KI-Iand the associated
pump are operatingproperlyper FigureI.

c. NotifyTank FarmHealthand SafetySupervisorand the
OperatingShiftSupervisorthat BetaCAM RE-KI-Iwill
be takenout of serviceduringthe sys'cem
modification.

PREMODCHECKSCOMPLETED"DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER,,, i ii i
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2. MODIFYSYSTEM

a. NotifyTank Farm dispatcherthat therewill be a low
flowalarmon FAS-KI-1.

b. Turnoff the vacuumpumpfor BetaCAM RE-KI-I.

c. Installsplitterupstreamof the Beta CAM near the top
of the instrumentcabinetper Figure2.

d. InstallI/2" stainlesssteeltubingfor the cascade
impactorfrom one leg of the splitterper Figure2.

e. Installvacuumpump in instrumentcabinetper Figure
2.

f. InstallI/2"stainlesssteeltubingfrom the vacuum
pumpto the flow regulatorto the vacuumgaugeto the
flowmeterto the new valvewith associatedtee per
Figure2.

g. Completethe samplingline by connectingthe otherend
of the tee to the stainlesssteeltubingfromthe
splitterper Figure2.

h. Activatepumpsfor the Beta CAM and the new sampling
line to ensurethat properflowscan be obtained.

MODIFICATIONCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER

B. CASCADEIMPACTORSYSTEMTO SAMPLEFROMTHE BETACAM SAMPLINGLINE

I. PERFORMPRESTARTCHECKS

a. Ensurethat the cascadeimpactorhas beenproperly
preparedand assembledper Figure3.

b. Ensurethat all supportingpartsand connectionsare
available.

c. Ensurethat the stackBeta CAM RE-KI-Iis operating
properly.

d. NotifyTank Farm Healthand SafetySupervisorand the
OperatingShiftSupervisorthat BetaCAM RE-KI-Iwill
be takenout of serviceduringthe impactor
installation.

e. Ensurethatthe pumpfor the BetaCAM is running.
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NOTE - Step f will be performedwith the assistanceof the
cognizantengineer,basedon the stackflow rateand the
designof the sampleprobe.

f. Determineflow requiredto maintainisokinesisthrough
the sample probe.

Totalflow- scfm
.m,mm,,,

Flow for CAM RE-KI-I - scfm (Approx.I/2 of total)
Flowfor cascadeimpactor- Tacfm (Approx.I/2 of total)

NOTE - HPT surveillancedata sheetmay needto be temporarily
changedto reflectthe new alarmsetpoint. Stepg will be
performedwith the assistanceof the cognizantengineer. It
is expectedthat the setpointwill be conservativelyset to
I00 cpm,whichis half the normalsetpolnt.

g. Calculatenew monitoralarmset pointusingnew
monitorflowdeterminedin stepf above.

InitialAlarmSetpolnt- __cpm
New AlarmSetpoint - cpm

h. Installtag statingsetpointandmonitorflow.

i. Notifythe cognizantengineer,OperationsSupervisor,
and Healthand SafetySupervisorthatthe monitorflow
rateand alarmsetpointhave beenreducedand will
remainat the new levelsfor approximatelysix weeks.

PRESTARTCHECKSCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER

2. INSTALLCASCADEIMPACTOR

NOTE - This plan involvesthe both the installationand removalof
the cascadeImpactor. The time betweenthe two operations
will be approximately6 weeks. CognizantEngineerand SAIC
personnelmust be presentbeforeproceeding.

a. NotifyTank Farm dispatcherthattherewill be a low
flowalarm on FAS-KI-I.

b. OPEN the appropriateregulatorand obtainflow rate
determinedin Task B.l.f. Maintainflowfor I0
minutes.

c. CLOSEthe appropriatevalve.
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d. Remove the newly installedvalve and its associated
tee per Figures 2 and 3. -

NOTE- Tubing supports may be loosened to provide free movement and
space for connections.

e. Install tmpactor supports beneath tmpactor system if
needed.

f. Connect impactor system in place of tee.

g. OPEN the appropriatevalve and adjust regulatorsfor
the Beta CAM and the cascade impactor system to obtain
the flow values determined in Task B.1.f.

(I) Determin the appropriatecorrection factor for
the In-lineflowmeter using Table I.

(2) Set the proper flowrate using Table II.

h. Adjust Beta CAM alarm to value determined in Task
S.1.g.

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER
........... iell

3. REMOVE CASCADE IMPACTOR

NOTE - As noted in Task B.2 above, this operationwill occur
approximately6 weeks after the installation.

a. Notify Tank Farm dispatcher that there will be a low
flow alarm on FAS-KI-I.

b. CLOSE the appropriatevalve .

c. Removeimpactor system.

d. Replace the valve for the new sampling line and its
associated tee removed from step B.2.d per Figure 2.

NOTE- Tighten tubing supports loosened in Task B.2.

e. CLOSE the regulatorfor the new samplingline.

f. Turn off the pump for the new sampling llne.

g. Adjust the appropriateregulator to maintain
isokineticflow through Beta CAM RE-KI-I.

h. Readjust monitor alarm set point to the original
setpointrecorded in Task B.1.g.

B4-5
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i. Have HPT survey impactor , prepare it for transport,
and transport it to the 222-S Laboratory.

IMPACTORTEST COMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEERii|ii i

C. CASCADE IMPACTOR SYSTEM TO SAMPLE FROM NEAR THE STACK OUTLET

I. PERFORM PRESTARTCHECKS

a. Ensure that the cascade impactor has been properly
prepared and assembled as directed by SAIC.

b. Ensure that all supportingparts and connectionsare
availableas directed by SAIC.

c. Ensure that the vacuum pump is operationaland that I
acfm is obtainable. (SAIC/WHC)

PRESTART CHECKS COMPLETED: DATE:. COGNIZANT ENGINEER:......

2. INSTALL CASCADE IMPACTOR SAMPLING SYSTEM

a. Ensure that the following pieces of equipment/supplies
are properly protectedbefore relocating the items:

(I) Impactor
(2) Flowmeter
(3) Vacuum Gauge
(4) Vacuum Pump(s)
(5) Tubing
(6) Connectors
(7) Heating Tape/Sheathwith Controller
(8) Platform
(g) Shelter
(10) Extension Cord
(11) Power Bar.

• b. Set up sampling system per SAIC guidance/
instructions.

(I) Place appropriateequipmenton the platform and
make connectionsfrom the cascade impactor to
the flowmeter, from the flowmeterto the vacuum
gauge, and from the vacuum gauge to the vacuum
pump per Figure 4.

(2) Field check equipment performance.
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(3) Locate equipment in proper location on the
platform. Refer to Figure 4.

(4) Prepare set-up for operation by securingall
equipmentto the platform and verify that all

' connectionsmade to this point are secure.

c. Penetratethe AP Tank Farm stack with the sampling
probe under guidance from the Cognizant Engineer (WHC
or the SAIC representative).

d. Connect the sampling probe to the cascade impactorper
Figure 4. (WHC)

e. Initiate the cascade impactor sample. (SAIC)

(I) Determine the appropriatecorrection factor for
the in-line flowmeterusing Table I.

(2) Set the proper flowrate using Table II.

f. Position and secure the shelter over the sampling
system. (WHC)

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE: COGNIZANT ENGINEER:

3. PERIODICALLYCHANGE LOCATION OF THE SAMPLE PROBE IN THE AP
STACK (296-A-40)ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE AND DESCRIPTION
IN TABLE Ill. (SAIC/WHC)

a. A continuous sample will be obtained using ten
different locations in the AP Stack.

b. Three options for the sampling schedule are offered.
The option chosen will be based on the availabilityof
WHC personnel to initiatethe sampling.

c. The option chosen is to be circled in the procedure.

d. Initialsof responsiblepersonnel,dates, and times
that the probe is moved shall be recorded in Table
Ill.

e. The probe shall be moved to the specific locations
inside the stack in the order listed in this
procedure. This way, the probe will be inserted
farther into the stack until the last position has
been used. The probe will not be removed until all 10
samples have been obtained.
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f. Sample numbers correspondingto the sample locations
have been pre-marked on the sample probe.

SAMPLING COMPLETED: DATE/TIME: COGNIZANTENGINEER:

4. REMOVE CASCADE IMPACTOR SYSTEM

NOTE: This operationwill occur 6-7 weeks after the installationand
will be directed by SAIC.

a. Remove the shelter over the sampling system. (WHC)

b. Stop the cascade impactor sample. (SAIC)

c. Disconnect the sampling probe from the cascade
impactor. (WHC)

d. Remove the sampling probe from the AP stack and bag or
wrap it in plastic. (WHC/SAIC)

e. Remove the cascade impactor from the sampling system
and bag it. (WHC) .;

f. Dismantle sampling system./($AIC/WHC)

(I) Survey equipmen_6n the platform. (WHC)

(2) Remove equipmentfrom the platform. (WHC/SAIC)

(3) Bag or package selected pieces of equipment as
necessary. (WHC)

g. Relocate equipment from scafolding to ground level.
(WHC)

NOTE: The followingtwo steps may be performed
in any order.

h. Store equipment as required. (WHC)

i. Request HPT to survey impactor and sampling probe,
prepare them for transport, and transport them to the
222-S Laboratory (WHC)

SYSTEM REMOVAL COMPLETED" DATE" COGNIZANT ENGINEER"
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Beta

CAM

Vl_ VP

LEGEND: RS - Record Sampler; AgZ - Silver Zeolite Cartridges;VG - Vacuum
Gauge; FM- Flowmeter; FT - Flow Totalizer; FR- Flow Regulator;
VP - Vacuum Pump

Figure I. AP Tank Farm Stack (296-A-40) InstrumentCabinet
(Prior to Modifications)
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i

Tee
4wl

Beta Valve

--.-0

v,G . v,G

VG.,(_"

I I

|

l v_ I I_ ! Iw I,

LEGEND: S- Splitter;RS - RecordSampler;AgZ - SilverZeoliteCartridges;
VG- VacuumGauge;FM- Flowmeter;FT- FlowTotalizer;FR- Flow
Regulator; VP - VacuumPump

FigureZ. AP Tank FarmStack(296-A-40)InstrumentCabinetwithTee and
AssociatedValvein New SamplingSystem
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RS

CZ

Beta
CAM

VG
|

FM FM

VP VP VP

LEGEND: S- Splitter;RS - Record Sampler; AgZ - Silver ZeoliteCartridges;
VG- Vacuum Gauge; FM- Flowmeter; FT- Flow Totalizer; FR- Flow
Regulator;VP- Vacuum Pump; CI -Cascade Impactor

Figure 3. AP Tank Farm Stack (296-A-40) InstrumentCabinetwith Cascade
Impactor Sampling System
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APTank Farm

Scafolding
Sampling Une
With Hasting Sleeve

Sampling
locations

Cascade ge
Impactor

_" Equipment
iii

I:qafform

meter

296-A-40
Stack

Vacuum Pump

Figure 4. Cascade Impactor Sampling System to be Used to Sample Near the
Outlet of Stack 296-A-40
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Table I. Correction Factors Required for In-Line
FlowmeterReadings due to Vacuum

i ||nl i ,,i , i

Vamaam Flommtor C_rrection Vacuum FloNmeter C_rrection Vacuum Flo_mter Carrot|on
(" Hq) Factor (" Hg) Factor (" Hg) Factor
I III I I II I

0.I 1.00Z 6.0 1.118 12.0 1.29Z
O.Z 1.003 6.1 1. IZ1 12.1 1.296
0.3 1.005 6.2 1.123 12.2 1.299
0.4 1.007 6.3 1.125 12.3 1.303
0.5 1.008 6.4 1.128 12.4 1.307
0.6 1.010 6.5 1.130 12.5 1.311
O.7 I. 012 6.6 i. 133 12.6 1. 314
0.8 1.014 5.7 1.135 12.7 1.318
0.9 1. 015 5.8 1.138 12.8 1.322
1.0 1. 017 5.9 1.140 12.9 i.326
1.1 1. 019 7.0 i. 143 13.0 1. 330
1.2 1. 021 7.1 1.145 13.1 1.3_4
1.3 1. 022 7. Z 1.148 13.2 1. 338
I. 4 I. 024 7.3 i. 150 13.3 1. 342
1.5 1. OZ6 7.4 1.153 13.4 i. 346
1.6 1.028 7.5 1.155 13.5 1.350
1.7 I. 030 7.5 1.158 13.6 1. 354
1.8 1.03Z 7.7 i. 160 13.7 1.358
1.9 1.033 7.8 I. 163 13.8 1.36Z
Z. 0 I. 035 7.9 1.166 13.9 1.367
Z.l 1.637 8.0 1.168 14.0 1.371
Z.Z 1.039 8.1 1.171 14.1 1.375
2.3 1.041 8.Z 1.174 14.2 1.380
Z. 4 I. 043 8.3 1.176 14.3 1.384
2.5 1.045 8.4 1.179 14.4 1.388
Z.6 1.047 8.5 i. 18Z 14.5 1.393
Z. 7 I. 048 8.6 1.185 14.6 1.397
2.8 1. 050 8.7 1.187 14.7 1.402
2.9 i. 052 8.8 i. 190 14.8 I. 407
3.0 1. 054 8.9 1.193 14.9 1. 411
3.1 1. 056 9.0 1.196 15.0 1. 418
3.2 I. 058 9. i 1.199 15.1 1. 421
3.3 1.OGO 9.2 1.202 15.2 1.426
3.4, 1.062 9.3 1.205 15.3 1.431
3.5 1. 064 9.4, I. 208 15.4 1.435
3.6 1. 066 9.5 1.210 15.5 1.440
3.7 1. 068 9. B 1.213 15.6 1.445
3.8 1.070 9.7 1.216 15.7 1.451
3.9 1.072 9.8 1.219 15.8 1.456
4.0 1.074 9.9 I.222 15.9 1. 461
4.1 I. 076 10.0 1. 226 16.O 1. 466
4.2 1.079 10.1 1.229 16.1 1.471
4.3 1.081 10.2 1.Z32 16.Z 1.477
4.4 1.083 10.3 1.Z35 16.3 1.482
4. S 1.08S 10.4 1. 238 16.4 1. 488
4.8 1.087 10.5 1.Z41 16.5 1.493
4.7 1. 089 10.5 1. Z44 16.6 1. 499
4.8 1. 091 10.7 1. Z48 16.7 1. 504
4.9 1. 094 10.8 I. Z51 16.8 1. 510
S.O 1.096 10.9 1.254 16.9 1.518
5.1 1.098 11.0 I. 258 17.0 1.522
S.2 1.100 11.1 1. 251 17.1 1.528
S.3 i. 102 11. Z 1.264 17.Z 1.534
S.4 1.105 11.3 1.268 17.3 1.540
5.5 1.107 11.4 I. 271 17.4 1. 546
5.8 ' 1.109 11.5 1.274 17.5 1.552
S.7 1.111 _1.6 1.278 17.6 1.558
5.8 I. 114 11.7 1.281 17.7 1.565
S.S 1.116 11.8 1.285 17.8 1.571

11.9 1.289 17,9 1.578
, III
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Table II. Brooks Flowmeter (_odel R-615-B, Car_oloy, SphericalBall)
CalibrationData

. ||i, iii ii! , , , .. , , , , ,,, i,

Tube RIidlmj I_m, Rate Tube Reading
(.m) (cfm) Tube Reading Flow Rate Tube Reading Flow Rate (ram) Flow Rate

ill llll i II Ill i II II llll i Ilia

150.0 Z. 160 110.0 1.493 70.0 0.888 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 1.477 89. O O.872 29.0 0.335
148.0 Z. 123 108.0 1.461 68. O O.857 28.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1. 446 67.0 O.843 Z7.0 0.310
146.0 Z. 086 106.0 1. 430 56.0 O.829 26.0 0. 298
145.0 Z. 068 105.0 L. 416 65.0 O.815 25.0 O.286
144.0 Z. 049 104. O 1. 401 54.0 O.801 24.0 0.273
143.0 2. 031 103. O 1. 387 63.0 O.787 23.0 O.261
142.0 2. 013 102.0 L. 373 82.0 O.772 22.0 O.249
141.0 1.995 101.0 1. 359 61.0 O.758 Z1.0 O.237
140.0 i. 977 100.0 1. 345 60.0 O.744 20.0 O.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1.331 59.0 O.730 19.0 0.213
138.0 1.942 98. O i. 317 58.0 0. 718 18.0 O.201
137.0 1.925 97.0 i. 303 57.0 O.702 17.0 O.189
136.0 1.908 98.0 1.289 56.0 O.889 16.0 O.177
135.0 1.891 95.0 1.274 55.0 O.675 15.0 O.168
134.0 1.875 94.0 1. 260 54.0 O.661 14.0 0.154
133.0 1.880 93.0 1. 245 53. O O.847 13.0 O.143
132.0 1.844 92.0 I. 230 52. O O.834 12. O O.131
131.0 I. 829 91.0 1.215 51.0 O.620 11.0 O.120
130.0 1.813 90.0 I. 199 50. O O.806 10.0 O.109
129.0 1. 798 89.0 1.183 49. O O.593 9. O O.097
128.0 1.783 88.0 1.167 48.0 O.579 8.0 O.088
127.0 1.787 87.0 1.151 47. O O.566 7.0 O.075
125.0 1.75Z 86.0 I. L34 46.0 O.553 6.0 O.083
125.0 1.736 85.0 L. 118 45.0 O.539 5. O O.052
124.0 1.721 84.0 1.102 44.0 O.526
123.0 I. 705 83.0 i. 085 43.0 O.513
122.0 1.689 82.0 1.069 42.0 O.500
121.0 1.673 81.0 I. 053 41.0 O.487
17.0.0 1.856 80.0 1.036 40.0 O.475
119.0 I. 640 79.0 1.020 39.0 O.462
118.0 1.624 78.0 1. 005 38.0 0.449
117.0 1.507 77.0 0.989 37.0 0. 436
116.0 1.591 76.0 0.974 36.0 0. 423
115.0 1.574 75.0 0.959 35.0 0. 411
114.0 1.558 74.0 0.944 34.0 O.398
113.0 1. 541 73.0 0.929 33.0 0.385
112.0 1.525 72.0 0.915 32.0 0. 373
111.0 1.509 71.0 0.900 31.0 0.360ii i ......
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ToddlellI. Casca_ S,_n_pleAcqulsitlon Information

i i ..,,.,. .,,., | , ' i i

Oay Started initialand Record I_te
(Sampling Period [days]) (1) C2_ Time u Each Sample ta Started

i i i i i ill i i

Samle Location
I_mldmStack Optl_ I Option Z Option 3 Inltlalm Oatm/Tlmm

I

l 7IS" v (9) F (10) . (9)

2,, I I/Z" V (S) . {4) W (S,) ....

3 zl/4" , v(s) F(s) M(4)

4 3 3IS" M (4) w (s} r (s)

.... s ,, p s/e" r, {,s).......... M,,,,(4), w (s)....

, 8, 7 3/4," w (s} .....r (s} ,,M (4) , ,

7 az/z" ,M(4) ,,,W(S) r(s)

o 9 lie" r (10) M(9} W(9)

(11 Once an option is chosen and initiated, that schedule must be completed.
(:_ Circle tim option being used.
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INSTALLLASERSPECTROMETERON
PR (296-A-1) STACK(ROOFLOCATION)

I. GENERALDESCRIPTION

Thiswork plan providesinstructionsfor installing,operating,and
removing a laser spectrometer monitoring system for the PRStack on the
roof of the PUREXBuilding. The spectrometer will be installed on the
roof andwtll be located on a movableplatform near the PR Stack to
measurethe atr in the PR Stack. The sample probe and spectrometer wtll
be movedperiodically (i.e., after readings have stabilized) to obtain
representativedata fromthe stack. Analysisof the dataobtainedwith
the unitwill provideparticlesizedistributioninformationon
particulates in the EP gaseouseffluent stream.

The installation and removal of this laser spectrometer need to coincide
as closely as possible (i.e., sameday, near the sametime) with Work
Plan WP-P-g2-o2g(Work Package2A-92-0665).

I I. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizational responsibilities are as follows:

Cognizant Effluent Engineer Function as the work plan manager, in
associationwith SAICpersonnel,with
overallresponslbllltyfor coordinating
the activities;technicalpointof contact
for questlons.

SAIC Personnel Provide cognizant effluent engineer with
technical assistance and guidance for the
duration of this plan. Also provide the
fittings,samplinglinewith inletprobe,
and platform.

EnvironmentalProtection Providethe laserspectrometer.
Personnel

PUREXHealth and Safety Provide HPTcoverage during the
installation,moving,and removalof the
laser spectrometer system.

PUREXMaintenance Support installation/removal of laser
spectrometersystem per approvedwork
package 2A-92-0666.

This work plan can be red-linedin the fieldwiththe appropriateapprovals
for the changeper WHC-IP-0240,Section4.
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Ill. SAFETY

A. HP personnelmust be presentduringperformanceof the
installation,l_eriodicmoving,and removaltasks.

a. Appropriate safety measuresmust be performed whenrelocating the
equipment from the ground location to the roof and from the roof
to the ground location. Personnel climbing up anddownthe ladder
near the PR Stack must be aware of the proper methodsto perform
this safelyper guidancefromWHC IndustrialSafetyand
WHC-CM-4-3,standardsCM-2 and G-7. In particular:
I. Do not carryany equipmentby hand up the ladders.
2. Whileon the canyonroof,remainwithinthe area protected

by the hand ralls.
3. Lift the laserspectrometerto the roof by walkingthe rope

from the edgeof the roof,ratherthan liftingwith the back
or arms.

C. A pre-Job safety meeting must be held.

D. All requirements of Radiation Protection Manual, WHC-CM-4-10,and
Radiation Work Requirements and Permits Manual, WHC-CM-4-15,Vol.
2 shall be followed. RWPAKEH-011applies to all work performed
under these procedures.

E. All work performedunderthiswork plan shallconformto WHC-CM-4-
3 and all requirementsfor Hoistingand Riggingin WHC-CM-6-4
shallbe met. Personnelshallnot hand-carryanythingon the
ladders.

IV. PLAN

A. PERFORMPRESTARTCHECKS

I. Hold a pre-jobsafetymeeting.

Pre-jobSafetyMeetingHeld
{slgnature) {date)

2. Ensurethat the laserspectrometersystemhas been properly
prepared,is operational,and is assembledas directedby
SAIC.

3. Ensurethat all supportingpartsand connectionsare
availableas directedby SAIC.

4. Ensurethat the vacuumpump is operationaland that I cfm is
obtainable.(SAIC/WHC)

PRESTARTCHECKSCOMPLETED:DATE: COGNIZANTENGINEER:
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B. INSTALLLASERSPECTROMETERMONITORINGSYSTEM

NOTE:The installationof this laserspectrometerneedsto coincideas
closelyas possible(i.e.,same day, near the sametime)with Work
PlanWP-P-g2-o2g(WorkPackage2A-g2-O665).

NOTE:Followall Hoistingand RiggingRequirementsper WHC-CM-6-4and
WHC-CM-4-3,StandardM-2. Do not hand-carryanythingon the
ladders.

1. Relocate the laserspectrometerto the canyon roof

a. Ensurethat the laserspectrometeris properly
protected(perSAIC guidance)beforerelocatingto the
canyonroof.

b. Use two ropesfrom the laserspectrometerto the
canyonroof.

WARNING

DO NOT ATTEMPTTO LIFTTHE LASERSPECTROMETERTO THE CANYONROOF
WITH YOURBACK AND ARMS;USE YOUR LEGS. DO NOT WALK OVERHALF-WAY
ACROSSTHE ROOFWHILELIFTINGTHE LASERSPECTROMETER;LET SOMEONE
ELSE STARTAT THE EDGEOF THE ROOF BY THE HAND RAIL. DO NOT
APPROACHTHE EDGE OF THE ROOFAWAY FROMA HAND RAIL.

c. Use one person on each rope, walking away from the
edgeof the roof to lift the laserspectrometer.

d. When one personreachesthe centerlineof the roof,
haveanotherstartliftingfromthe hand rail.

e. When the laserspectrometerhas reachedthe levelof
the canyonroof, it may be liftedthroughor over the
handrail.
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2. Relocate remainingequipment from ground level to roof.
(WHC)

a. Ensure that the followingpieces of equipment/supplies
are properly protected before relocating items to the
roof:

(I) Flowmeter
' (2) VacuumGauge

(3) VacuumPump
(4) Tubing
(5) Connectors
(6) Platform
(7) Extens i on Cords
(8) Power bar
(g) Extens i on Cords

b. Transport equipment to the roof of 202A near the PR
stack using ropes, buckets, etc.

3. Set up monitoring system per SAIC guidance/instructions.

a. Place appropriateequipmenton the platform and make
connections from the laser spectrometer to the
flowmeter, from the flowmeter to the vacuum gauge, and
from the vacuum gauge to the vacuum pump per Figure 1.

b. Field check equipment performance.

c. Locate equipment in proper location on the platform.
Refer to Figure 1.

d. Prepare set-up for operationby securing all equipment
to the platform and verify that all connectionsmade
to this point are secure.

4. Penetratethe PR stack with the sampling probe using the
I/2"-hole located approximatelyI0" above the roof level.
(WHC/SAIC)

5. Connect the sampling probe to the laser spectrometerper
Figure I. (WHC)

6. Initiatethe laser spectrometersample. (SAIC)

a. Determine the appropriatecorrection factor for the
in-line flowmeterusing Table I.

b. Set the proper flowrate using Table II.

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE: COGNIZANTENGINEER:
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C. CHANGELOCATIONOF THE SAMPLEPROBEIN THE PR STACKACCORDINGTO
THE DESCRIPTIONIN TABLEIll. (SAIC/WHC)

1. Particulatemeasurementswill be made at ninedifferent
locations in the PRStack

2. Recordinitialsof responsiblepersonneland timesthatthe
probeis movedin TableIII.

NOTE:The probewill be insertedfartherinto the stackuntilthe last
positionhas beenused. The probewill not be removeduntilall 9
measurementshavebeen obtained.

3. Move the probeto the specificlocationsinsidethe stackin
the orderlistedin this procedure,per instructionsfrom
SAICpersonnel.

4. Samplenumberscorrespondingto the samplelocationshave
been pre-markedon the sampleprobe.

MONITORIKGCOMPLETED:DATE/TIME: COGNIZANTENGINEER:

O. REMOVELASERSPECTROMETERSYSTEM

1. Stop the laserspectrometersample.(SAIC)

2. Disconnectthe sang,lingprobefrom the laserspectrometer.
(WHC)

•* HP Hold Point **

3. Removethe samplingprobefromthe PR stack. Wipe the probe
as it is removedfrom the stack.

Sampleprobewipeddown and smearablecontaminationis
< detectable (Initial/Date)

4. Bag or wrap the probein plastic.(WHC/SAIC)

5. Removethe laserspectrometerfrom the samplingsystem,
survey it, and re-positionit in its transportbox. (WHC)

G. Dismantle sampling system. (SAIC/WHC)

a. Surveyequipmenton theplatform.(WHC)

b. Removeequipmentfromthe platform.(WHC/SAIC)
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c. Bag or package selected pieces of equipmentas
necessaryper HPT direction. (WHC)

NOTE: Follow all Hoisting and Rigging requirementsper WHC-CM-6-4 and
WHC-CM-4-3, standardM-Z. 0o not hand-carry anythingon the
ladders.

7• Relocate the laser spectrometerfrom the canyon roof to the
shop roof.

a. Ensure that the laser spectrometeris properly
protected (per SAIC guidance) before relocating to the
shop roof.

b• Use two ropes from the laser spectrometer to the
canyon roof.

WARNING

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO LIFT THE LASER SPECTROMETERFROM THE CANYON ROOF
WITH YOUR BACK AND ARMS; USE YOUR LEGS. DO NOT WALK OVER HALF-WAY
ACROSS THE ROOF WHILE RELOCATINGTHE LASER SPECTROMETER. DO NOT
APPROACH THE EDGE OF THE ROOF AWAY FROM A HAND RAIL.

i

c. Use one person on each rope, walking toward the hand
rail to lift the laser spectrometerdown to the shop
roof.

d. Whenone person reaches the hand rail, have another
start lifting from the center line of the roof.

8. Relocate equipment from roof to ground level. (WHC)

NOTE: The followingtwo steps may be performed
in any order

9. Store equipment as required. (WHC)

** HP Hold Point **

10. Request HPT to survey the sampling probe for release•

Sampling probe surveyed (Initial/Date):

11. Prepare the sampling probe for transport, and transport it
to storageor to the next location of use. (WHC)

12. Clean up work area.

SYSTEM REMOVAL COMPLETED: DATE: COGNIZANT ENGINEER:
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Sampling PUREX
Locations Roof

Sampling Line
Stack I Lj Vacuum

Ij_#l Equipment
" " " " " " Laser Platform

Spectro- Flow-
meter meter

Vacuum Pump

Power
Outlets

FigureI. LaserSpectrometerSet-Upfor the PR Stack(RoofSample)
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TableI. CorrectionFac'corsRequiredfor In-Line
FlowmeterReadingsdue to Vacuum

FIo_eter
Vacuum('Hg) Correction

Factor'

0.25 1.004
0.50 1.008
0.75 1.013
1.00 1.017
1.25 1.022
1.50 1.026
1.75 1.031
2.00 1.035
2.25 1.040
2.50 1.045
2.75 1.049
3.00 1.054
3.25 1.059
3.50 1.064
3.75 1.069
4.00 1.074
4.25 1.080
4.50 1.085
4.75 1.090
5.00 1.096
5.25 1.101
5.50 1.107
5.75 1.113
6.00 1.118
6.25 1.124
6.5O 1.130
6.75 1.136
7.0O 1.143
7.25 1.149
7.5O 1.155
7.75 1.162
8. O0 1.168
8.25 1.175
8.50 1.182
8.75 1.189
9. O0 1. 196
9.25 1.203
9.50 1.210
9.75 1.218

10.00 1.226
I1'
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Table If. Brooks Flowmeter (Model R-615-B, Carooloy, SphericalBall)
CalibrationData

i i

Tube Flow Tube
Reading Rate Tube F1ow Tube F1ow Readtn9 F1ow

IIm_ (cfm) Reading Rate Reading Rate , (mm) Rate

150.0 2.160 110.0 1.493 70.0 0.886 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 1.477 69.0 0.872 29.0 0.335
148.0 2.123 108.0 1.461 68.0 0.857 28.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1.446 67.0 0.843 27.0 0.310
14s.o z.oe6lo6.o 1.43o 660 o.ez9 76o o.zge
145.0 2.06e 105.0 1.416 65.0 0.815 25.0 0.286
14_.o 2.049lo4.o 1.4ol 640 o.8ol 24o o27_
143.0 2.031 103.0 1.387 63.0 0.787 23.0 0.261
142.0 Z.013 102.0 1.373 62.0 0.772 22.0 0.249
141.0 1.995 101.0 1.359 61.0 0.758 21.0 0.237
140.0 1.977 100.0 1.345 60.0 0.744 20.0 0.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1.331 59.0 0.730 19.0 0.213
138.0 1.942 98.0 1.317 58.0 0.716 18.0 O.ZOZ
137.0 1.925 97.0 1.303 57.0 0.702 17.0 0.189
136.0 1.908 96.0 1.289 56.0 0.689 16.0 0.177
13s.o z..z 9s.o z.274 ss.o o.6zs zs.o o.766
134.0 1.875 94.0 1.260 54.0 0.661 14.0 0.154
133.0 1.860 93.0 1.245 53.0 0.647 13.0 0.143
z3z.o z.844 97.0 1.z_0 szo 0.634 lz.0 o.z3z
131.0 1.829 91.0 1.215 51.0 0.620 11.0 0.120
130.0 1.813 90.0 1.199 50.0 0.606 10.0 0.109
129.0 1.798 89.0 1.183 49.0 0.593 9.0 0.097
128.0 1.783 88.0 1.167 48.0 0.579 8.0 0.086
127.0 1.767 87.0 1. 151 47.0 0.566 7.0 0.075
126.0 1.752 86.0 1.134 46.0 0.553 6.0 0.063
125.0 1.736 85.0 1.118 45.0 0.539 5.0 0.052
124.0 1.721 84.0 1.102 44.0 0.526
zz3.0 ZTOS830 z08s 43.0 osz3
zzz.o 76e9 870 z069 47.0 osoo
zzz.o z.67_ 87.0 z.os_ 470 0487
zzo.o z.6s6 eo.o z.036 40.0 047s
119.0 1.640 79.0 1.020 39.0 0.462 ....zze.o z._z4 78.0 zoos 38.0 0.449
117.0 1.607 77.0 0.989 37.0 0.436
116.0 1.591 76.0 0.974 36.0 0.423
zzs.o z.s74 7s.o 09s9 3so 0.4zz
114.0 1.558 74.0 0.944 34.0 0.398
113.0 1.541 73.0 0.929 33.0 0.385
112.0 1.525 72.0 0.915 32.0 0.373
111.0 1.509 71.0 0.900 31.0 0.360
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TableIll. LaserSpectrometerSampleAcquisitionInformation

_i, i i ,

Initialand Record Time
Each Sample,,is Starte d

Samp1e Locatt on
Humber Inside Stack Inttials Time Comments

I I I II

1 z x/4", ,
2 3 1/2" ,, ,

3 s I/z" ..........
4 s x/4",,
s xs3/4" ,,
s 18 1/2" i

7 _ox/z"
8 22"

9 23 3/8"
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WORKPLAN

INSTALLLASERSPECTROMETERONPR (296-A-1) STACKCAMSAMPLER$YSTEN

I. GENERALDESCRIPTION

This work plan providesinstructionsfor installingand removinga laser
spectrometermonitoringsystemin the PR StackCAM sampler. The
spectrometerwill be installedon one leg of the CAM flowsplitterand
will use existingvacuumto provideflow throughthe unit. Operationof
the CAM and recordsamplerwill continueduringthe laserspectrometer
test. Analysisof thedata will provideparticlesizedistribution
informationon effluentparticulates.

Datawill be printedduringthe acquisitionof the datawith the real-
timemonitor. Each printoutwill be labled,and the labelcopiedonto
the bluecopy of this work plan.

The installation and removal of this laser spectrometer needs to
coincide as closely as possible (i.e., sameday, near the sametime)
with WorkPlan WP-P-92-030 (WorkPackage2A-92-0666)

II. PREPLANNING/COORDINATION

The organizationalresponsibilitiesare as follows:

CognizantEffluentEngineer - Functionas the work planmanager,
in associationwith SAICpersonnel,
with overallresponsibilityfor
coordinatingthe activities;
technicalpointof contactfor
questions.

SAIC Personnel - Provide cognizant effluent engineer
with technicalassistance and
guidance for the duration of this
plan. Also provide the fittings,
platform, tubing, and sampling ltne
with the inlet probe.

Environmental Protection - Provide the laser spectrometer.
Personnel

PUREXHealthand Safety - ProvideHPT coverageduringthe
installationand removalof the
laserspectrometersystem.
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PUREXMaintenance - Supportinstallation/removalof
laserspectrometerper approvedwork
package#2A-92-0665.

Thls work plan can be red-llned in the field with the appropriate approvals
for the changeper WHC-IP-0240, Section 4.

III. SAFETY

LimitingConditionfor Operation(LCO)12.6.3requiresoperabilityof
t_e samplingand monitoringsystemson the 296-A-Istack Ensurethe
I)cordsampleloopoperationis not interruptedand CAM monltordowntime
Is minimized.An HPT must be presentduringperformanceof the
installation/removaltasks.

IV. PLAN

A. PERFORMPRESTARTCHECKS

I. Hold a Pre-JobSafetyMeeting.

ii ill

(slgniture) (date)

2. Ensurethatthe laserspectrometerhas beenproperly
preparedand assembled.(SAIC)

3. Ensurethat all supportingpartsand connectionsare
available.

4. Ensurethat the stackalphamonitorRAN-VZgA-I-Iis
operatingproperly.

5. NotifyPUREXHealthand SafetySupervisorandthe Operating
ShiftSupervisorthat _N-VZ9A-I-Iwill be takenout of
service during the laser spectrometer installation and use.

6. Ensurepump P-V28A-Iis running.
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NOTE- Step 7 will be performed with the assistance of the
cognizant engineer, based on the stack flow rate and the
design of the sample probe.

7. Oetemtne flow requtred to maintain tsoktnests through
smpie probe.

Stack flow = cfm
Total flow = stack flow X 0.000519 = scfm

Flow for laserspectrometer- scfm
Flowfor RAN-VZgA-I-I = -T_fm

8. Installtag statingsetpointand monitorflow.

9. Notifythe cognizantengineer,OperationsSupervisor,and
Hemlthand SafetySupervisorthat the monitorflow rate has
been reducedandwill remainat the new levelsfor
approximatelyone to two hours.

PRESTARTCHECKSCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER
iiii i iimill __ ii __

8. INSTALLLASERSPECTROMETER

NOTE- This plan involves the both the installation and removal of
the laser spectrometer. The time between the two operations
will be approximately two hours. The installation of this
laser spectrometer needs to coincide as closely as possible
(i.e., sameday, near the sametime) with Work Plan
WP-P-92-030 (Work Package 2A-92-0666). Cognizant Engineer
and SAIC personnel must be present before proceeding.

** HP Hold Potnt **

I. NotifyPUREXdispatcherthat therewill be a low flow alarm
on FA-V29A-3-I.

DispatcherNotified(Initial/Date)

2. OPEN regulatorFCV-V29A-I-1and obtainflowrate determined
in taskA.6. Maintainflowfor I0 minutes.

3. CLOSEvalveMV-V28A-5-3.

4. RemovevalveMV-V28A-5-15and its associatedtee per
FigureI.
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** HP Hold Point **

S. Survey HV-V28A-5-15for smearable contamination.

Valve Surveyed(Inltlal/Oate) ............................

Survey Results - i ii i iiii

6. Place HV-V28A-S-lS plasttc bag.

NOTE- Tubing supports may be loosened to provide free movementand
space for connections.

7. Connect laser spectrometer system in place of tee.

NOTE- Experience has shownthat two pumpsmay be neededto obtain
sufficient vacuum.

8. If neededto supply sufficient vacuum, activate Pump
P-VZgA-1:

a. Energize PumpP-v2g-A-1 ustng HS-V2gA-4-4.

b. Adjust valves tn the following sequence:

HV-29A-5-1 OPEN

Hv-ZgA-5-2 OPEN

** HP Ho]d Point **

9. OPENvalve MV-VZBA-5-3and adjust regulators FCV-VZgA-Z-1
and FCV-VZgA-I-1 to obtain the flow values detemtned in
Task A, step 6.

Regulators Adjusted (InitJal/Oate) .............

Flow for laser spectrometer: .......

F]ow for RAN-V29A-1-1:
Illll.lll ..,, I

INSTALLATIONCOMPLETED:DATE COGNIZANTENGINEER
i i _ ill .i ii
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C. OPERATELASERSPECTROMETER

NOTE:SAICpersonnel will operate the laser spectrometer to measure the
particle loading tn the sample line. The laser spectrometer wtll
print out the resulting data.

i. Obtainat leastone printoutof data Fromthe laser
spectrometer.

I. Labelall printoutsand recordthe labels,with appropriate
comments,below:

Printout Time/Initials Comments

-- i

O. REHOVELASERSPECTROMETER

NOTE- As noted in Task B above, this operation will occur
approximatelytwo hoursafterthe installation.

** HP Hold Point**

I. NotifyPURF.Xdispatcherthat therewlll be a low flow alam
on FA-V29A-3-1.

Dispatched NotiFied {Initial/Date):

Z. If it is running, turn off pumpP-V29A-1:

a. Adjust valves in the following sequence:

Mv-2gA-5-2 CLOSE

MV-29A-5-1 CLOSE
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b. EnergizePump P-V29-A-1usingMS-V2gA-4-4.

3. CLOSEvalveMV-VZBA-5-3.

4. Removelaser spectrometer system.

S. Replace valve MV-VZSA-5-15and its associated tee removed
from step 4 in task B.

NOTE- Tighten tubing supports loosened in task B.

6. CLOSEregulator FCV-VZgA-1-1.

7. OPENvalve MV-V28A-5-3.

** HP Hold Point **

8. Adjust regulator FCV-V29A-Z-1to maintain isokinetic flow
through RAN-V29A-1-1.

Flow Rate: (Initial/Date)i i i

** HP Hold Point **

9. Survey the work area and laser spectrometer

Survey Results:

(Initial/Date) ......

10. Prepare the laser spectrometer for transport, and transport
it to storage or to the next location for use.

11. Clean up work area.

LASERSPECTROMETERTEST COMPLETED:DATE
COGNIZANTENGINEER

l lu
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Figure I. Current Effluent Sampling and Monitoring Systems for the PR Stack
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Table I. Correction Fac'corsRequired for In-Line
Flowmeter Readings due to Vacuum

III I

Vl Flltilr Corf_-tton VI Flier Corroctton Vacuum FlItllr _ton
(" .g) Factor (" .g) _or (" .g) F,ctor

I I

0.1 1.002 6.0 I. 118 12.0 1.292
0.2 1.003 6.1 1.121 12.1 1.296
O.3 1.005 6. Z 1.123 12.2 I. 299
0.4 1.007 6.3 1.125 12.3 1.303
O.5 1.008 6.4 I. 128 12.4 1.307
O.6 1.010 6.5 I. 130 12.5 1.311
O.7 1.012 6.8 1.133 12.8 1.314
0.8 1.014 6.7 1.135 12.7 1.318
O.9 1.015 6.8 1.138 12.8 I. 322
I. 0 1.017 6.9 1.140 12.9 1.326
1. I 1.019 7.0 I. 143 13.0 1. 330
1.2 1.021 7. i 1.145 13.1 1.334
1.3 1.022 7.2 1.148 13.Z 1.338
1.4 1.024 7.3 1.150 13.3 1.342
1.5 1. OZ6 7.4 1.153 13.4 1.346
1.8 1.028 7.5 1.155 13.5 I. 350
1.7 1.030 7.6 I. 158 13.6 1.354
1.8 1.03Z 7.7 I. 160 13.7 1.358
1.9 1.033 7.8 1.183 13.8 1.36Z
2.0 1.035 7.9 I. 166 13.9 1.367
Z. I 1.037 8.0 1.168 14.0 1.371
Z.Z 1.039 8.1 1.171 14.I 1.375
2.3 1.041 8.2 1.174 14.2 1.380
2.4 1.043 8.3 1.176 14.3 1.384
2.5 1. 045 8.4 1.179 14.4 1. 388
2.8 1. 047 8.5 1.182 14.5 1. 393
2.7 1.048 8.6 1.185 14.8 1.397
2.8 1.050 8.7 L. 187 14.7 1.40Z
Z.9 I. 052 8.8 1.190 14.8 1.407
3.0 1.054 8.9 1.193 14.9 1.411
3.1 1.056 9.0 1.196 15.0 1.416
3.2 1.058 9.1 1.199 15.1 1.421

• 3.3 1.060 9.2 1.202 15.2 1.426
3.4 1.062 9.3 1.205 15.3 1.431
3.5 1.064 9.4 1. 208 15.4 1.435
3.8 1.066 9.5 1.210 15.5 1.440
3.7 1. 068 9.8 1. 213 15.8 i .445
3.8 1. 070 9. l 1. 216 15.7 i. 451
3.9 1.072 9.8 1.219 15.8 1.4i6
4.0 1. 074 9.9 1.22Z 15.9 1.461
4. I I. 076 10. O 1. 226 16.0 1. 468
4.Z 1.079 10.1 1.229 16.1 1.471
4.3 1.081 10.2 1.232 16.2 1.477
4.4 1.083 10.3 1.235 16.3 1.482
4. S I. 085 10.4 i. 238 16.4 1. 488
4.6 1. 087 10.5 1. Z41 16.5 1.493
4.7 1.089 10.8 1.244 16.6 1.499
4.8 1.091 10.7 1.248 18.7 1.504
4.9 1.094 10.8 1.251 16.8 1.510
5.0 1.096 10.9 1.254 16.9 1.516
S. 1 1.098 11.0 1.258 17.0 I. 522
8.2 1.100 11.1 1.261 17.1 1.528
S.3 1.102 11.2 i. 264 17.2 1.534
5.4 1.105 11.3 1.268 17.3 1.540
5.5 1.107 11.4 1.Z71 17.4 1.546
S.O 1.109 11.5 1.274 17.5 1.552
8.7 1.111 11.6 1.278 17.6 1.558
S.8 1.114 11.7 1.281 17.7 1.565
S.9 1.116 11.8 1.285 17.8 1.571

11.9 1.289 17.9 1.578
r ,, I I
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TabIe II. Brooks Flowmeter (ModelR-GI5-B, Carboloy,SphericalBall)
Calibration Data

Tube had|rig Flow htm Tube Readtng
(am) (cfm) Tube Raadtng Flow Rate Tube Readtng Flow _ate (ms) Flow Rate

IIII I II

150.0 2.160 110.0 1.493 70.0 0.886 30.0 0.347
149.0 1.142 109.0 1.477 69.0 0.872 29.0 0.335
148.0 2.123 108.0 1.461 68.0 0.857 28.0 0.323
147.0 2.105 107.0 1.446 67.0 0.843 27.0 0.310
146.0 2.086 106.0 1.430 66.0 0.829 26.0 0.298
145.0 2.068 105.0 1,416 65.0 0.815 25.0 0.286
144.0 Z.049 104.0 1.401 64.0 0.801 24.0 0.273
143.0 2.031 103.0 1.387 63.0 0.787 23.0 0.261
142.0 2.013 102.0 1.373 6Z.O 0.772 22.0 0.249
141.0 1.995 101.0 1.359 61.0 0.758 21.0 0.237
140.0 1.977 100.0 1.345 60.0 0.744 2O.O 0.225
139.0 1.960 99.0 1.331 59.0 0.730 19.0 0,213
138.0 1.942 98.0 1.317 58.0 0.7%6 18.0 0.201
137.0 1.925 97.0 L.303 57.0 0,702 17.0 0.189
136,0 1.908 96.0 1.289 56.0 0.689 16.0 0.177
135.0 1.891 95.0 1.274 55.0 0.675 £5.0 0,166
134.0 1.875 94.0 1.260 54.0 0.861 14.0 0.154
133.0 1.860 93.0 1.245 53.0 0.647 13.0 0.143
132.0 1,844 92.0 1.230 52.0 0.634 I2.0 0.131
131.0 1.829 91.0 1.215 51.0 0.620 11.0 0.120
130.0 1.813 90.0 1.199 50.0 0.806 10.0 0.109
129.0 1.798 89.0 1.183 49.0 0.593 9.0 0.097
128.0 1.783 88.0 1.167 48,0 0.579 8.0 0.086
127.0 1.787 87.0 1.151 47.0 0.566 7.0 0.075
126.0 1.752 86.0 1.£34 46.0 0.553 6.0 0.063
125.0 1.736 85.0 1.118 45.0 0.539 5.0 0.052
124.0 1.721 84.0 1.102 44.0 0.526
1,23.0 1.705 83.0 1.085 43.0 0.513
_22.0 1.689 82.0 1.069 42,0 0.500
121.0 1.673 81.n 1.053 41.0 0.487
120.0 1.656 80._ 1.036 40.0 0.475
119.0 1.640 79.0 1.020 39.0 0.462
118.0 1.624 78.0 1.005 38.0 0.449
117.0 1.607 77.0 0.989 37.0 0.436
116.0 1.591 76.0 0.974 36.0 0.423
115.0 1.574 75.0 0.959 35.0 0.411
114.0 1.558 74.0 0.944 34.0 0.398
113.0 1.541 73.0 0.929 33.0 0.385
112.0 1.525 72.0 0.915 32.0 0.373
111.0 1.509 71.0 0.900 31.0 0.360
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